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PHYSICS and DETECTORS 
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PHYSICAL PROGRAM ON C-tau FACTORIES (CTF) 

E.A. Kuraev 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia 

"The Standard STJ(3)*SU(3)*U(1) Model 
of Strong and electromagnetic interaction 
is renorznalizable QFT. Radiative correc
tions to physical processes are finite. One 
can test the SM at the level of its quantum 
corrections and search for hints of "new 
physics" by comparing precise experimen
tal data with theoretical predictions." 

W. Marduio, A. Sirlin. 
Phya. Rev. Lett, 
vol. 61 (1988) p. 1815 

The purpose of CTF is to enable precise studies of three poorly known fcrmions т, 
" г , С. 

With the design luminosity L ~ 10м cm'V 1 and the energy range y/s = 3 -r 
5 GeV which embraces three important thresholds: r-leptons, Z?-mesons and J / Ф family 
of charmonium states; their yearly data are: 

~ 6 • 107 (Ф "); 4 • 109 (Ф'); 1 -7 • 1010 (Ф); 2 -r 3 • 107 (г+т.). 

This statistic more than order exceeds corresponding data on Z" and B-factories. 
Control of systematic errors may be performed due to several operating points: 

•/s (GeV) = 3.10 ( J / * peak); 3.56 — juet below (т+r~) threshold; 3.57 — threshold 
of (r+ г") {<тл = 0.47 nb); 3.67 — just below ф/ (3.69) threshold; 3.77 — D'D', D* D~ 
production without contamination — search of tagged D", D* decays; 4.03 — maximal 
yield of charm; 4.14 — production of charm-strange mesons D+ D~. 

Backgrounds 

By lowering the beam energy below threshold there is an ability to measure back
ground experimentally. 

Another important feature is the ability to tag a particle: the D D or r f events can 
be cleanly isolated. 
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Much attention was paid to charm physics [1] earlier. I will consider r physics. 

1. vr maee 

Prediction of the primordial nucleosynthesis of light isotopes in early universe ex
cludes mass range 0.5MeV < mVr < 25 MeV. Measuring the end of spectrum of (51) sys
tem in decays г —• 5 irvr now is obtained mVr < 35 MeV (95% O.L.), CTF may improve 
the present experimental bound on гпуг down to 0.5 McV.Thc processes r~ —* K+ K~ тг~ vT 
also may be used. Using the "Sea — Saw" relation 

Vhi. = (Hli)* „ 10r 

imply much more strong restrictions on m„ t : 3eV —• 4 • 10~3 eV may be achieved. 

2 . Lepton number violation 

All present data are consistent with the additive lepton number conservation law. It is 
fulfilled in each generation of SM. However, there are no strong theoretical reasons against 
mixing of different leptons (as happens in quark sector). Some supersymmetric models 
admit the particles which provide the processes as 

r + - • e+DevT} 

r + e - _» T - e + , &L = 2. 

Experimental search for these processes can provide information on the scale at 
which the new physics begins to play a significant role. The present upper limit on the 
neutrinoless decay modes branching ratios 

r —• eee", Wfi, M e S , ecfi 

on the level 1.2 •* 2 • 10 - 5 may be improved at CRF to 10 -8 . 
The important background 5-lepton modes of r-decay 

r+ —» e + e+ e ~ v v , fi+fi+fx~vp, neevv, epjii/u 

(themselves interesting) are to be taken into account: 

1 dT 11 . a . - _ , . . , * 2 . , T . ml 

The decays mentioned above may be induced by a lepton flavour violating coupling 
ofZ" boson: Z" -* е*т*. 

The CTF should reach the upper limit: 
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Br(r+ —3**) < 2 - Ю - 8 , 

which is equivalent to B, (Za -» e* т т ) = 10~7. 
Kinematically allowed but forbidden by conservation laws radiative r decay r" ~-+ 

e~ 7 allowed by some superasymmetrical models predicts the branching ratio of order ДО'8 

may be achieved. Of interest is the : manifestation of the aecond class weak current* in 
process т —* ТГ77 with branching ratio of order 10"*. 

3. Hadronic modes of r-decay 

The Cabibbo allowed modes with JP = 1", the matrix element of the vector 
charged current can be obtained, through isospin rotation from the isovector port 0f the 
e+ e~ annihilation into hadrons: 1 = 1 component of the electromagnetic earnest 

< Я в | ( й т " и - <?У*d)| 0 > . 

Similarly to known quantity R = асг~'Лаг<' / cra"Mli one may define 

RT->v = _ Г (r~ -» uT V) _ Зсо836о n»\ 
T(T- -+ePevT) 2K 

= - ! | f'dsimi- .)*№ + *.) • s*%vA>)' 

Using the available e+ e" hadrons data one can predict the r-decay width for these 
modes. The agreement with the measured T-branching fractions! is quite good (ARGTJS 
collaboration): 

Decay mode 

r~ —+ vr тг~ -к" 

RT—V 

1.323 ±0.045 
0.126 ±0.018 

0.243 

Branching % 
Predicted , 

23.5 ±0.9 
2.2 ±0.3 
4.3 ±0.5 

Measured 
23.0± 0.6 
1.6 ±0.5 
5.3 ± 0.3 

One may present the RT in terms of vector and axial-vector polarization Vacuum 
expectations (spectral functions) 

П З Д ^ - д ' ^ + д^ПЫд3) = 
= iffxJ4* < 0|T(V'(;4)' ,(*)V(A) ,'(0))|0 > 

taking into account the possibilities of transitions of intermediate W-boson to P and A-
mesons 

RT = i2*fr ^(1" ^ ) 3 { c o e 8 0 < 7 K * v ( 5 ) + n - ^ w 
+ 

+ sin 
aec[n„,.,v(e)+ !!,,,.»]}, 
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Hadronic vector and aodal-vector spectral function may be extracted from *he fit of 
eemileptonic r-decay data. 

3 .06 
5 .06 

J .04 
\ .02 с» 

- I * 
0 l 3 S(GeVa) 

Fig . 1 
A lot of topics such as Weinberg sum rules; charged-neutra] pion mass difference 

m»+ — m»«, quark vacuum condensate < qq >, axial form factors of the radiative pion 
decay may be extracted from these quantities. 

But the present experimental errors are still big and they have internal inconsis
tencies. 

The situation will change when CTF works, i 

5. Kobayashi — Maflkawa (KM) matrix element's determination 

Charged current of SM contains the KM matrix describing the mixing of left quarks 

/ = e , / i , r q = u,c,t 
c{ = d,stb 

\ *' = Vcd> Vc„ Vcb \ \ з . 

KM matrix is unitary £< V ? V ik = 6 /*. We will consider one relation | V^ \г +1 Vu, | 3 + 
I Ki | 3 = 1 theoretically. This relation is not fulfilled using the present data: cos вс == 
I Krfl = 0.9747 ± O.fjOlO from £-decay of nuclei, neutron and тт* ^-decaye; | Vn,\ = 
0.221 ± 0.002 from Ki$ decays; j V^ | < 0.008 is extracted from b-quark'e lifetime: 

\Vui\2 + W*.\* + |K t tb |2 = 0.9984±0.0021 = 1 - Д . 

So "there is a place" for supplementary b' quark 

\Vub,\ < 0.0065 (90%C.L.). 

It is the "window" to new physics, which is to be cither open or closed Another interpretation 
of Д ^ 0 is the possible existence of the supplementary Z-bosons 
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Сш - -ffejlOiZWA'), 

Analyeie shown rather smooth restriction on the mass Z' : mz< > 250 QeV. Some OUT 
models with the compactiflcation scheme E« -• SO(10) * U x ( l ) -* SU(3)0 * SU(2)£ * 
U(l) * V(l)x allow the existence of the additional Z't, 

Aneelm and Pakvasa have shown how the relatively small mixing with the fourth 
generation \Vub>\ Ф 0 will solve the problem e, e' for the OP-nonconserving parameter. 
The fact | V^i | ~ 0.06 may cause the essential development of SM, 

The main difficulty is to measure | VJ,((||. There are the ways: 1) ff+ —• ir*i/e+. 
Brandling is very email ~ 10~e and the accuracy required ~ 0.6%. 2) Neutron /9-decay. 
3) r+ —• vT it+ *', measuring R T, which may be performed by OTP. 

Here I put the words of A. Sirlin (A letter to D. Pocanic, 1991)?"In my opinion the 
measurement of я* -* it* e+v decay at the 0,5% level is very important. This is one of the 
most fundamental weak interaction processes because, at the tree level, it involves only 
the vector current and is devoid of nuclear physics complications. It is therefore ideally 
suited for detailed analysis of universality and the determination of V ud •»•"> 

I want to underline that the same is valid for "crowing" process r+ -+ it+ it* vr 
which may be investigated at OTP. 

The perturbative QCD and electroweak corrections to Rr were calculated; 

Rr = 3(\V«\2 + \Vut\2)Seu>{l + б», + 6pT + 6,»} . 
StwiB the short distance semihadronic decay rate enhancement factor: 

в--Ш)*Ш)*Ш)»-"'"' 
Ьрт = — 

It 
+ 6.202 (j£\ * + 26.366 №\ 3; a, = a. (m r ) , 

Seu = ' f f i r l ~ 0.001; 5nPt = - ( 0 . 8 ± 0.4)% — hadronic structure uncertainties. 
Results: 

0.18 
0.22 
0.30 
0.38 

3.26 
3.33 
3.S1 
3.74 

ct.(mT) = 0.34lJ;8? => Rr = 3.6. 

These theoretical results are to be compared with two experimental estimations based on 
branching ratios and the lifetime: 
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д«я.я - (i - в. - В„)/ Bt - 3.66 ± О.О.б, 
Л^г = ( Г г _ Г г - м _ Г , . . „ ) / Г , - . = 3.32 ± 0.12. 

These two experimental estimations contradict each other. The role of CTF is to 
remove the discrepancy. 

A precise determination of a, (m r) at high energies can be used to predict the ratio 
Rf, 

Notice that the data from neutron 0 decay give: 

£ | V u j | 3 = 1.0116(23). 

More uncertainties arising from nucleus effects are characteristic for nucleus /9-decay 
data. 

In principle | V ad | may be extracted using the e ё —• hadrone data through: 

*«-'-»'(,) = Ц^-Ri*) ,(,) = бт̂ ЛО). 
The difficulty is in extracting 1 = 1 contribution from a (e ё -* hadrons). So at CTF 

the "reciprocal /J-decay" r + —• i/ r 7Г+ тг° may be measured directly. 

6. ц — t — T universality 

It may be investigated by comparing the corrected widthe of r leptonic decays: 

Г(,-.-,,.-».«> - g g / ф г -
/ (* ) = 1 - &x + &x3 - x* - 12хл]пх, 

- = ('+ £<!-•*>)('+ Ш -«-• 
The role of detailed knowledge of m r may be illustrated using Particle Data Group 

(PDG) 1992 data: 

m r = 1784.1 l?;jMeV . . . Bt
A = (19.1 ± 0.4)% 

И8Ш* r r = (3.05 ±0.06). 10-»s ° n e °btBU1S J?„* = (18.5 ± 0.4)%, 

2 <7 deviation: signal new physics, 
but if we use recent mass value m = 1776.9 ±|};| = 0.2,we obtain 
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tfe = (17,176±0.15)% , . t. 4. , . . . , 
deviation on the level la; no mgnal new physics, 

Bp= (17.53 ±0.19)% 
This effect is due to m J dependence of width. 

Another possibility to search the \i — т universality is provided by measurement of 
the pure leptonic branching ratios oF Df mesons 

* ; % - " • > > - " * ' ' - Ф ' - 0.Ш ± 0.03. 

With 1-year data each of Br may be measured with 2% accuracy which is better than the 
accuracy achieved in measuring the branching ratio Br (it* -* e+ve)/Br(ir+ —• A»*^)-
CTF provided the unique possibility to search single tagged events with D mesons. 

7. Structure-dependent (SD) contributions in radiative hadron modes of r decay 
may be investigated more surely thai, in radiative pion decays. GTF described above may 
produce ~ 103 ev«ntd caused by SJ in r —• vT Vf events compared with total number 
~ 100 evvnts of process 7r+ —» e+ и у. 

Specifying ihr ъ у invariant mass one has a • possibility to extract the axial and 
vector contributions [2]. Another goal is the search of tensor forces. The matrix element 
of r (P) -» 7Г (F„) vT (Pv) 7 (K) has a form 

T = TIB 4- TSD 4- TT 

TIB = -2UmTf.GFV^c:(K)i?u,+ (^ - IL _ | g l ) r. 

TSD = -2icfwGPV„dt1{K)Dw+'1vT[hA{Q'1){P*Kv-9>u'-PK) + 

+ ihv(q2)e'u"'PpaKl>]i 

TT = -iyfieGFUuiFT-t^WKvURe^w+T, u>+ = ^( l+Ts) , 

where Q2 = (k + P„)2. Inner bremsstrahlung contribution TJB is the main in magni
tude. Vector and axial-vector formfactors hv,A have a Breit-Wigner form caused by 
intermediate states.of p and Лг-тевопв. 
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Q^OeV8) 

Their contributions may be extracted measuring the ^-distribution. 
Tensor forces contribution TT (if any) manifests itself in the hard part of photon 

spectrum [4]. Recent experiments [4, 5] on radiative pion decays тг+ —• e+ v 7 show the 
3cr deviation from description without TT and find F < 10~3, whereas the theoretical 
estimates give FT < 10~6. This question also may be elucidated in СТР. 

8. Charm physics also rray ....- studied u. CTF. Among the interesting questions 
I mark the possibility to improve the present bound on the DBD0 oscillation r D(r D < 
4 10-3(90%C.L.)): 

rD = Bt(Dt f)/Br(D.-f) 

to the value г x) ~ 2-10~8 which is predicted by SUSY, (E6) extension of SM. It may be 
reached by yearly data. 

9. Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements | Va \, | V cd | шау be measured in semilep-
tonic D-decaye. These quantities arc poorly measured now: with accuracy ~ 10 — 20%, 
whereas the unitarity condition test requires the 0.1% ones - it may be achieved at CTF. 

10. Investigating the pure leptonic D decays 

BT(D + 

8ir 

*+*.) = rD+ jE/bmD\Va\*nZ(l - ?±)\ 

B,(Df - e+%) = rD. £ / £ , т д . | V^'m^l " ;&>' 25 
mD 

(these quantities of order 3 . 10~2 for e = r and ~ 4 • 10~3 for e = /i ) one may determine 
the weak decay constants hp, ho,- Knowledge of these quantities is very important from 
the point of understanding the quark bound state physics /6/. 

Summary 

CTF is an ideal instrument to investigate most interesting features of the Standard 
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Model and the hadrons as a compoeitc system [6]. it plays a role of source of r and D-
mcflons with ~ 10* evcnte per year which provides rather good statistical accuracy (< 1%). 
Main topics were listed above. 
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B-FACTORY PHYSICS WITH CLEOII: RARE D-DECAYS 
D. Ik'sson 

University of Kansas 
USA 

Abstract 
In the so-railed H-Factory (.та, luminosities of lixlf)™ will be rommonplni-e, and our ability 

lo probe very rare decays of lj mesons will be substantially higher compared to today, Among 
the most interesting types of decays ("penguins") are one-loop, flavor-changing neiitriil current 
process which have heretofore not been unambiguously observed. We have searched for the 
decays H° — h'w and U° — nn, which can orctir throiigli either Imdronic penguin diagrams 
or spectator diagrams. Although we do not see statistically significant signals in either of the 
modes individually, there is a statistically significant signal when we consider the sum of these 
two modes. We have observed the decays /)" — /\'"(892)°7 and U~ — Л"'(892)~7, which arc 
evidence for the quark-level process b — «•). The average branching fraction is (ЛЛ± 1.0 ±0,9) x 
10"6. This value is consistent with Standard Model predictions from electromagnetic penguin 
diagrams. 

One-loop, flavor-changing neutral current diagrams, known as penguins, were originally intro
duced into the theory of weak decays to explain the Д/ = 5 rule in Л' meson decays [1]. They were 
later identified as a possible source of direct CP violation in kaou decay and hence as a contribution 
to c'/c [18]. Their importance in В meson decays has also been noted [19]. 

The charmless decays Л" —* тг+7г~ and B° — K+ir~ are of intrinsic interest since the decay 
mechanisms involve either a b — u spectator diagram or a /; —• s penguin diagram, neither of which 
is currently well-measured. The я+ж~ final state is a CP cigenstate accessible, from either B° or 
D°. Since interference between the two paths W —• jr+7r~ and H" — 13° — 7r+;r- provides a clean 
mechanism for CP violation with few theoretical complications [2], the ir+i>~ mode is expected 
to play a significant role in the measurement of CP violation in the II meson system, and the 
determination of the angles of the unitarity triangle derived from the CKM matrix. Interference 
between the spectator and penguin diagrams for li° -r K+r~ provides a mechanism for direct CP 
violation in В meson decays. Hadronic penguin diagrams have long been thought [3] to play a role 
both in CP violation in the kaon system and in the Д/ = 1/2 rule of kaon decay. 

While b — 11 transitions in the inclusive semileptonic mode b — utp are well established [4, 5], 
there has been to date no confirmed indication of charmless hadronic В decays [7]. The best 
published upper limits [8, 9] are 9 x 10~5 for both the -+ir~ and Л'+7г~ modes. The theoretical 
prediction for B° —»7Г+7Г~ [10] assumes factorization. We have used nesv input values of rgo = 1.4 ps 
[П], Vub/Vcb = 0.075 [4], and «, = 1.02 [12] to update the prediction of [10] to B„„ = 1.6 x 10~5. 
Recent theoretical predictions for B° — h'+ir~ are in the range l -2x l0 - s [13]. The tree-level 
diagram for B° —> K+K~ involves both a b •— и transition and W exchange, and is expected to be 
heavily suppressed. The decay diagrams of interest are shown in Fig. 1. 

One of the clearest signatures for penguin diagrams is the radiative process b —• s-y. There are 
many calculations of the rate for this process, which depends on the as yet unknown mass of the top 
quark. After including substantial QCD corrections, the branching ratio for b —<• sj is expected to 
be in the range (2 — 4) x ,0~4[20]. Other standard model contributions have been considered, and 
found to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the penguin contribution [21]. Observation 
of a rate much larger than 4 X 10 -4 would be evidence for non-standard-model contributions. In 
the recent literature possible contributions to b —- s~/ from supersymmetry, a fourth generation, 
and a charged Higgs have been discussed in some detail [22]. The decay diagram of interest for this 
process is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 1: Diagrams governing rare decays of B-mesons into two charmless hadrons 

The data sample used in this study was collected with the CLEO-1I detector [25] at the Cornell 
Flertron Storage Ring (OF,SH), It consists of 1377 pb_ 1 of integrated luminosity on the T(45) 
resonance (1.39 million В В events) and 633 pb - 1 at a conter-of-mass energy 55 MeV below the 
resonance. 

To search for х+л-- and K+n~ candidates wc select hadronic events with at least five charged 
tracks. The two oppositely charged candidate tracks must have a thrust axis lying within a fiducial 
volume defined by | cosfl| < 0.8, must satisfy goodness-of-fit criteria, and must come from a common 
point consistent with the known event vertex. Wc use the energies calculated assuming both tracks 
are pions (Ei, Ei) to compute the difference between their total energy and the beam energy, 
AE = E\ + E'i — E\Mm. Calculated with pion masses, the AE distribution for Kir events centers at 
-42 MeV, and for h'K events at -84 MeV [15]. The resolution in AE is measured to be 25±2 MeV 
[16]. We calculate the beam constrained mass, m2 = Е^слт — (pi + Рг)21 which is the invariant 
mass calculated with the constraint AE — 0, and which has ten times better resolution than without 
this constraint. The resolution in m is 2.5±0,2 MeV, determined from fully reconstructed В decays 
to charm. We accept events lying in a fiducial region defined by -185 < AE < 140 MeV and 
5.210 < m < 5.289 GeV, which includes the signal regions for тгя-, Kt, and KK, and a substantial 
sideband for background determination. 

We do not expect BB events to produce significant levels of background in the fiducial region. 
We have studied b — с decays and contributions from other b -* и and b -* s decays and find that 
all give negligible signal in the fiducial region. The most likely background source is В —• nlv which 
contributes < 0.005 events in the signal region. 

The main background arises from the continuum process e+e~ —* qq. Such events typically 
exhibit a two-jet structure and produce high momentum, approximately back-to-back tracks which 
easily satisfy the requirements of the fiducial region. In two-jet events, the directions of the candidate 

u.d u,d 

Figure 2: Diagram governing rare decays of B-mesons through radiative penguins 

tracks and of all other tracks and showers in the event are tightly correlated, whereas in BB events 
the directiens of the two candidate tracks are uncorrected with the decay products of the other B. 
We therefore determine the angle, 0thr, between the thrust axis of the candidate tracks and the thrust 
axis of all the remaining charged and neutral energy in the event. After requiring |cos0thr| < 0.7 
we obtain a final sample of 262 (138) events in the on-resonance (off-resonance) data set for further 
analysis. The overall signal efficiency for cuts imposed to this point is (38 ± 3)%. 
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Additional discrimination between signal and continuum background is provided by a Fisher 
discriminant technique [17]. The Fisher discriminant is a linear combination f s J]£Li ni!/i where 
the coefficients, a, are chosen to maximize the separation between signal and background in T. The 
inputs to the discriminant, y,-, are the direction of the candidate thrust axis, the flight direction 
of the candidate В meson, and nine variables which measure the momentum flow of showers and 
tracks from the rest of the event in nine angular bins, each of 10°, centered about the candidate's 
thrust axis. From Monte Carlo studies we determine that BIJ signal and continuum background 
have different distributions in these variables. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of 7 for signal and 
background obtained from Mon'e Carlo, with background data from olf-resonance and sideband 
samples overlaid. All events in the plot, are required to lie in the fiducial region and to satisfy 
|cos0thrl < 0.7. Both signal and background distributions arc well fitted by Gaussians, and are 
separated by 1.5ff. 

After applying all cuts and enhancing background rejection with a fishor discriminant cut, the 
mass plots and energy difference plots for Л'л- (shaded) and 7Г7Г (unshaded) for both ON4S and 
OFF4S data, are shown in Figure 4. 

VVe give now the results of our fits. For тэт, the best fit gives 7.2 signal events, corresponding 
to an excess of 2.5c, and for А'тг, the best fit gives 6.4 events, corresponding to nn excess of 2.8<x 
(statistical errors only). As expected the best fit has no Л'Л' signal events. While neither the 7Г7Г 

so 

2 5 -

o.oo 1.00 

Figure 3: Likelihood distribution for expected signal and sideband events, as described in text 

nor the Л*7Г excess is compelling, the point Nrr = NK* = 0 is excluded at the level of 5.4cr. Even 
after careful consideration of systematic errors, discussed below, this point is still excluded at the 
4.2cr level, indicating that either Л'тг or 7Г7г or both are present in the data. This result and the 
similar one from the event counting analysis constitute the first observation of charmless hadronic 
В decays. 

The central values and upper limits are summarized in Table 1. The branching fractions are 
calculated on the basis of 1.47 X 106 B" decays and an efficiency of 38%. The 90% confidence level 
limits on the branching fractions B„„ < 2.9 x 10"5, Вк* < 2.6 x 10~5, and Вкк < 0.7 X 10~5 

are a significant improvement over the previous limits of 9 x 10 -5 [8]. The best fit values of 
BrK = (1.3±g;|± 0.2) x 10~5 and BK* = ( l . l l g j ± 0.2) x 10"5 are very close to the theoretical 
predictions. Although these values are not statistically strong enough to claim a signal in either 
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mode, the sum of the rnr and Kir branching fractions is (глЦ};? ± 0.2) X Ю""5. Wc can exclude 
t h e value of this sum being zero by more than Aa. This is the first unambiguous evidence for the 
existence of charmless hadronic I) decays. 

Table 1: Branching fractions and upper limits 
Mode JVm B(10~s) 90%UL(10-S) 
7Г + 7 Г -

Л'+тг-
Л'+Л'-
7Г + 7 Г - ОТ Л ' + 7 Г " 

7.2Й-Й 
e^a? 
0.0+8S 
i3.ei£S 

1.3lg-g±0.2 
i.iig:2±o.2 

0.0±g;g 
2.4+g-f ± 0.2 

2.9 
2.6 
0.7 
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Figure 4: mass plots (top) and energy difference plots (bottom) for К К and Kir for both 0N4S 
(left) and 0FF4S data (right) 

We now turn our attention to the radiative penguin candidates. The fraction of b -* 37 decays 
that hadronize to any exclusive final state is much less reliably predicted than the inclusive rate. 
Estimates for the fraction of В —> Л"*(892)7 range from 5% to 40% [23]. In this talk, I report on 
observation of the decay В —<• K't [24], in both B° —» A'*°7 and B~ -* K"~-y modes, at a rate 
that is consistent with the predictions from the penguin diagram. 

The dominant experimental problem in identifying В -* K*f is the large background from 
continuum (non-.SJ9) processes. We suppressed this background with a series of cuts determined 
from Monte Carlo studies. For B° —• K"°f, we selected events with at least 3 charged tracks and 
a visible energy of at least 30% of the center-of-mass energy. Our high energy photon candidates 
are energetic clusters (2.1 < E^ < 2.9 GeV) in the "good barrel" region of the shower counter 
(|cos0| < 0.7), not matched to charged tracks, and with shower shapes consistent with single 
photons. Photon candidates are rejected if they form 7T°'s (77's) when combined with another photon 
of energy greater than 30 (200) MeV. 
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There are two main sources of high energy photons from the continuum: initial slate radiation 
(1SR) and fragmentation of non-bb quarks (qq). Most continuum processes have a two-jet topology, 
which is used to distinguish them from the more spherical В В events with В mesons decaying almost 
at rest. We suppress qq backgrounds by applying cuts on the shape variables Rz, the normalized 
second Fox-Wolfram moment [2G], and S i , a measure of the momentum transverse to the photon 
direction[27]. 

We looked for Л'"0 candidates in the decay mode A"*0 — A '+JT - . Each charged track must pass 
standard track quality cuts, and must have a value of dE/dx and/or ToF which is within 2.5a 
of that expected for the mass hypothesis. Particles lacking both ToF and ilEjtlx information are 
considered to be pious, but not kaons. Л Л'+7г~ pair must satisfy a mass cut, 821 < Мкт < 971 
McV, and a decay helicity angle cut, |co3 0/v>| < 0.8, since A'*'s from D — A"-/ decay with a 
sin2 вкп distribution, whereas the background is expected to have a Hat distribution in cos0/v>. 

We combined the high energy photon and A'" candidates to form candidates for D° — A"°7. 
Having made all particle assignments, we imposed two further cuts: (I) the angle 0ц1Г between 
the high energy photon direction and the thrust axis of the particles not from the В candidate, 
|r.osfltllr| < 0.7 (expected to be flat for signal, peaked at 1.0 for continuum background); (2) the 
production angle of the B, | C O S 0 B | < 0.85 (expected to be siri2(9/j for signal, flat for background). 
Finally, we required that the Л candidates have an energy close to the beam energy, \AE\ < 90 
McV (2.2(7), where AE = Eicam. — EK'T F° r candidates passing this cut, we scaled the photon 
energy to obtain ЛЕ = 0, and computed Л/д>7. The Л/д--7 resolution of 2.8 MeV (<r) is dominated 
by the beam energy spread. There are 8 events in the signal region, the mass interval 5.274 - 5.28G 
GeV. 

The background is still mostly from the continuum, even after the continuum suppression cuts 
have been optimized. This background varies smoothly as a function of ДЙ and M;•;•-,, so the 
amount of background in the signal region of tho on-resonanco data can be reliably estimated by 
scaling the events observed in sideband regions by an appropriate factor. For B° — A'"°7 the 
sideband was chosen to be \.\E\ < 280 MeV and Л/д-.7 > 5.2 GeV, excluding \&E\ < 100 MeV and 
Mi\'; > 5.274 GeV (the signal region plus a narrow boundary in | Д £ | ) . The relative population 
of the sideband and signal regions depends on the momentum distributions of the photon and two 
charged particles making up the K'y candidate, and on their transverse momentum distributions 
relative to a common axis. Using Monte Carlo tuned to match the off-resonance data we determined 
the population ratio to be 25.4:1 with an error of ± 8%. For the actual background determination, 
we counted events in the sideband regions of the on- and off-resonance data samples, and the signal 
region of the ofr-resonance sample, and scaled the total of 41 events by a factor of 37.6 [28] to obtain 
a background estimate of 1.1 ± 0.2. The binomial probability [29] that 8 + 41 events in signal plus 
sideband regions would distribute themselves such that 8 or more were in the signal region, given 
that the intrinsic relative populations are 1:37.6, is 3.5 x l O - 5 . 

For B~ —* A'"~7, we looked for K"~ candidates in both the Ksir~ and the A'~;r0 modes. A 
Kg —* 7г+тг~ decay is required to have a vertex more than 5 mm from the beam axis, a good \ 2 for 
the vertex fit, and а 7г+7г~ mass within 10 MeV (2c) of the Ks mass. The 7r°'s are selected from 
pairs of photons with an invariant mass within 15 MeV (2.5tr) of the ff0 mass. The photons are 
selected from showers in the calorimeter that are not matched to charged tracks, have shower shapes 
consistent with isolated photons, and have energies above 30(50) MeV in the barrel(endcap) regions. 
Other cuts [30] are similar to those described for B° —• K*°f. The A""~7 mass distributions for the 
two modes are shown in Fig. 5, and the numbers of signal events and estimated backgrounds are 
given in Table 2. The combined probability of both Л'*~ results being fluctuations is 7.0 x 10 - 4 . 
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Wi obtain additional evidence tlint the signal PVPIIIH ИГР not all continuum background by 
examining tho distributions inside the cuts of the variables Л//,-«.у, Д £ , cos00, cos0/%>. Л/д-„, Ih, 
and cos0,|ir- W-' «Jo this with a likelihood ratio test [31], which reduces the information contained in 
several variables to a single number. An examination of the distribution in log likelihood ratio (In £) 
for two groups of 10,000 simulated experiments, one drawing 8 events from a sample of Monte Carlo 
W° — l\'°"i events, the other drawing from a sample of Monte Carlo continuum events indicates 
that only 0.1 IW of the 8-oveiit continuum samples have values of la £ as large as that of the 8 
11° — Л''"-, candidate events, while about half of the signal samples do. Allowing for systematic 
and statistical errors, the probability of observing a value of In £ this large from a sample of 8 
continuum events is less than l'/f.. Similar studies for B~ — K"~i support the interpretation of 
a /v"'~ — h'"x~ signal, and are not inconsistent with а Л'"~ — Л'~тг° signal. Separation between 
background ami .signal is shown in Figure (»• 
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Figuroo: Signals for U — K'-j for: /v'"D — Л"~тг+ (top), Л " + — Л'0тг+ (middle), and Л " + — Л'+тг° 
(bottom) 

Wc have assessed sources of background to В -> A'"7 from other В decays. First, using a 
fast Monte Carlo that did not include a full detector simulation, we considered b — c, b —• u. 
and b — sg decays, with particular attention to the D"0*,, />7г°. К"ж°, and I\'p~ channels, which 
we anticipated might be troublesome. These sources accounted for < 0.11, < O.OG. and < 0.02 
events as background to Л"~7г+7, A"~rr°-y, and 7i'i;7r~7, respectively. Then using techniques largely 
based on data, wo studied possible sources of false 2 — 3 GeV photons such as random overlaps of 
uncorrelatcd photons, merging of photons from 7r°'s, clusters caused by Л'2's, and clusters caused 
by antineutrons. These sources accounted for < 0.25, < O.OG, and < 0.02 events as background 
to Л'~7Г+7, Л'~7Г°7, and A"°7r-7, respectively. A final contribution, from feeddown into I) —» Л""7 
from other b -* 57 modes, is estimated using the theoretical prediction of an inclusive rate of 
<l X 1 0 - 4 , .and a model for the hadroiiization. We find backgrounds of 0.-I and 0.1 events in Л' -7г+7 
and Л^7г°7, respectively. The feeddown into the /v'§7r~7 mode is negligible. Approximately half of 
the BB backgrounds_are included in the background estimated from the sidebands. The residual 
backgrounds from BB, not included in the sideband subtraction, are listed in Table 2 [32]. 
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Table 2 summarizes our results, The not yield of l)° — Л'-0-/ events is G.G ± 2.8. The efficiency 
for B° — Л"°7 decays is (11.9 ± 1.8)%, The data sample contains 1.39 million liTi decays, which 
we assume to be half charged, half neutral. From this we obtain a branching ratio for B° — h"°f 
of (4.0 ± 1.7 ± 0.8) xlO - 5 , where the first error is statistical and the second is a ± 20% systematic 
error to account for uncertainties in efficiency and background. The net yield of D~ — Л'"~7 events 
is 4.1 ± 2.3. The efficiencies for the Л"§7г" and A"*0 modes are 2,0% and 3.1% respectively, giving 
an overall efficiency for the B" — A'*~7 decay of 5.1%. From 'his we obtain a branching ratio for 
IT ~ A"—7 of (5.7 ± 3.1 ± 1.1) Xl0~5. 

5 Q O | — i — i 1—i 1 — i — r — i — T - — | 1—i 1—i 1—i • — i г 

— 2 0 — Ю О A lO 2 0 

Figure 6: The In С distributions for 10,000 "experiments" of 8 events each, drawn from B° -» A""°7 
Monte Carlo (right curve) or continuum Monte Carlo (left curve). The value for the 8 B° -* K*°f 
candidate events is indicated by an arrow 

Complementary to the exclusive mode reported above is the search for the process b —> sy 
through the so-called inclusive search. For this search, we look instead'for the single photon which 
is produced in the radiative penguin process, and do not demand that the final state be explicitly 
reconstructed. This allows us reduced sensitivity to which final state is actually produced, albeit 
with a severely increased problem of background suppression. 

As before, we take advantage of the very good efficiency and granularity of the CLEO-II calorime
ter. Background photons from т° and if decays are again suppressed with explicit vetoes of photons 
which combine with other photons in the same event to give 77 masses consistent with a 7r° or rf. 
Similar cuts are made on event shape, etc., as in the exclusive searches, with the exception that we 
do not fit a B-mass peak, but rather, extract an excess of photons from B-decays relative to the 
(scaled) continuum. The upper limit on В -> .з~/ that we extract is < 5.4 x 10-'1 at 90% confidence 
level. Combining this result with our result from the inclusives indicates that the K" fraction of all 
inclusive decays is greater than 10%. 

We report new results in the search for the charmless hadronic decay modes B" —> ж+ж~, 
B° — А'+7г-, and B° — A'+A"_. We set branching fraction upper limits оГ В„ж < 2.9 x 10~s, 
Вкж < 2.6 x 10"5, and BKK < 0.7 X 10 -5 at the 90% confidence level. The most probable 
branching fractions, B„„ - (1.3±g;|±0.2) x 10~s and BKv = (l.lj:g;£±0.2) X 10_s are in agreement 
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with theoretical predictions of l-2xl0~5. While none of the decay modes has a significant signal 
on its own. the sum of B° — п+тт~ and IP — Л*+тг~ has a significance of more than Ac. This is 
evidence for the existence of charmless hadronic IS decays. 

We have obtained compelling evidence for the existence of the decay B° — I\"°"i, and supporting 
evidence for the existence of the closely related decay U~ — Л ' "7 . If one makes the reasonable 
assumption that the branching ratios for these Iwo decays are equal, then an average branching ratio 
of (-1.5 ± 1.5 ± 0.0) x 10~5 is obtained. This is entirely consistent with the theoretical predictions 
from the penguin diagram which are in the range (1 - 15) X 1(T5 [20, 23]. Our result does not 
require any contributions beyond the standard model, but it is an order of magnitude larger than 
would lie expected [21] if the penguin diagram were not present. This is strong evidence for the 
existence of the penguin diagram. Integrating over all possible In a I states of possible radiative 
penguin diagrams, we obtain an upper limit B(B — s-)) < 5.4 x 10"~5 at 90% c.l. 

Table 2: Summary of Results for В — Л""7 

Signal Events 
Sideband Events 
Sideband Scale Factor 
Sideband Background 
Binomial Probability 
Residual BB Background 
Efficiency 
Branching Ratio 

Ba - /v'*°7 
A-0 - A'+JT-

8 
41 

37.6 
1.1 ±0.2" 

3.5X10-5 

0.30±0.15 
(11.9±1.8)% 

(•1.0±l.7±0.8)xl0-s 

V - A""? 
Л ' - - Л > ~ А— - h-n° 

2 3 
2 10 
•10 12 

O.05±O.03 0.8±0.3 
3.7X10-3 7.3xl0 -2 

O.OliO.Ol 0.10±0.05 
(2.0±O.3)% (3.1 ±0.5)% 

(5 .7±3. l±U)xi r r 5 
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Abst rac t 
Is the charged weak interaction universal? This question can be best resolved by investigating 
leptonic decays of the muon and the tauon. The ultimate goal is to derive both the Fermi 
coupling constant GF and the 10 complex coupling constants g^x for the two decays т —•iiu,,vT 

and r —» cvcvr. Universality requires all of these quantities to be equal to the values obtained 
from muon decay. There the interaction has already been determined completely by experiment. 
Present knowledge of leptonic т decays does not suffice to yield any sizeable limits on non-V-
A interactions. A Tau-Charm factory would allow one to derive upper limits on the right-
handedness of the т and the ц in leplonic r decays. In order to determine the Fermi coupling 
constant GF not only the mass, the partial decay width and the lifetime of the т have to be 
known, but also the so-called low-energy parameter r) which has not been measured up-to-date 
due to lack of statistics. 

1. In t roduc t ion 

The universality of the charged weak interaction allows one to describe on the same basis 
such a wide range of phenomena as nuclear beta decay, muon and tau decays and semileptonic 
decays of hadrons. This has led to the proposition of the standard model which is characterized 
by left-handed fermions ("V — A") and by a universal Fermi coupling constant GF- The concept 
of universality of an interaction requires both the type and the strength of the interaction to 
be the same for all possible reactions. Ideally, for each reaction both the Lorentz structure 
("type") and Gp ("strength") should be determined from experiment. The experimental in
vestigation is especially rewarding in the case of leptonic decays of leptons because they do not 
interact strongly. Thus the Fermi coupling constant is deduced from muon decay assuming the 
V — A interaction. The experimental verification of this assumption, however, was found only 
recently [1] by H.-J. Gcrbcr, K. Johnson and the author. Their analysis, moreover, allows one 
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to derive upper limits for all of the other nine possible couplings, valid independent of 
specific models. The method used there can readily be applied to the two decays т —> цйцит 

and r —» ci>evT as well. 

2. De te rmina t ion of t he Lorentz Structure for Muon Decay 

Leptonic decays can be described by the most general, local, derivative-free and lepton-
ntimber conserving interaction hamiltonian [2]. It contains ten complex coupling constants 
corresponding to 19 independent parameters to be determined. The observables are described 
most conveniently in terms of a hamiltonian in charge changing and chiral form [3, 4] which 
is characterized by fields of definite handedness. The matrix element for muon decay may be 
denoted as [1,5] 

M=*% £ ^ < е г | П ( " с ) п > < ( ^ ) г о | Г > д > . (1) 
t,imR,L 

Here GF is the Fermi coupling constant, while 7 labels the type of interaction: Vs, Tv, Г т 

(4-scalar, 4-vector, 4-tensor). The indices e and /i indicate the chirality (left- or right-handed) 
of the spinors of the charged leptons, £ = electron, ц = muon. The chiralities n and m of 
the vt and the P^ spinors, respectively, are uniquely determined for given 7, e and ц. In this 
picture, the coupling constants g^ have a simple physical interpretation: п7|</2^|2 is equal to the 
(relative) probability for a /i-handed muon to decay into an e-handed electron by the interaction 
П ; the factors ns = 1/4, nv = 1 and пт — 3 take care of the proper normalization. 

The strength of the interaction is contained in the Fermi coupling constant Gp, so that the 
coupling constants g^ a r e d'mcnsionlcss and normalized quantities 

i(l^l2+^|4Uf л |Ч|^|а)+(^|Ч|^|Ч|^р+|^Р)+з(|^|Ч|я^|я) = i. (2) 
The standard model corresponds to g%L = 1, with all other couplings being zero. This assump
tion has been proven, within errors, by experiment [1]. Any additional interaction contributing 
to muon decay shows a difFcrcnt kind of chirality structure, with at least some of the par
ticles being right-handed. Therefore it is useful to define the probability фд of the lepton 
£ (£ = )t, e, v^, vc) to be right-handed which is zero in the standard model. The Q'R (and the 

Ql
b) of the two charged leptons can be obtained from Eq. (2) by collecting all terms with the 

correspond/rtg chirality of the particle £ [6]: 

" * * ~ Qn = \\9Snn\2 + 1Mn\2 + \9U + \9L\2 +Ыя\\. (3) 

Q% = \\9fm\2 + \\9L\2 + \9U2 + \9U2 + WnL\2. (4) 

The probabilities for the ve and the v^ to be right-handed can be obtained correspondingly [7] 
by noting that for vector interactions the chirality of a neutrino is equal to the chirality of its 
associate charged lepton, while it is opposite in the case of scalar and tensor interactions: 

<& = \\9L? + \Ш2 + №n? + \9U2 +Ъ\9Тпь\2, (5) 
Qvd = \Ш7 + 1№с\2 + \9и2 + \9Упь\2 + з\д1п\2. (6) 
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It is easy to verify that the interaction is determined completely if any three of the Ql
n arc 

found to be zero, within errors. Wc note that the Ql
n can be related directly to the obscrvables, 

as has been shown for Q^ and Qe
R [6]: 

Q'k = §{l + |(3^-lG^)}, (7) 
Q% = ! ( 1 - * ' ) , (8) 

Q'k' = i ( i - / u 0) 
Qvd = §0+Д*) . (10) 

Here (, and S describe the positron decay asymmetry relative to the muon polarization, £' is the 

average positron longitudinal polarization, and /рц and PVt denote the longitudinal polarizations 
of thePj, and ue, respectively. Precise measurements of £,6 and £' in agreement with their V—A 

values of 1, 3/4 and 1, respectively, put upper limits to the absolute values of eight of the g])t. 

The measurement of the total cross section of the inverse reaction, {и^е~ —> ц~"е) with f„ of 
precisely known and negative polarization [8, 9] is equivalent to measuring Ql{ [1, 5, 7]. Present 
experimental limits on the coupling constants are shown in Fig. 1. 

3. Fermi Coupling Constant GF - Strength of the Interaction 

The Fermi coupling constant is derived from the total decay width assuming a purely left-
handed vector interaction and correcting for radiative processes. The width for ft decay depends 
on the muon mass mM and lifetime т,, measurements. In addition, however, it also depends on 
the low energy parameter n which signals interference between vector and scalar or tensor 
interactions and thus deviations from the left-handedness of the participating particles. The 
total decay width Г„ is given by 

where me and mw are the masses of the electron and the V/ boson, respectively, and a is 
Sommerfeld's fine-structure constant. The present experimental value of the muon lifetime 
is [11] 

r„ = (2 197.03 ± 0.04) ns. 

Disregarding the contribution from r) one obtains 

GF = (11 6G4.1 ± 0.2) x 1Q~9 (he)3 GeV~2. 

The most precise value for n has been obtained from the measurement of the transverse polar
ization of the positron from fi+ decay [12] and is given by 

r/ = ( - 7 ± 13) x 10~3. 
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«VRjJ. V 

Fig. 1. 90% c.L limits for the reduced coupling constants <i'?tl = n\'2g^ describing the decay /i+ — 
v^c+v* (From Ref. [G]. Updated limits from [9, 10]). Bach coupling is uniquely determined by the 
handednesses t and // of the electron and the nnion, respectively, and by the type of interaction 
7 = 5, V or T. The ny take care of the proper normalization (п<? = 1/4, n\> = 1 and «•/• = 3) 

For 7/ = - 2 0 X 10 - 3 we obtain a deviation Afi> 

Д 6 > = 2.2 X ]0-°(hcfGcV-'J. 

This deviation is a factor of 20 larger than the one due to the uncertainty of the lifetime 
measurement! Thus the precision of the Fermi coupling constant, as determined from inuon 
decay, depends at present completely on the precision of the parameter 7/. 
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4. De te rmina t ion of t he Lorcntz S t r u c t u r e for Leptonic r Decays 

The two leptonic decays of the r offer the unique opportunity to test the universality of 
the charged weak interaction, Again, as for muon decay, both the Lorcntz structure and Gp 
should be determined. Universality would hold if they both agree with the results from muon 
decay. Up to now only the Michel parameter g has been measured with good precision. While 
earlier measurements showed some discrepancy between g^ and ge, the latest and most precise 
data [13] both agree well with the standard model prediction g = 3/4: 

ge = (747 ± 4 5 ± 2 8 ) X lfT3 

g» = (734 ± 55 ± 27) x 1ГГ3, 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. However, as has been pointed 
out previously [14], a precise measurement of Q in agreement with the standard model does 
not prove this assumption, as can be seen from the definition of g in terms of the coupling 
constants [15]: 

Q ~ f = - f {\9ln\2 + ]gk? + 2(\gln\2 + \9T
nL\2) + Rciolndh + uLfii)} . (12) 

For g = j[ and д%н = gj^ = 0 (no tensor interaction) we find <7 я̂ = g^L = 0, with 
all the remaining six couplings being arbitrary ! Thus any combination of the interactions 
given by gfL, gf^, gfR, д%п, gRR and gv

LL will result in g = 3/4. The actual limits obtained 
on the coupling constants from an experimental value g = 3/4 and without making specific 
assumptions are displayed in Fig. 2. 

Although the measurements of the Michel parameters g^ and ge in т decays are very valuable, 
we conclude that they do not allow to determine the interaction. Clearly it is essential to 
measure at least some of the probabilities Qj? of the involved leptons £ to be right-handed. 

It has been pointed out previously that with 107 produced т+т~ pairs one can determine the 
asymmetry parameters £ and 8 with a precision in the order of 1 — 2% [15]. For results in 

agreement with the V — A prediction this would lead to upper limits on Q^ both for the 

muonic and the electronic decay. The fact that the fi decays asymmetrically can be used to 

measure the longitudinal polarization of the fi+ from т + decay. This would yield, according 
to Eq. (8), an upper limit for Qj}. With these measurements one could therefore determine 
eight of the ten complex coupling constants in the decay to a muon and five in the decay to 
an electron. The remaining constants can only be determined by performing experiments with 
the neutrinos which, at present, do not seem feasible. 

5. Fermi Coupling C o n s t a n t for Leptonic r Decays 

For the determination of the Fermi coupling constant from leptonic r decays one needs 
also the information about the partial decay width Г/ because the many different decay modes 
reduce the actual lifetime. It has been noted by Perl [16] that there is a slight discrepancy 
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Fig. 2. Effect of an experimental value of Q = 3/4 on the reduced coupling constants g^x = n\'2g^ 
describing the decays r+ —> DTC+L>C and r + —• i / r e + i ' r . Each coupling is uniquely determined by the 

handednesses r and A of the tail and the electron (inuon), respectively, and by the type of interaction 
7 = 5', V or T. The n7 take care of the proper normalization (715 = 1/4, nv = 1 and 717- = 3) 

between the measured lifetime [17] 
rT = (303 ± 8) fs 

aiid the lifetime derived from the measured branching ratios Bt and calculated partial decay 
widths Г/ [IS]: reduce the actual 

TAe) = YJ- (f = e,/i). (13) 

Hayes and Perl [IS] find 
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TT(i) = (287.4 ±4.2) /5 , 

which leads to a difference Дтт of the two lifetimes of 
Атт(е)=(16±9) fs 

corresponding to almost two standard deviations. Although this difference is not statistically 
significant, it shows that improved measurements are highly desirable. We would like to point 
out one possibility for deviations which would show up only in the muonic decay of the r. As 
can be seen in Eq. (11) the decay width depends on the term t) • mt/mT, where m/ and mT are 
the masses of the muon or electron and the tau lepton, respectively. This term is negligible for 
the decay into an electron, but can be sizeable for the decay into a muon, because 

— L ~ - p r - (14) 
mT 1 1 

With ^ . 
- 1 = 1, = 1 (15) 

one deduces . , 
O ' 9 - G , 0 l M = O ) - U 5 - ( 1 6 ) 

This shows that it is essential to measure т]ц precisely in order to obtain a precise value of GF 
in the decay r —» Urfiu^. The parameter T]u can be derived from a measurement of the muon 
energy distribution. It should also be noted that n;i is correlated with the Michel parameter 
Qu [15]. In terms of the g^ it is given by 

1 = № {gluam + 9RR9LI + !iln(9ni + Gfni) + яШьи + ^SLR)}. (17) 

If we assume the left-handed vector interaction to be dominant (g^t, и 1) we obtain 

ifc « iifefo&i), (18) 

which is linear in the scalar coupling constant gfm ! If we further assume a Higgs-type coupling 
with coupling strength proportional to the lepton masses, then we get an additional factor of 
тп( from this type of interaction (the first factor is due to the interference between right- and 
left-handed lepton states), so that *n total this term contributes with mj. The sensitivity for a 
contribution from gfm is therefore 43 000 times larger for the decay into a muon than for the 
decay into an electron ! 

By measuring all possible correlations between the fi, e, 7r and A' from 107 correlated т+т~ 
pairs with an ideal detector one would obtain J/^ with a statistical error of Д^й = 3 X 10~3 [15]. 
This corresponds to 

M9RR){T — /*) < 6 x Ю- 3 (68%c.L), 

which compares well with the present limit from (i decay of Re(g%R)(fi —> e) < 40 X 10"3. 
In summary the proposed Tau-Charm Factory would give the unique opportunity to test if 

the charged weak interaction is universal both with regard to its Lorentz structure and to its 
magnitude. 
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Abstract 

The semileptonic decay form factors of B- and D- mesons are 

calculated with the account of relativistic corrections. The 

nonleptonic decay rates of B- meson are estimated using the 

factorization hypothesis. The results on the ratio of exclusive 

B*K V and inclusive b>sf rare decay widths are also presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The weak decays of mesons are a source for the determination of 

electroweak interaction parameters and understanding quark dynamics. 

For example, the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements can 

be extracted from comparison of theoretical description and 

experimental data. High-precision determination of the weak-mixing 

ang-les from different weak decays will be the test of the standard 

model. The construction of B- and c-1- factories will provide more 

precise and complete data on the properties of B- and D- mesons. 

However, the extraction of CKM matrix element from these data will 

be embarrassed by the theoretical uncertainties which result from 

the matrix element of the weak current between meson states. Many 

theoretical approaches have been used to calculate these matrix 
1 —S elements . Nevertheless the results of most of the theoretical 

1 —2 models contradict the experimental data on the rate and form 

factors of the decay D*-K evp. One of the origins of the discrepancy 

may lie in the neglect of the relativistic effects. 

Here we present the results on the weak leptoriic, semileptonic, 

nonleptonic and rare decay rates and form factors calculated with 

the account of leading relativistic corrections in the framework of 

the quasi-potential quark model. 
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II. RELATIVISTIC QUARK MODEL 

In the quasi potential approach meson is described by the wave 
function Фи(Р) satisfying the quasi potential equation , which can 

• • 10 
be written in the local SchrOdinser-like form l?{tf) P 2 

2MR 2MR 
Г d4 

Ф М ( Р ) = zVi-p,o.;M)\(<i), m 
J (2X) 

where the relativistic reduced mass is 
E.E, М Н = - ^ Ж ; = ( 1 / 4 ^ ) [ M 4 - ( ^ - W | ) 2 ] ; (2) 

the square of the relative momentum on the mass shell is 
equal to 

Ь2(Я) = [л2-(л71+лг2)21 Г/Уг-(и1-лзг)г1/4/^, (З) 
. and л?2 are the quark masses; M is the meson mass; p is a relative /77. 

momentum of quarks. 
Constructing the quasi potential V(p,q;#) -we assume that 

effective quark-antiquark interaction consist of the single-gluon 
exchange and the mixture of the long-range vector and scalar linear 

11 confining potentials . Thus the quasi potential looks like 
VCP.W/W^(р)» 2(-Р){|ос Л(к)Г^ < o n f < ^ r 2 ; M + v ^ n f ( k ) } * 

* u1(g)u2(-e), (4) 
where 2) „(k) is gluon propagator, u. „(p) are Dirac spinors; the 
effective long-range vector vertex is chosen in the form 

rM<k)=vi0/' (5) 

where 32 is the effective anomalous chromomagnetic moment of quarks. 
The vector and scalar confining potentials in configuration apace 
are 

Vconf(r)= <1-ЕНЛг+.В), V^onf(r)= Z(Az4-B), (6) 
with a mixing parameter £. LJ3WS this quasi potential we have 

calculated the mass spectrum and radiative decay widths of mesons 
1112 and completely fixed the parameters of our model ' . The mixing 

parameter of vector and scaler potentials was found to be E= -0.9 

from the adjustment of the Ml- decays of mesons , which are very 

sensitive to the Lorentz structure of qq- interaction potential. The 

anomalous chromomagnetic quark moment- was fixed as 32= -1 from the 

fitting of the fine splitting of 3Pj- levels of quarkonia. The other 
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potential parameters are: A- 0.18 GeV , B= -0.30 GeV, and the quark 
maaseg are taken to be nx= 4.88 GeV, m = 1.55 GeV, m_= 0.5 GeV, 

11 1213 
m ,= 0-33 GeV. The meson spectrum , radiative decay widths ' 
and pseudo scalar decay constants calculated in the framework of 
•the proposed relativistio quark model are in good agreement with 
experimental data. The predictions for the radiative Ml- decay 
widths of D- and B- mesons are presented in Table 1. The interest to 15 these decays in the literature is connected with recent CLEO data 
on D and D*+ branching ratios,. which considerably differ from 
PDG values for D . New experimental results are in agreement with 
expectations based on constituent quark models. 

Table 1. Radiative Ml- decays of D- and B- mesons. Our results 
in comparison with nonrelativistic model predictions 

Decay 

D*°- D0^ 
D++* D+r 
» > * 
в*0* в°г 
в*+- в+т 
<°+ в°г ' 

pnonrel ( k e V ) 

35 
2.2 
0.35 
0.47 
1.5 
0.16 

Г (keV) 

12 
0.3 
0.08 
0.11 
0.21 
0.04 

III. SEMILEPT0NIC DECAYS OF MESONS 

The hadronic matrix element of weak current between meson 
( * ) i states, which enters the semileptonic B>A4 'v£ decays rate, is 

usually decomposed into invariant form factors: 

<A<PA>|jJ|B<Jb»= {<PA+VM ' - ^ - %}F1(«2> + 

. 4A 
g,,Fn(Q-); 2 чД*о 

<A*(PA)UJ|B(PB)>= ^ f i _ ^ . ' V ^ V(g2); 
(7) 
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Table 2. Predictions for the branching ratios of the weak 
leptonic decays 

.Final 
' .state 

Initial ' . 
state 

D+ 

a 

B+ 

M+v 

3.2*10~4 

5.2*10_3 

9.3*10"3|V J 2 

' ub' 

1+V 

7.2*10~d 

4.9*10~2 

2"1 lVub>2 

V* :A*(PA)|JJ|B<^»= («J --_ eJ[ v v] A l(^) -
[^fr:<^+vvflJ^(vv)A

2<^>+z4-^*etfAo^>! 
^-V 

e g 
-Л 

g" Л' 
(8) 

where g= ри-рЛ*), J and J are vector and axial-vector parts of 
the weak current; е.. Is the polarisation vector of the vector A -
meson. The expressions for the decay rates in terms of the form 
factors can be found in Ref.2. 

We have calculated the form factors with the account of the 
relativistic corrections within our model in Ref.l7. It has been 
found that relativistic effects strongly influence the decay form 
factors and their form depends on the structure of the qq 
interaction. The resulting formulas are given in Ref.17. 

Recently the form factors of the decay I»K QV„ were measured in 
18 E691 and E653 experiments . The experimental data for the form 

factors in comparison with theoretical predictions are presented in 
Table 3. Our results are in good agreement with data and the 
calculations on the lattice , while the predictions of most of the 

3 models and of infinite-mass limit within the heavy quark effective 
theory (HQET) disagree with experiment for the axial form factors 
Ад^О) and Aj(0). The dependence on the square of the momentum 
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Fig.l. The Isgur-Wise function. The solid line refers to 
19 our model, the shaded area to QCD sum rules and the dashed 

20 line to BSW quark model 
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is the prediction of our model, dashed-dotted line refers to 
QCD sura rules19 
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental data on t>*K <?4>. 
esomlleptonic dooay form factoro with theoretical predlctiowj 

Form 
factor 

A,(0) 
Л„ (0) 

с, 
V(0) 

л2/л, 
v/л, 

Exporimonb 
Ref.19 

— и б в ! ' -l- •' 

0,<ю'0.05*0,05 
0.0-0.2-0.1 
0.0*0.3*0.1 

E653 

0 , 8 2 - о ! 2 3 ± О Л 1 

2 - о о - о : ^ о л б 

Quark modola 
Our 
£103 

0.43 

0.29 

0.60 

0.67 

1.2 

BW 
[13 

0.0 

1.2 

1.3 

1.3 

1.4 

as 
[2] 

0.8 

0.6 

1.5 

.75 

1.9 

HQET 

В 
[33 

1.0 
0.8 
0.8 

0.9 

0.8 

Lattice 
LMS 
[63 

0.53-0.03 
0.19-0.21 
0.66-0.10 

0.36-0.4 

1.6-0.3 

Sum ruloo 
BBD 
[53 

0.50*0.15 
0.60*0.15 
1.1*0.25 

1.2*0.2 

2.2*0.2 

transfer ф of the ratios of our form factoro 
A1(op)/Ag(<^)= A](QZ)/V(g2)z [l- «̂ /(А̂ +А/д* >2] 

la the same as in the HQET , while in most of the quark modelB this 
Q?'~ dependence contradicts the predictions of HQET8. The universal 
Isgur - Wise function calculated in the framework of our model 
(solid line) is presented in Fig.l in comparison with the 
predictions of QCD sum rules (shaded area) and BSW quark model 
(dashed line). In Fig. 2 we show the results for sub-leading form 
factors which appear at order l/"»n, Q= c,b in HQET expansion of 1 о matrix elements botwoen two heavy meoona . 

The semileptonic D»K(K* )eug and B-4)(D* )<гг> decay rates are 
displayed in Tables 4,5. For the decay п*К*бР^ the ratio Г./Г- Is 
aleo presented in Table 4, where TL and Гт are the decay rates for 
longitudinally and transversely polarized K*-meson. All our 
predictions agree with experimental data within errors. The value of 
CKM matrix element V . is found to be: 

с is 
|VGt)|= 0.041 * 0.006, 

which is in agreement with the results of the other theoretical 
models2'4'8'22. 
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Tablo 4. Theoretical predictions for tho somileptonic 
D*K(K*)CV„ docay rates in comparison with experimental data 

T h e o r y : 
Our 
r e e . [ 1 7 ] 
HQET [ 2 1 ] 

l a t t i c e 
[ 6 ] 

sum ruloo 
[ 5 ] 

Exp. : 
E691 

MARK ! ! ! 

CLEO 

ARGUS 

TfD* KtVf) 
l O 1 0 ^ 1 

9 . 1 

6 . 1 

5 . 8 * 1 . 5 

6 . 4 * 2 . 5 

7 . 3 * 1 . 3 
8 . 8 * 1 . 2 * 1 . 4 
7 . 8 * 1 . 2 * 0 . 9 

8 . 8 * 0 . 7 * 0 . 9 

T9D* K*tv,Q 
l O 1 0 ^ 1 

4 . 3 

9 . 6 

5 . 0 - 0 . 9 

3 . 8 - 1 . 5 

4 . 2 * 0 . 7 * 0 . 5 

4 . 5 * 0 . 9 * 0 . 9 

4 . 6 * 0 . 6 * 1 . 1 

V r T 

1.5 

1.17 

1 . 5 1 - 0 . 2 7 

0 . 8 6 - 0 . 0 6 

1 я + 0 - 6 ± п ч 1 . 8 _ 0 > 4 - 0 . 3 

0 5 + 1 , ° 

Г ( К * ) / Г ( К ) 

0 . 4 7 

1 .19 

0 . 8 6 - 0 . 3 

0 . 5 0 * 0 . 1 5 

0 . 4 5 * 0 . 0 9 * 0 . 0 7 

i o + 0 - 3 

1 ' - 0 . 2 

0 . 5 1 * 0 . 1 8 * 0 . 0 6 

0 . 5 1 * 0 . 1 8 * 0 . 0 6 

Table 5. Branching ratios of the semileptonic B>D(D )evg 
decays (in %) 

Decay 

B°*D*+<Tv 

B * W ° < T V 

B°*D+e~v 

B"*D°0~V 

B t h e o r [ n ] 

2 7 1 0 | V c b | 2 

1 0 6 0 | V c b | 2 

B 9 X p ARGUS 

5 . 2 * 0 . 8 * 0 . 8 

4 . 9 * 0 . 7 * 0 . 7 

1 . 9 * 0 . 6 * 0 . 5 

1 . 8 * 0 . 6 * 0 . 4 

B e x p CLEO 

4 . 6 * 0 . 5 * 0 . 7 

4 . 4 * 0 . 6 * 0 . 5 

1 . 8 * 0 . 6 * 0 . 3 

1 . 6 * 0 . 6 * 0 . 3 

IV. NONLEPTONIC DECAYS OF B-MESONS 

The dynamics of nonleptonic weak decays of mesons is more 
complicated than of the semileptonic ones. It is necessary to 
consider the hadronic matrix elements of local four-quark operators. 
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However, if we assumo the factorization of nonleptonic decay 
amplitude into product of hadronic matrix elements of color-singlet 
quark currents3,8,20,23,the theoretical description is significantly 
simplified. Thus we can use the calculated weak form factors and 
pseudo scalar decay constants to estimate the nonleptonic decay 
widths. 

The effective Hamiltonian for nonleptonic b>c+ud transition has 
the form3'8 

G 
яегг= 7§ v

C b{ c i<V ^ < i - r 5 > b aiH1<i-r5>u + 
+• с2<л1ь)Ь^д(1-У5)и51Г,х(1-Г3)ь| (9) 

where the factors c, and c„ account for QCD corrections and are 
3 equal to o^<.m^)- 1.13 and cz(m.) = -0.29. Using factorization ansatz 

we can approximate the amplitude of nonleptonic two-body decay 
AM/jA^ by: 

+ + 
<M,Mz\He££\M>faat= а^<М2\^\0><М^\^\М> + 

+ аг<Мл |j°|0><#,|J°M|Afr, (10) 

i.e. one of the final mesons is generated from the vacuum by a 
+ 

charged J?! or neutral current «L,. The coefficients a. and a„ are 
given by 

a1 = C1 + W a2= C2 + W 
The color factor l/# arises from Fierz-reordering of operators in 
(9). The exchange of soft gluons can influence the color 

20 structure . Therefore a, and a„ are usually treated аз free 
parameters and we take them equal to a. = 1.12 and a_= -0.21* from 
the analysis of experimental data . The results of our calculation 
of nonleptonic decay branching ratios of B-mesons in comparison with 

* . . . 
Note that if we choose a positive value for й = 0.21, we 

get a better agreement with CLEO data for В decays, "While 
ARGUS data favour negative value of a„. To solve this 
discrepancy more precise data are needed. 
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experimental data ' are given in Table 6. We also compare our 

Table 6. Branching ratios of nonleptonic В-decays (in %) 

Decay 

B°*D+p" 
I°*D*V 

—0 + -В >D Ds 

B°*DV-

в 

B"*D05C-

B~*D°p" 
BWV 
B-*D*°p" 
B~->D°D~ 
B->D°D;-
B-~D*°D-в 
В *D D s 

„theor 
Our 
result 
0.47 
0.94 
0.44 
1.0 
1.8 
1.2 
1.05 
2.78 

0.33 
0.79 
0.28 
0.71 
1.8 
1.2 
1.05 
2.78 

BSW 
[20] 
0.39 
1.03 
0.31 
0.97 
1.56 
0.92 
0.7 
2.54 

0.29 
0.91 
0.20 
0.71 
1.56 
0.92 
0.7 
2.54 

HQET 
[8] 
0.33 
0.77 
0.31 
0.86 
1.49 
1.06 
1.02 
2.71 

0.19 
0.59 
0.18 
0.64 
1.50 
1.06 
1.02 
2.72 

Bexp 
ARGUS 

0.57*0.13*0.13 
0.9*0.5*0.3 
0.33*0.11*0.07 
0.7*0.3*0.3 
1.7*1.3*0.6 • 
2.7*1.7*0.9 

+ + 1.4*1.0*0.3 
2.6*1.4*0.6 

0.20*0.08*0.06 
1.3*0.4*0.4 
0.40*0.14*0.12 
1.0*0.6*0.4 
2.4*1.2*0.4 
1.6*1.2*0.3 
1.3*0.9*0.2 
3.1*1.6*0.5 

CLEO 

0.30*0.07*0.05 

0.42*0.11*0.08 
1.9*0.9*1.3 
0.9*0.6 

1.8*1.0 

0.44*0.07*0.07 

0.7*0.2 

2.2*0.9 

branching ratios with predictions of BSW^ 'quark model and the HQET 
infinite-mass limit results and find them in accord with each 
other. This is not surprising because all these models give close 
results for the form factors of B>D «V. semileptonic decays. Thus 
we observe a reasonable agreement between the estimated branching 
ratios of B-meson nonleptonic decays and experimental data, which 
supports the factorization hypothesis. 
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6. Rare Decay B*K Y 

We have also considered the rare decay B*K*Y in the framework of 
25 our model . The width of this decay is proportional to the square 

of the form factor which parameterizes the hadronic matrix element 
<K* |ЪЮцук L\,\B> for the emission of real photon (Jr=0). This form 
factor has been calculated with the account of leading relativistic 
corrections. As a result, we have found that the ratio of the 

+ 25 
exclusive B*K V and the Inclusive t»ef decay widths 

The obtained ratio R is considerably lower than prediction of 
QCD sum rules in Ref.26 E= 28±11% and in Ref.27 № 39%. In HQET R 
strongly depends on the parameterization of Isgur-Wise function and 

21 varies from 10 to 40% . The smallness of the ratio found within our 
model is due to the large recoil momentum of К -тейоп which enters 
the overlap integral between В and К momentum wave functions. The 
nonrelativistic quark model predicts for this ratio R the value of 

28 29 4% if the relativistic form of recoil momentum is used ' and 2X% 
29 28 29 

for the nonrelativistic form . In literature ' there is no 
consensus on the resolution of the problem: whether relativistic or 
nonrelativistic kinematic structure should be used in quark model 
calculations. We think that the large value of К -meson momentum 
requires the completely relativistic treatment of B>K T decay. 30 31 32 We can use theoretical prediction ' ' for the inclusive rare 
decay branching ratio B<b>sT)= (3-5)*10~ , with the top-quark mass 
in the range m.= 100-250 GeV, to obtain the estimate for exclusive 
decay branching ratio. Using our result for the ratio 51 we get 

B(B*KV)= (2-3.5)*10-5. 
This prediction is in good agreement with the recent experimental 
measurement by CLE0 

Bexp(B>K*T)= (4.5-1.5±0.9)*10"5 

reported at this Workshop by D.Besson. 
In conclusion we note our analysis has shown that relativistic 

effects play a significant role in weak decays of heavy mesons and 
that the proposed quark potential yields good description of 
existing experimental data. 
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THE CHECK OF SYMMETRY PROPERTIES 
OP THE FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS IN HADRONIC 
DECAYS OF r-LEPTON 

M.P. Rekalo 
Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov, Ukraine 

Connection of e+ e~ —* h and r —* v + h processes. In contrast to the electron 
and muon the tau is massive enough (mr = 1.777 GeV) to have the numerous hadronic 
channels. This opens up entirely new possibilities for high energy physics since these 
decays involve production of non-strange and strange mesons (the mass of the r is below 
that of charmed mesons). 

It must be stressed that all semileptonic decays of r one can consider as realization 
of some hypothetical lepton + neutrino colliding beams "machine", namely D T -f r —• 
hadrons similar to traditional e+ e*"-colhders. 

Similarly between e+ e~ —+ 7 —* hadrons and r~ —• и + W~ —* hadrons 
processes arises due to the following properties of these reactions. 

Validity of the one-boson mechanism. The т —* и + h decays are due to 
W "-exchange, the e+ e" —• h collisions arc due to 7— and Z—boson exchanges. 

Time—like momentum transfer. In the case of e+ e-~proces8es the square of 4 -
momcntum к of hadrons is fixed by energy E of one of colliding e+ e~-beams, k2 — 4 E2. 
In the case of r —» v + h decays, k2 = m2 — 2 mT Ev {E„ is the neutrino energy, mT is 
r mass): 

For e+ e~-collider we have the fixed value of к,2, for the т —* v + h decays the к 
values vary with E ("machine" with regulative energy of colliding beams). The к region 
in т —* v + h is large enough (for mT — 0): 

0 < k2 < m2
r 

that is equivalent to E — .... MeV for e+ e~-collider. 
In principle the process и e + e~ —• h (collision of high energy О е with atomic 

electrons) contains the same physical information, but only after achieving a fantastic 
energy 

Ev > 3TeV for k? = m2
T. 

Polarization effects. As is known the colliding e+ and e~~particles may obtain 
transverse polarization (due to the synchrotron radiation). In r —+ и + h decays one 
can also obtain nontrivial polarization effects due to two reasons. First one, v T-neutrino 
in the Standard theory is the two-component object. Therefore, in any conditions the 
virtual W-boeon mediating the r —• v + h decays must have the circular polarization. 
The second reason is nonconservation of P-parity in e+e~ —• r + + т~ process near 
Z-pole. 
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Longitudinal r polarization produced in collisions of unpolarized e+ and e~ beams, 
e+e~ —» r+ + r~, appears due to the P-vioIation for Z-mechanism. At к? = a = M\ 
the average longitudinal polarization of r'e in e+ e~ —» r + + r~ is 

where v T and ar are the constants of the weak neutral current of r. 
If p т ф 0 the energy spectrum of the final charged particles producing in the decay 

channels r" —• vr -f тг~, r~ —» vT + p~, r~ —» i/T + a", r~ —• j/ r + vi + /~ (/" = e, /i) 
must be changed in comparison with the case of p T = 0. 

Two previous experimental studies of pT were carried out by CELLO and MAX — 
but with small sensitivity for obtaining a non-zero signal. 

The first LEP measurements of pT have been found: pT(Mj) = -0 .152 ± 0.045 
(ALEPH), рт\Щ) = - 0 . 0 1 ± 0.09 (OPAL), pT(M2.) = -0 .124 ± 0.040 (DELPHI). 

Their average < pT(M*) > = —0.124 ± 0.040 gives the following value for ratio 
of fundamental constants of neutral vector current of г-lepton: i/r/or = 0.062 ± 0.020 
in agreement with the most exact value uf/af = 0.0054 ± 0.0016. Thus, the measured 
value of pr (M*) differs from zero by more than three standard deviations. 

Thie ie the first observation of a non-вего one-lepton polarization in e+ + e" —• 
r+ + т~ annihilation. Therefore the P-parity is violated both in the e+ + e~ —• r + + r~ 
reaction and in subsequent r-decays. 

Parity violation in r-decays had been previously observed in the decay r~ —*• vT + 
7Г~ Ч- K~ + 7T+. 

Ieotopic properties. Ieotopic spin of hadrons in e+ + e~ —• h is equal to 0 or 1 
due to the nonconservation of ieotopic spin in electromagnetic interaction. 

Isotopic spin of hadrons produced in r~ —• vr + h - decays depend on total 
strangeness of h: 1(h) = 0 for з = 0, and 1(Л) = 1/2 for s = —1. 

Due to the isotopic invariance of strong hadron interaction there is definite correla
tion between G-parity of produced hadrons in r~ —• и 4- h and space-time structure of 
weak hadion currents. Namely, if G (h) = +1 then J £**) must contain only vector part; 
if G (h) = - 1 the J ^ must contain only axial current (in absence of so-called second 
class current, see later). In case of e+ e~ —* h reactions the hadions with G = +1 must 
have 1 = 1, with G = - 1 - I = 0. 

Spectral functions (SF). Spin and parity of the produced hadrons in т~ —• v + h 
and e + e~ -+ h must be definite — due to one-boson mechanism. As is known the 
Jp (h) = l _ for the e+ e~ —* h reactions — due to one spin nature of virtual photon 
and due to the spin nature of virtual photon and due to the conservation of hadron 
electromagnetic current. In r~ —• v + h decays hadrons have been produced in states 
with Jp = I" and 0+ (due to the vector part of J W ) or with J p = 1+ and 0~ (due 
to the axial part of j W ) , 

As a consequence the inclusive (total) cioss section of hadron production in c+ e~ —• 
h processes is defined by a single SF. But in the case of r —• v + h decays we have many 
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SF's: 

+ y e + a e ] + s i n 2 0 e [ ( l + 2«)(wf + af ) + w f + a f ] } (2) 

where t = k2 / m2., v,• and ai are the SF's for т —• v 4- A, 0 c is the Cabibbo angle. The 
SF'B i/i, ai, v„, Oo describe the hadronic production with 1(A) = 1,5 (A) = 0: the SF's 
vf(0 and a j 0 the hadronic production with /(A) = 1/2, 5 (A) = — 1; (in r""-decays). 

Table 1 contains list of the most popular contributions to different SF's. 
One can simplify formula (2) taking into account the symmetry predictions: 

— conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis requires v9 (t) = 0; 
partial conservation of axial current (PCAC) requires: a„ (t) = 0. 

Therefore instead of (2) one can obtain: 

T(TT ->u + h) = ¥gl £dt{\ - ty(l+-2l)-

• [cos 2 0c(vi + a,) + s i n 5 0 c ( t ; f + o f ) ] (3) 

Eq. (3) represents a precise formulation of the weak hadronic decays depending only 
on the unknown SF's. each of which isolates the particular hadronic channels. 

It must be stressed, therefore, that the т is unique laboratory for isolating and study 
of different weak hadronic interactions. 

The formula (2) implies the validity of two main assumptions: 1) the V-A structure 
of v T —+ т~ transition, 2) the absence of Higgs structure of r —+ v + A decays. 

The structure of the т и IV-vertex. The studying of the energy distribution 
of / ~ (e, /i) in r —* v T + l~ + £/eis important for check of the V-A-etructure of the 
v r —• т~ current. The / distribution in r rest frame can be parametrized in the following 
form: 

Table 1: 

Spectral 
functions 

d\ do 

»f a» 

Jp 

1" 
i+, o-
1-, 0+ 
i + . o -

s 

0 
0 

- 1 
- 1 

Possible final 
sta.tea 
р(770),2тг, 4?r 
*, а! (1270), (3 7T)~ 
KTC, K*{S90) 
K~, Kir ж, Q(1280) 
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с1Г{т->1) 
dcoaQidE . . , . . { , ( i - . ) + „ ( i . - I _ j ! a ? ) + 

+ , ^ I ^ - ^ / W , ^ - . • « ( * . - . - ^ L ) ] } . (4) 
where w = (m2. + m 2 ) /2m T is the maximum /energy, /? = |p*i|/jfc7i, a; = Ei/ш, Qi 
is the angle between pi and p%. In the case of V-A structure of weak lepton currents: 
p = 6 + 3/4, T) = 0 and i = 1. 

The so-called Mishel parameter p and low energy parameter rj characterize the l-
spectrum for unpolarized r'e. 

Using the standard V-A-form for the /~ v i W-vertex and a linear combination of 
vector and axial currents for the TVTW vertex one can obtain: 

_ _ 3 (9У + 9ЛУ v:=0 (5 ) 
H 4 (9V -<?A)3 + (ffV + flA)3' 

Then from (4) it follows: 

p = 3/4 if gv = g {V-A); 
p = 0 if gv = -g (V + A); 
P = 3/8 if gv = 0 {длфО) от дл = О (gv?0); 
p < 3/4 in general case of g v Ф 9 л Ф 0. 

The present measurements are in agreement with V-A hypothesis; < />e > = 
0.705 ± 0.041, < Pli > = 0.763 ± 0.052. 

From combined result: < p > = 0.727 ± 0.032 one can find the upper limit for 
a possible admixture of right-handed current in итт W — vertex: {gv — gл) / {gv + 
дл) < 0.37 (95% C.L.). 

If m„r ф 0 then the estimates of parameter г = дл/gv ant^ rn"r correlate in the 
following manner: 

,_3 _194 + 3 < 5 I ^ ! L z l _ i ( L z i ) » . (6) 
4 m; mT г + l 4 \ r + l / w 

Symmetry properties 

Specific relationship and predictions for SF's characterising the r —• v + Л decays 
can be obtained using GVC, PCAC and certain assumptions about the symmetries are 
very fruitful for physics of т-decays. 

We consider here only few examples. 
A. The CVC theorem relates the vector part of the strangeness conserving charged 

weak current to the isovector part of the total cross section for e+ e~ —• Л: 
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МО-"™?*6"-*** = g ^^ e ") , v.w-o. (?) 
47ГО/3 <7p« 

For all other SF's theoretical predictions are only possible by invoking PCAC hy
pothesis. 

There are many interesting sum rules relations between the SF's. For example, 
assuming the validity of SU/(3)-symmetry at high t, S. Weinberg has defined the sum 
rules for the strangeness conserving part of the weak current: 

/"<«/*[«1(*)-вх(<)] = 0 , (8) 

jTdt[V l(t) - ai(t)] = 2тгД3/т3
г, 

where / » is the pion decay constant. 
Das-Mathur-Okubo have derived a set of the sum rules relating the strangeness 

changing part of the weak current to the strangeness conserving current: 

j f rf*[«f(t)-af(i)l -21ГД/П1», (9) 

j f trftfrf (t) - af («)] = j f <**M*) - af (*)] = 0. 

The experimental information contained in t-dependence of SF's can be used also to 
make many interesting teste of QGD: pion mass difference; vacuum constant; axial vector 
form factor in relativistic 7r-decay, тГ —» e~ и у> evaluation of 0/5 (m,). 

B. More about CVC. At the end of fifties the conserved vector current (CVC) 
hypothesis was postulated by Zeldovich and Geretein and independently by Feynman and 
Gell-Mann. 

CVC hypothesis provides a relation between a matrix element of the vector part 
of the weak charged hadronic current and corresponding matrix element of the isovector 
part of the electromagnetic current. 

As a result, the probability of the 7r+-meson beta decay, ir+ —* n° + e+ + vei 
was predicted theoretically. Its agreement with experiment is now one of the brilliant 
demonstration of the validity of the CVC hypothesis. But in this case we may speak 
only about an experimental proof of the CVC in the very narrow interval of momentum 
transfer squared. 

But the т —* v + h and ve + e~ —• n~ + ж" processes provide the possibility of 
CVC check in wide range of time like momentum squared. Due to CVC the differential 
and total cross sections of йе + еГ —» it~ + it* are characterized by electromagnetic form 
factor of 7Г~-тевоп: 

^ - I ^ ' - M 1 " * 9 0 ' (10) 
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where ft r is the ^"-velocity in CMS of va + e "-collisions. 
It must be stressed that contrary to the e+ + e~ —•• тг+ + т" process in which the 

first two excited states of the p (770) were identified and then also the third one, there 
are no isoecalar contributions to the vt + e~ —*• ж~ + ir" reaction and the first excited 
slate of the p (770) is not shaded with the p - w-interference effect tail. Therefore the 
accurate measurement of the a t (a) which is, moreover, strengthened with a linearly, thus 
could solve now a widely discussed problem of the тазе specification of the p'. 

But the hadronic decays of r-lepton are more suitable for the check of OVO at large 
momentum transfer. 

О. т~ —• vr + iT + я-0 (r~ —• vT + p~). The one-prong decay т~ —*• vT + p~ 
has the largest branching ratio of any exclusive channel and is related to true measured 
cross section for the e+ + e~ —•• r+ + r~ by OVO. 

Since the branching ratio is related to the integrated cross section for e+ + e~ —+ 
тг+ + ir~y a more precise test of the CVO hypothesis is to compare the shape of the p 
mass spectrum with the CVC prediction: 

dY{T- -*vT*-*') G 3 m ; c o a 3 e 3 / _ s \ o 
da 384*3 V ml) 

x (1 + 2^ )^1*4001» . (ii) 

It is seen that the differential rate is suppressed near the two-pion threshold and 
near the r mass. 

The calculation of ir~ + ir° mass spectrum in r" —* vr + ir~ + ire using | Fw (a) | 
from the measured e+ + e~ —> T + + тг~ cross section reproduces the spectrum observed 
in the data including the high mass region near p (1600). 

In principle the possible violation of CVC in r~ —* v T + ic~ + it9 may arise due to 
exchange by the charged Higge boson. In the Standard Model there is one neutral Higge 
particle and no charged ones. In most of the other models the charged Higgs particles are 
required. Thus the discovery of the effects due to a charged Higgs will demonstrate that 
the Standard Model needs to be reversed. 

The т" + it' state via W~ exchange can be either Jp = 1~ or 0+. But the 
existence of a 0+ state for ic~ + x° from r~-decay must go through something other than 
W ~ for example, due to the exchange of И ~. One can show that the p-wave due to 
W '-exchange has a unique angular distribution: сое 3 в + a / (m \ — a), where в is the 
angle between iC and t~ in the rest frame of ir~ + ir". 

The resulting angular distribution for W ~ + H~ exchange is 

c o s 2 e + —£• + а(з) + Ь(в) сов в , 
m* — a v ' 

where 6 сов в is W~ + H ~ interference contribution. 
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The modern accuracy of the OVC check in r~ -*• vf + r~ -f- тг" allows for о (s) the 
value about 10% in nonresonsnt region. Therefore b (a) could be as large as 30%. 

Thus the consequences of the OVO hypothesis for different r-decaye are valid in 
limits of existing accuracy of data. 

Possible manifestations of second class currents in hadronic decays of heavy 
leptone 

The large probability of r" —• vr + * + ц decay, BR (5.1 ± 1.0 ± 1.2)%, which 
was obtained some time ago, stimulated the intensive theoretical study of the second 
class currents (SCC) problem. Although this result was not confirmed in later studies 
(BR (r -* v n ir) < 0.3%) a large amount of theoretical papers have demonstrated that 
important problems of weak interactions and QCD can be studied in this decay, namely, 
the problem of the weak hadronic current structure in the it -f- 77-system production, the 
problem of exotic hadronic states and the problem of the isotopic invariance breaking in 
hadronic interactions. 

The concept of the first and the second class currents was introduced by S. Weinberg 
in 1958. In view of the fundamental role of checking of this hypothesis for weak 
interactions numerous attempts were made during the last 30 years in order to find SCC 
in different weak processes. The SCC contribution to the nuclear /J-decay amplitudes is 
proportional to the momentum of the lepton pair and therefore it is small. 

Experimental data on the high-energy neutrino-nucleon scattering also make it 
possible to estimate the SCC contribution using a number of additional assumptions. 

However, difficulties of the experimental study of the SCC manifestations and theo
retical uncertainties * result in the fact that the whole set of data on ^-decays of different 
nuclei, on the /i-captuie and the v ^-scattering is insufficient for the reliable determina
tion of the SCC role. 

But the hadronic decays of the r-lepton appeared to be the most appropriate for 
the investigation of the SCC problem — due to the specific character of these decays. 
The point is that due to the definite G-parity of the hadronic systems produced in the 
т -*• и + hadrons decays, the weak hadronic current should be of vector type for the 
positive G-parity and of axial type for G = - 1. This is correct in absence of SCC. If 
SCC are taken into account then hadron production with G = + 1 in r-decaye will be 
determined by the combination of the vector and axial currents, J^) ~ jM 4. c j M . 
Below we shall assume the etrrallness of the | с j-value, defining the SCC admixture, j с |-
value, defining the SCC admixture, |e | < 1. 

In view of importance of the SCC problem we consider here the other possibilities 
for the search for SCC manifestations in hadronic decays of the r-leptons. 

Let us consider the r —» v + hadrons (G = + 1) process. After the integration 
over all hadronic states and summation over their polarizations the SCC cannot be seen 
in such decays up to first power in e — due to the absence of the vector and axial currents 
interference contribution. 
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Rather different results occur lit the сам» when one of the produced Iwulfoim Is de
tected in the final state, Лм a result we obtain the following expression for the probability 
of the decay of tiiipolnrizod r-lepton: 

dW a £ ~ щ (k\ u'J) \(E - E»)'1 + X (k\ u3) -

+ ( 3Jbj • Jb* - 2 ml + 2(k • h)2/к'1) u/j (к*, и2)/ w-2(k\ и2), 

v m ' u <*' - »3 + m?) ( » - m » ) a 

/V „ = ~— -f- + — —— , 
4 4 mT 4 mT «3 

whore /i' 'ш the detected hadron energy, k[ (kj) being the niomcntum of tbe r(t/f), к = 
k\ - kj, pi is the 4-rrioincntum of detected hadron (p^ = m2), u2 =s [k -~ p\)2. The 
SK'M W i,a (&3, и1*) define the main contribution of the vector part of weak hadronic current 
J\^\ the SF а (к7, и2) is caused by the interference between the vector and axial parts 
of the JW and this SI-1 determines the possible SCC contribution. 

It if) seen from (12) that the SCO change the energy dependence of differential 
probability of non polarized r lepton decay: instead of the quadratic dependence of the 
probability: W и у2 + const (j/ = К — Ев) which in specific for the vector part of 
the weak current the linear j/-term appears which ie determined by SCO. Therefore, the 
measurement of the energy dependence of the unpolarizcd r-lepton decay probability for 
the fixed k% and u2 values allow» one, in principle, to eHtablish the presence of SCC. 

The SCC inclusion changes the energy dependence of the angular distribution asym
metries of the decay pioducts for the longitudinally polarized r-leptons, 

Above we have considered the general caee of r-lepton decays, т —* v 4- h (G = 
4- 1). The situation is somewhat simpler for the specific decays, The r —• i/T + тг -f u> 
decay ia one of the processes of some interest for the SCG search. The determination of 
(ir + ш) quantum numbers is important for SCC problem. The vector first clans current 
(conserved) in the т —* vT + ir + w decay results in the production of (tf 4- ui) with 
J — 1~, while the axial current — in the states with J = 0 " and 1 + , Tbe Argus 
experiment excludes the J p = 1+ and 0" possibilities but allowe the upper limit of 50% 
for the SCC contribution. 

After three decades of its existence the SCC problem is still far from tbe solution. 
The 'incident" with anomalous large probability of the r —• vr + ir 4* ц decay appeared 
to be an impetus for intensive theoretical analysis of this problem and recover some new 
and interesting features of the SCC problem. It was found that the standard model leads 
to small probability of the r - • vr + ж + V decay but the possibility to exceed the 
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Standard Model limit» is not excluded in principle, Thin possibility opens unexpected 
perspectives connected with the SCC problem. 

Summary 

The leptonic nature of r-lcptons leads to very clear physics of numerous semi-
had ronic r —• vT + h decays. This phyaice includes different aspects of nonperturbative 
region of strong interaction: sum rules for SF's, resonance physics, vacuum condensates, 
OVO, POAC, SCO and so on. Therefore the r-lepton allows realizing an interesting 
physics program on future 7-factorice. 
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Two-body noiik'ptouic decays have been .studied by Stech and collaborators [I] 
within the standard model for strong and elect roweak interactions, the factorization 
approximation (•valuation of the matrix elements of the current x current terms in 
the effective weak hamiltoiiian and with a .specific model for the form factors of the 
weak currents. 

Here we shall follow the same approach with two relevant new elements [2]: a reso
nant, approximation for the final slate interaction and a SU(3) invariant paranietrinn-
lion of the annihilation graphs: the presence of scalar resonances with both parities 
[3] around the mass of I) particles is a good reason for both assumptions. 

The effective weak hamiltouiau for Cabibbo favoured decays of D mesons is 

//f
A/;eAS-±l = £ | v;„, v;a [ /*>•>„ (l - Ъ) с а 7"( i - ib) d 

+ /v2i/7„ (I - V,) c«Y (1 - •>„) d} + h.c. (I) 

with [4] 

\ o » 0 " b ) / \ o s ( ' » n ) 

Vn»("'l.)/ \«л(»»»-)/ 

(1 -f l 3C <v»("?'-) * ">{V'h)\ Л + j 4 S ",(»"•) - o,(4i\v)\ 

Let us first consider the decays I.) into two pseudoscalar mesons and give, as an 
example, our evaluation of the weak part of the amplitude 

. A„(D°->h-n+) = - ^ , Л с [ ( А " | + № ) < К-\(\7)„\1У > 

< *+\(Air\o > +(/i2 +c/\'i) < /\-;r+|(i'-;')„|o >< o\{.-v;y\D >] = 
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с* 
V'2 

- ( A ' * + (,"Л'|)(шл - m,/)m?, M '/>/>] 

where lc, = .S from the semileptonie decay rati- for D" —» /v'~ + < + + »'f, И',.,, 
parametrize the strength of the matrix elements of scalar densities and (," = дЦ- will 
bo fitted as a parameter in the range (0, ~) to account for colour screening. 

From the |A / | = A / 3 = ±1 properties of U^f^^ it follows: 

Л ( / Г - Л'-тг+) = Л(1)+ -» Л'°тг+) - \ /2 . -1( /Г - • A"V) . (•!) 

From the rates for D —* KIT it follows that the three complex numbers appearing in 
(!) describe in the GAUSS plan an almost rectangular triangle with the l.li.s. playing 
the role of the hypotenuse [5]. which implies a large value for the difference of the 
phase shifts for the I = \ and / = 5 /\V states: indeed there is a. /;, = 0+ l\'+ 

resonance with mass 1950 MeV and width 'J01 ± S6 MoV and branching ratio into 
Л'л- equal to 5*2%. 

From SU(3) flavour symmetry 

1 / n 
9t\m°[WM)f\°w — ""Т=.9К'»(!0М))Л'вг« • \'Ч 

We assume a value for the coupling r/д ч>д<>,,0 such that the K'(H)50) resonance decays 
only into two pseudoscalar mesons; Л'гг, /w/ or Kif. For the decays into PV final 
states we introduce the parameter YYVv proportional to the matrix element of the 
pseudoscalar density between the vacuum and the final state according to [2]: 

< K-p+ld11 (At),, |0 > = - ( H I , 4 md)^ с - • v,< WPV. (6) 

The final state interaction is dictated by the measured width of the 0~ resonances, 
Г = 250 MeV for the К (1830) and Г = 310 for the тг(1770), and the hypothesis that, 
they are coupled in a SU(3) invariant way only to the lowest P and V octets. 

Our predictions are reported in Table 1, where 0110 can easily sec the improve
ment in the predictions of D° decays obtained by taking into account the final state 
interaction. 

The values obtained for the parameters are 

a .[mi) •= .27 ± . 0 2 , 
С = 0, (7) 

\VPp = - .38 ± .05 , 
WPv = .53 ± . 1 3 . 
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Table 1: Decay widths (in units of 10U) s"1) 

Decay 

/ ; + -> л > + 
D+ — h"°T+ 
D+ -» K.p+ 
D° -> A-jr+ 
D° -» / \ > ° 
D° -> Л'°*7Г° 
D° -> Л > ° 
D° -> Л—7Г+ 
D° -» Л > 
/J° - Л > 
D° - A-/»+ 

D+ -»• Л-.Л-+ 
Of -» ,r+v 

0+ - x+y 
D+ -> /,+,/ 
0+ -> /7+7/' 
£>+ -> jr+p 
Dt -> A"eA'+ 
£>+ -» Л',Л'+* 

' frji 

1.32 ±.19 
1.6 ± . 8 

3.11 ± . S 
8.8 ± .6 
3.2 ±1.4 

4.75 ±1.42 
.51 ± .3 

10.93 ± 1.42 
'1.-10 ± 1.7S 

.95 ± .19 
18.5 ± 2.G 

2.9 ± .!) 
3.28 ±1.46 
7.42 ±3.15 
17.8 ±7 .9 

21.6 ±10.6 
6.07 ±1.57 
5.84 ± 1.57 
3.6 ±1.24 

Vih (without FSI) 

1.45 
.59 

7.59 

10.57 
.54 
.97 
1.33 
4.66 
.13 
.14 

37.62 

1.91 
5.32 
7.86 
9.58 
6.81 
9.37 
5.45 
.58 

Vth 
1.55 
.59 

6.99 

8.74 
.74 

5.10 
.49 

15.36 
1.40 
.50 

22.76 

2.30 
2.39 
11.24 
9.58 
6.81 
9.37 
3.43 
1.24 

The value found for a3 compares favourable with previous determinations, as long 
as for (," data prefer total colour screening as already advocated [1], higher values for 
the annihilation parameters are found than predicted assuming the dominance of the 
lower scalar states of either parity, but this is not so unreasonable due to the presence 
as nearly singularities just of the states responsible for the final state interaction. 

No new parameter is needed to describe the matrix elements of the operators 
appearing in the effective weak hamiitonian for first forbidden Cabibbo decays of the 
charged D's [6]: 

я ,дс|=1д.5=о = G | {VudV;ACiQi + C2Qi] + 

« r, 
Vu. v;3 [C,QI + c,Q\\ - vub v;b £ <7,Q, + hx.}, (8) 

1=3 

where 
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Qi 
Qa 

Qb 
Qo 

d _ йаъ( 1 ~ 7б)</Д<7"( I - 7s )c« . 
= w<>7/,(l~7s)<U'V'(l '~7s)<7n 
= « f t 7 / , ( l - 7 5 ) c n i : / 7 V ( l - 7 5 ) t o , 
= t 2 ^ ( l - 7 5 ) ^ E „ ' / ' V ( l - 7 5 ) - 7 0 , 
= «°7„( I - 7* К £ , '7'V'U - 7«)(№, 
= йп7„( 1 ~ 7 » Ь £ „ ' / V ( 1 " 7e)'/«. • 

(») 

Table 2: Values of coefficients 

c, 
c2 
C3 

с, 
Сь 
c6 

leading order 
-.439 
1.216 
.0073 

-.0185 
.0057 

-.0210 

scheme independent 
-.511 
1.270 

' .0202 
-.0460 
.0127 

-.0541 

The values of the C,-'s are taken from a "scheme independent" approach by Bums 
ct al. [7] and are compared in Table 2 with the leading order result.: the change is 
small for C\ and С'г but rather substantial for the other coefficients. Anyway, since 
VubV'b has a modulus about 10~3 smaller than the other products of CKM matrix 
elements appearing in eq. (8), this change has a negligible effect on the predictions 
[8] for the rates studied, which are reported in Table 3. 

However the penguin contribution dominates the OP violating part of the ampli
tude [8], since the imaginary parts of the CKM factors are of the same order and one 
has enhanced matrix elements for Qu as [8]: 

< Л'+Л'*' \Qa\ D+ > = 4А/л-, (г' • рк)' 

m', WP pv 
"'к/к (10) 

+ e+ + vc. The 
~§ 

mc + rn,d " " {m.c + m,)(m, + »??„) i _ 12л. 
mi>, 

where ac, may be obtained from the semileptonic decays D ~* К 
rather high value for Wpy found in our fit to Cabibbo allowed D decays, the factor 
gained with respect to the leading order approximation for c6 (a similar enhancement 
occurs also for the penguin contribution for AS = 1 amplitudes and is obviously 
an element in favour of the "scheme independent" approach) and the large phase 
differences between the octet, for which one lias resonances just in the interesting 
region of mass, and the other channels conspire to give rise to larger OP violating 
effects then commonly expected. 
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Decay 

D+ -» ir+i/ 
D+ -» Л'+А° 
д+ _»Sj,„-+ 
D+ -> A'*°A'+ 

£>+ -» Л'°тг+ 

D+ - /7+Л'° 
£>+ -» v>A'+ 
£ + -> Л"+7Г° 
Z)+ -> A'*+r/ 
D+ -» Л"°7г+ 

Table 3: CP 
Branching 

Exp. 
.G6 ± .22 
.73 ± .18 
.60 ± .08 
.47 ± .09 

< .6 

< .2 

violati 
ratios 

ng asymmetries 
xlO* 

Th. 
.78 

1.11 
.36 
.36 
.48 

1.59 
.IS 
.03 
.05 
.23 

aCp x 103 for cos6>0 
Th. 

-1.5 ±.4 
1 ± .03 

2.S ± .8 
-1.5 ± .5 

.6 ± .2 
.14 ± .04 

-5.8 ±1.7 
-3.5 ±1.0 
-2.6 ± .8 

To make definite predictions let us consider the Wolfenstein parametrization 
extended to keep terms up to 0(AS) in the imaginary parts 

1 - П 2 

V = 1-£A 2 -A(l + A a A V ) 
ЛА3[1 - (1 - i \2)Pei6] -ЛА2(1 + А V й ) 

From strange, and charmed particles decays one has 

Vu, = A = .22 Va = AX2 = .046 p = | Vub 

Vu,Vcb 
| = .50 ± .14 , 

(11) 

(12) 

From B° — B° mixing and the value of the e parameter a recent analysis [10] has 
found, with пи = 140 GeV, two possible ranges for cos6, namely (.47, .81) and (—.98, 
—.80) with the positive choice for cos б corresponding to a larger CP violation in A', 
D and В decays. 

In Table 3 we report also the CP violating asymmetries with the positive choice 
for cosS: 

/ о • 
acp = г^-./0 + г ^ - • (13) 

and we may conclude that the most promising channel to detect CP violation is the 
decay £+ -» /v'*°A'+. 
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DEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL IN TAU DECAYS 
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AHSTHACT 

The inn isi'rior may be substantially dillertMit than predicted in the standard model. 
It ran have lepton flavour violating т decays such as г —> еж0 and T —+ I"). Weak 
universality const rains the allowed rates for these decays. The maximum branching 

\C- ratio achievable when I hose processes are induced by .singlet neutral heavy leptoil 
(-ЯД1И exchange is at. Ihe О (10" ' ' ) level. I also discuss two-body decays with the 
emission of a superweakly interacting nnussless spin /.его particle?, called mnjoron. 
(.()., in т —+ // + J. Its branching ratio can be at the level of present sensitivities 

w without violating any experimental data. In both cases the underlying physics 
may he probed also at 1.111' through related single NHL or chargino production 
processes, e.g., Z —> I\'T l'T or Z —• \T (NT is a NHL while \ denotes the 
lightest chargiuo). Kxisling observat ions allow these rates to be large even'when the 
associated Vr mass is too small to be probed with present or expected sensitivities. 

Introduction 

Al though our present descr ipt ion of part ic le physics via the s tandard ,s7'('2)C;: 
V{ 1) model has been ext remely successful, i t leaves several open puzzles that mot iva te 
fur ther extensions. 

One of the puzzles of the s tandard model is the apparent absence of r ight-
handed neutrinos in nature ind ica ted, <•.//., by the exper imental l im i t s on neut r ino 
masses and m i x i n g . Theoret ica l ly , there is no fundamental symmet ry that, d ictates 
the massle.ssness of neutr inos and i t may, in fact , be in conf l ict w i t h cosmological and 
astrophysical observations invo lv ing , for exam pie, dark mat te r and solar neutr inos. 
T h e former would ind icate neut r ino masses at a ~ 10 cV scale whi le the la t te r suggests 
very small neut r ino masses ~ I 0 ~ 3 e V , needed to expla in the solar neut r ino data via 
the M S W effect. One a t t rac t i ve way to generate such neutr ino masses is th rough the 
exchange of singlet neutral heavy leptons (seesaw mechanism) or as radiat ive e jec ts 
of new scalar bosons [ I ] . 

Ano ther fundamenta l problem in elcetroweak physics today is tha t of mass 
generat ion, which relies on the I l iggs mechanism a n d , in t u r n , impl ies (l ie existence' 
of fundamenta l scalar bosons [2]. I t is widely believed tha t some s tab i l i z ing pr inc ip le 
- c . ^ . / supersymmet ry (SUSY) - should be- effective at the electnnveak scale in order 

'K-mmhVALLF at. vm.ci.uv.es or l(W-1'l::VALLK 
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to explain the stability of this scale against quantum corrections related to physics 
at superhigh scales. Unfortunately there is no clue as to how SUSY is realized. 
The most popular ansat: - the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) 
[3] - postulates a discrete symmetry called R parity (Лр), under which all standard 
model particles are even while their partners are odd. In this ansatz neutrinos are 
massiess, as in the standard model. However, this choice has no firm theoretical basis 
and there are interesting SUSY theories without R parity [1]. Here we focus on the 
case of spontaneous Rp breaking in the SU(2) 0 U(l) theory (RPSUSY), where the 
breaking of R-parity is driven by isosinglet slepton vacuum expectation values [4]. In 
this case the associated Goldstone boson (majoron) is mostly singlet and as a residt 
the Z does not decay by majoron emission, in agreement with LEP observations [5]. 

There is a wealth of phenomena associated with massive neutrinos or RP
SUSY [6]. Either way of extending the standard model leads to rare tau decays, 
closely related with exotic tau properties, such as lepton universality violating cou
plings and/or nonzero i/T mass. In this talk I focus on these r number violating decays, 
and their possible relation with the single production of SUSY particles and/or the 
existence of new particles, such as new scalar bosons or NHLS. It is important to 
stress that lepton flavour violating (LFV) processes may occur with sizeable rates 
even when neutrinos are strictly massiess or extremely light. Such rare tau decays 
would be accompanied by rare Z decays that could also be accessible to experiment, 
as I will illustrate with examples. 

Pre l iminar ies 

There are several bounds on neutrino masses that follow from observation. 
The laboratory bounds may be summarized as [7] 

m „ e < 9 e V , m„„ < 270 keV, mVr < 31 MeV. (1) 

In addition there arc limits on neutrino mass and mixing that follow from the nonob-
servation of neutrino oscillations, which I will not repeat here [7]. 

Apart from laboratory limits, there is a cosmological limit that follows from 
considerations related to the abundance of relic neutrinos [8] 

J > „ < 5 0 e V . (2) 
i 

This limit only holds if neutrinos are stable and there are many ways to make neutrinos 
decay in such a way as to avoid it [ 11. The models rely on the existence of fast neutrino decays 
involving majoron emission [9, 10], e.g., 

vr —> v,,. + J. (3) 

The resulting lifetime can be made sufficiently short so that neutrino mass values as 
large as present laboratory limits are fully consistent with astrophysics and cosmology. 
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Figure 1: Estimated uT lifctimesconfront observational limits 

Examples of seesaw type models where this is possible have been discussed in ref. [10] 
where typical lifetime estimates have also been given. Another example is provided 
by the spontaneously broken \\ parity (RPSUSY) model [11]. The region of estimated 
vT lifetimes allowed in this model is shown in Fig. 1, as a function of the uT mass. 
They should be compared to the cosmological limit on the uT decay lifetime required 
in order to efficiently suppress the relic vT contribution. This is shown as the solid 
straight line in Fig. I. Clearly the decay lifetimes can be shorter than required 
by cosmology. Moreover, since these, decays are invisible, they are consistent with 
all astrophysical observations. If, however, the universe is to have become matter-
dominated by a redshift of 1000 at the latest (so that fluctuations have grown by the 
same factor by today), the uT lifetime has to be much shorter [12], as indicated by the 
dashed line in Fig. 1. Again, lifetimes below the dashed line are possible. However, 
this lifetime limit is less reliable than the one derived from the critical density, since 
there is not yet an established theory for the formation of structure in the universe. 
Similarly, cosinological big-bang nucleosynthesis constraints can also be satisfied. 

In addition to limits, observation also provides some positive hints for neutrino 
masses. These follow from cosmological, astrophysical and laboratory observations 
which we now discuss. 

Recent observations from СОВЕ indicate the existence of hot dark matter, 
for which the most attractive candidate is a massive neutrino , such as a stable i/T , 
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Figure 2: Region of neutrino oscillation parameters allowed by experiment 

with mass larger than a few c;V [13]. This suggests the possibility of having observ
able ve or i/,, - ur oscillations in the laboratory. With good luck the next generation 
of experiments such as CHORUS and NOMAD at CERN and the P803 experiment 
proposed at Fennilab will probe this possibility. In addition to neutrino oscillation 
signatures, some models also suggest the possible existence of rare muon or tau decays 
with appreciable rates [14]. The latter could be well probed at a tau factory. 

Second, the solar neutrino data collected up to now suggests the existence of 
neutrino conversions involving very small neutrino masses < Ю - 2 eV. The region of 
parameters allowed by present experiments is illustrated in Fig. 2 [15]. 

Here it is interesting to remark that the recent results of the GALLEX experi
ment on low energy pp neutrinos do not really "eliminate" the solar neutrino puzzle, 
in view of the persisting deficit of high energy neutrinos seen in Kamiokande and 
Hornestakc. The astrophysical explanation of the latter data would require not only 
too large a drop in the temperature of the solar core, but would also predict wrongly 
the relative degree of suppression observed in these two experiments [16]. 
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channel 

т -» e7,/i7 

r -»ej r° , /«r 0 

r -» е;Д //77° 

r -> 3c,3//,/</ie, efc. 

2 -* JVr i/T 

Z - » e r 

Z —•» \LT 

strength 

~10" f l 

~ 1 0 " 6 

few x 10~7 

few x 10~7 

~ i o - 3 

few x 10~7 

~10" 7 

Table 1: Maximum estimated rare т and Z decay branching ratios consistent 
with lepton universality. These processes involve isosinglet neutral heavy lep-
tons, and can occur even when the usual neutrinos ve , vfl and vT are strictly 
massless 

It is worth noting that there are some hints, albeit controversial, from recent 
beta decay studies based on solid state detectors which indicate the presence of a 17 
keV neutrino [17]. This would require the existence of a decay of the type in eq. (3). 
The importance that such an observation would have justifies the effort necessary to 
obtain a conclusive confirmation or refutal of this result. 

Finally, there are hints from studies involving atmospheric neutrinos, which 
indicate the existence a muon deficit [18], etc. However I will not discuss these in this 
talk. 

R a r e Decays and N H L S 

Neutral isosinglet heavy leptons (NHLS) arise in many extensions of the elec-
troweak theory [19]. They can engender decays that are exactly forbidden in the 
standard model, and whose detection would signal new physics, closely related with 
the properties of the neutrinos and the leptonic weak interaction. For this reason, one 
may argue that such processes, if nonzero, ought to be very small. This is the typical 
situation to expect when their existence is directly related to nonzero neutrino masses. 
However, as discussed in [20, 22, 23, 24] this suppression need not be always present. 
NHLS can mediate large LFV decays, such as those shown in table 1. As shown in 
Fig. 3, taken from ref. [25], present constraints on weak universality violation allow 
the corresponding decay branching ratios to be as large as O(10 - 6) . The solid line 
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Figure 3: Maximum estimated branching ratios for lepton flavour violating r 
decays consistent with lepton universality. These processes may occur even if 
neutrinos arc strictly massless 

corresponds to the attainable branching for the decay / —> /,-/+ /J", the dashed line cor
responds to т —> 7Г0/,-, the dotted line to т —>»//; and the dash-dotted line to т —» /,-7. 
Here /,• denotes e or \i and all possible final-state leptons have been summed over in 
each case. As one can see, the most favorable of all the r decay channels are т —* f.7 
and т —> ел-0, the first being dominant for lower NHL masses in the 100GeV — lOTeV 
range. 

The sensitivities of the planned tau and В factories to these decay modes have 
been recently studied in ref. [21] and are summarized in table 2. 

The physics of rare Z decays beautifully complements what can be learned 
from the study of rare LFV r lepton decays. For example, the exchange of isosinglet 
neutral heavy leptons can induce new Z decays such as 2, 

Z-*e + T,Z-*NT + uT (4) 

'There may also be CP violation in lepton sector, despite the fact that the physical light 
neutrinos are strictly massless [22]. The corresponding decay asymmetries can be of order unity 
with respect to the corresponding LFV decays [23]. 
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channel 

г —» <•«/ 

Г —» / ( . / 

Т —• Cf 

Т —* fl/t/l 

Т —• [LCC 

Г ~* Cflfl 

Т —> fiCC 

leP 

I0"ft («1,л||(|аЫ"0})Цсм) 

10"" (moiiochroinator) 

ю-3 

10~* (RICH) 

10"7 

10"r 

131' 

б х 1<И 

б х Ю-1 

ю-" 

ю~г 

Table 2: Attainable limits for the branching ratio» for different г decays in a 
r-charm Factory nnd a II factory for one year run. J Is a neutrino like particle 
(Majoron) 

Taking into account the constraints on the parameters describing the leptonic weak 
interaction one can estimate the attainable values for these branching ratioB given in 
table 1. The most copious channel is Z -+ NT vT , possible if the NT is lighter than the 
Z [24]. Subsequent NT decays would then give rise to large missing pr events, called 
zen-events. Prompted by our suggestion, there are now good limits on such decays 
from the searches for acoplanar jets and lepton pairs from Z decays at LEP [26]. 
The method of experimental analysis is very similar to that used in SUSY zen-cvent 
searches. 

If Л/дг > Mz then NT cannot be directly produced at LEP1 but can still 
mediate rare LFV decays such as Z ~* ет or Z -* fir through virtual loops. Under 
realistic luminosity and experimental resolution assumptions, it is unlikely that one 
will be able to sec these processes at LEP [27]. In contrast, the related low energy 
processes seem to be within the expectations of а т or В factory. In any case, there 
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channel 

т -> // + ./ 

г -* c + J 

Z - • XT 

strength 

6 x !0-n 

Table 'A: Attainable branching ratios for т and Z decays in SUSY models with 
spontaneously broken II parity. Here ./ denotes the inajoron, while \ denotes 
the lightest charged SUSY fermion 

have been dedicated searches for flavour violation at the Z peak at LRP, and some 
limits have already been obtained [26]. This example illustrates how the search for 
rare decays is complementary to the physics of neutrino mass per se. For more details 
the reader is referred to rcf. [20, 22, 23, 24, 25]. 

Rare Decays and Supersymmetry 

Supersyinmetric models can also produce rare lepton flavour violating decays 
with detectable rates. Here we arc concerned with the situation where supcrsym-
metry is realized in a SU(2) ® U{\) context in such a way that II parity is broken 
spontaneously at or slightly below the TeV scale [4]. In such RPSUSY models one 
can have several rare decay processes, such as those of table 3. 

Since in RPSUSY models also lepton number is broken spontaneously, there 
is a physical Goldstonc boson, called majoron. Its existence is consistent with recent 
measurements of the invisible Z decay width at LEI', since the majoron is a singlet 
under the SU(2) 0 i / ( l ) gauge symmetry. Its existence leads to a new class of lepton 
flavour violating r decays. These involve the emission of such weakly interacting 
massless pseudoscalar majorons, which would he "seen" only insofar as their emission 
would affect the spectra of the leptons produced in r decays. Single majoron emission 
in r decays would lead to bumps in the final lepton energy spectrum, at half of the r 
mass in its rest frame. The allowed emission rates have been determined by varying 
the relevant parameters over reasonable ranges and imposing all of the observational 
constraints [28]. A specially important role is played by constraints related to the 
flavour and/or total lepton number violating processes such as those arising from 
negative neutrino oscillation and neutrinoless double /? decay searches, as well as from 
the failure to observe anomalous peaks on the energy distribution of the electrons and 
muons coming from decays such as ж, К —» ей and тг, К —» ци. Our results'are shown 
in Fig. 4, taken from ref. [28]. One sees that these majoron emitting r decay modes 
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Figure I: Attainable brandling ratios for lopton flavour violating г decays with 
inajoron omission 

may easily occur a! a level О (Ю-'1) in branching ratio [28], close to the present 
ARGUS limit ПН(т -> // + J) < 5,8 x I0 - 3 [30], The points in the region delimited 
by the solid contours correspond to different values of tan/i. an unknown SUSY 
model parameter expected to lie '- 'ween I and sii-. the top-bottom quark mass ratio. 
Similar results hold for (lie case ;fie decay г —* с -f J. In this case the attainable 
branching ratio cannot exceed few X 10 ', to be contrasted with the present ARGUS 
limit НП\т —* t + J) < .'5,2 x I0":l. The sensitivity of the planned tan factories to 
this decay mode has been recently shown to be at, the 10~5 level with standard optics 
and 10_<i in schemes with monochromator (see table 2, taken from ref. [21]). 

In addition to rare т decays, RPSUSY leads to corresponding rare Z decays, 
such as 

Z->\T. (o) 

The single production of the lightest, cluiryino in Z decays would lead to striking 
signatures at I.I*1P [II]. As shown in Fig. 5, the allowed branching ratio lies close 
to the present U'lP sensitivities. In addition, in this model the lightest neutralino is 
unstable and is therefore not necessarily an origin of events with missing energy. Zen-
events, similar to those of the MS.SM are expected say, from the usual pair neutralino 
production process, where one \ ° decays visibly and the other invisibly, with the 
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Figure 5: Maximum estimated branching ratios for single chargino production 
in Z decays, Z — х+т, as a function of the chargino and uT masses. Comparing 
this with Fig. 4 illustrates the complementarity of Z and r physics in the 
RPSUSY model 

missing energy carried by the uT and the majoron. The corresponding zen-event 
rates can be larger than in the minimal SUSY model and their origin is also quite 
different. Moreover, these processes are intimately tied with each other and to the 
nonzero value of the uT mass. 

Finally we remark that in the RPSUSY model neutrinos acquire masses as 
a result of leptori number violation. These masses follow an interesting pattern, 
according to which the heavier neutrino is the uT , whose mass can be very large and 
determines the strength of the rare decay processes we have discussed. The uc and 
t/„ are very ligbt, with a mass difference that can easily lie in the range where MSW 
Vt, to utl conversions may provide an explanation of solar neutrino data. In fact one 
can go even further, and regard the rare processes discussed here as a possible tool to 
probe the physics underlying the solar neutrino deficit. It has been shown [29] that 
indeed the rates for such rare decays can be used in order to discriminate between 
large and small.mixing angle MSW solutions to the solar neutrino problem. For 
example, only in the nonadiabatic region of small mixing one can have a branching 
ratio for т —>fiJ and Z —> r\ in excess of 10_s , as seen in Fig. 5 of ref. [29]. 
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Discussion 

rpcomiug facilities such as a tail factory or а И factory, can be used to probe 
for the possible existence of I he r decay processes discussed here. If no signal is 
found, one will obtain restrictions on (lie relevant parameters of these extensions of 
the standard model. Kvcri if an improvement on the uT mass or universality limits is 
obtained in the near future, it is not likely to narrow down the rare т and Z decay 
possibilities discussed here to a level where they are rendered undetectable. 

Any novel physics, such as discussed here for the г lepton is bound to be 
manifest, as I have illustrated, also at the '/. pole, and thus produce signals at LEP. 
The search for rare Z decays gives another way to test fundamental symmetries of (lie 
standard elect rowenk theory, such as weak universality, flavour and CI' conservation. 
The underlying physics is the same, although the detect ability prosprcts may differ 
from those of tin1 corresponding low energy processes. 

I thank the organizers for a very efficient and friendly organization and my 
collaborator .). С Honiao for preparing Fig. ">. 
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Dynamical violation of the OZI rule and G-parity in 
the decays of heavy quarkonia 
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630090, Novosibirsk 90, Russian Federation 

Abstract 
The branching ratios ate evaluated of the i/-(3770) and T(45) = T(10580) decays 

inio т+т~, К К ,wr" ,шт1,шт]', p*, pq, pr)', K' K+c.c, p+p~ ,K* K*. They proceed due 
(o direct transition, via real intermediate etates DD and BB, respectively. The 
nam of these branching ratios exceede the 3-gIoon branching ratio .by the order 
of magnitude. Their study at the т — С and B-factories wonld permit to obtain 
new valnable information about the DD (BB) interaction near threshold and, in 
particular, tosolvo the problem whether the state y>(3770)(Y(10580)) is a DD(BB) 
molecule. The intensities of the decays t^(4040) -» D,D, -» *?r?(»?'), ^(3770) - • 
DD — J/il>{lS) + т"(г;) and T(45) -+ BB -* T(lS) + T"(»J) are also evaluated. 

1 Introduction 
Exclusive decays of the ground-state cc quarkonium J/ip(\S) into the states contain
ing light hadrons и)1г0,и)Г],шт/,ртг>рг},рг/,К*К + с.с.у<рг),(рг)' [1, 2] are extremely in
teresting and important from the point of view of revealing the dynamics of the OZI 
rule violation. The same is true for the decays of the ground-state 65 quarkonium 
T(15) —+ /7°7r°, 7г+!г-, КR [3, 4, 5]. All these decay modes are qualitatively similar in 
that their branching ratios (or, in the case of T( l£) , the upper bounds on the branching 
ratios) are very small, ~ 10 - 3 — 10 - 4 . Since such decays are originated from the 3-gluon 
annihilation, see Fig.l, a rough estimate of the width 

r((Q<? - (w) + (<??)) ~ <x3
tr{(QQ - Zgluons), 

where Q (q) means heavy (light) quark, means that each of above-beted decays has the 
branching ratio which is much lower than the branching ratio of the decay into 3 gluons. 
In the basis of dispersion approach, the most natural explanation of such a suppression is 
the strong cancellation of yields of different intermediate states. If so, the energy window 
may open, where imaginary part of the decay amplitude turns out to be appreciable. The 
fact is that a mutual compensation of contributions from a few intermediate states could 
be broken when new channel is turning on. We believe that such a situation is realized 
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for the states lying just above the production thresholds of open charm and beauty. So, 
the states i/>(3770) and T(4S) = T(10580) are most perspective from the point of view of 
the idea under consideration. 

In fact, the coupling of i/'(3770) (T(4S)) to Df) (BB) is quite large 

1 2 
9<Ц3770)ОР _ . . УТ(*Ь')Р11 _ .„ 

Лж ' Лж 

to be compared with 
2 2 2 

9у(шо)кк _ 9 yj/фпр _ r 9туа)Ш) _ .. 
Лж Лж Лж 

Here the last two equalities arc obtained on the basis of the vector dominance model 
(VDM). From the other hand, the I)D (BB) transition to the states containing only light, 
quarks which proceeds due to t-channel exchange with non-zero charm (beauty), is OZI-
allowed. So, the imaginary part of the amplitude of a two-step process ^(3770)(T(4S)) —• 
DD(BB) —» light hadrons could be suppressed only by the effects of the strong inter
action form factoT and by absorption (if any) in the final slate of the amplitude of the 
t-channel exchange. 

In the present paper wc show that such dynamical violation of the OZI rule and of (>-
parity implies striking results. ' In particular, the rate of direct decays (QQ) —» V / ' 
(V = p°tu/,tp; P = vr°,r;,rj') turns out In be only by the order of magnitude lower than the 
rate of the 3 -gluoii decay (QQ) —> 3y in the case of violation of the isolopic symmetry 
and comparable to the .'3-gluon intensity, or even exceeding it by the order of magnitude, 
e.g. for the decay i/'(3770) —• рж, in the case, of the isosp'm conservation during the decay. 
The partial widths of decays into К" К -f- c.c.,K'K* and, in particular case, p+f>~, are 
large and exceed the 3-gluon width by the order of magnitude, see Table. 

We calculate also the branching ratioB of the sequential decays i/>(3770) —. J)I) —• 
.//>/•( 1.9) -f к°(т)) and T(4.90 — В В - • T(l.9) + тг°(г;), so that the former turns out to 
be only 1/5 of the 3-gliiou branching ratio. The partial widths of the decays (QQ) —+ 
/г+7г~, К К are also evaluated and turn out to he much more intensive than the electro
magnetic transition (QQ) ~> 7* —• 7г+7г~, К К. 

At present, we are able to calculate the contributions to the amplitudes of direct transi
tions which arise, due to the real intermediate states i/>(3770) —* l)D —* x+7r~, К /Y, К'К+ 
c.c.,K'i<',VlJ(V = fP,b/,<p\P = -Лт/.г/) shown in Fig. 2-4 and гр(ЛОЛО) -* 1),!), -+ 
<рф/) shown in Fig..r>. The diagrams for V>(3770) —> Df) -» ,//i/>(J.9) + тг°(г/) arc anal
ogous to the diagrams in Fig.3a, with the evident replacements. The diagrams for the 
decays of T(4.9) = T( 10580) into all mentioned stales but this time Т(К9) + тг°(^) instead 
of y/V'(K9) -f 7г°(т/), are analogous to the diagrams in Fig.2- 5. The contributions of the 
intermediate, elates D*D + c.<;., D*D'(B* В + c.c, B'B*) etc., if they are allowed by the 
energy conservation, can be also evaluated. 2 

'Similar dynamical mechanism was earlier invoked to explain the C(1480) reeonance 
phenomenon in the <pn° mass spectrum [6]. It has also important consequences for rare 
double- suppressed decays <p —* ж+ж~,шж°, т]Ж+ж~ [7, 8]. 

aThe two-step process as a possible source of the OZI rule violating decays of t/»(3770) 
was discussed in rcf. [l l], however, without pointing out specific mechanism and, conse
quently, without giving specific numbers. 
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Wc consider the coupling constants of heavy quarkonia to the mentioned intermediate 
states to be purely real, i.e. we, in fact, approximate the branching ratio of each above 
listed decay by the imaginary part of corresponding decay amplitude squared, 

The set of specific diagrams giving rise to the imaginary part of the decay amplitude 
is determined by the mass of decaying particle. Since the isospin of any ф (Т) state 
above the DD(BB) threshold is unknown [12], we give the answers separately for isospin 
/ = 0 which lakes place both in the QQ model and in the case of the DD (BB) molecule, 
and for / = 1 which is possible only in the case of the decaying state being the DD(BB) 
molecule. We start with the lightest state t/»(3770) (Sect.2) in which case all necessary for
mulae and relations arc given. The states t/<(4040) and T(45) are discussed in Scct.3 and 
Sect.4, respectively. In Sect.5 we present our conclusions and discuss briefly the validity 
of approximations made in the paper. The background problems are also considered in 
that Section. A brief account of our results was reported earlier [9, 10]. Here we present 
all пессяяагу formulas and details of calculations. Wc изс also the opportunity to correct 
the misprint in cq.(5) of ref.[10], see cq.(9) of the present paper. 

2 OZI violating decays of the ^(3770) 
The dominant decay of the state i/»(3770) is into DD [12, 13]. So we take into account 
the diagrams Fig.2-4. The expression for imaginary part of the coupling constant of the 
decay r//(3770) —• DD —* 7г+тг- is given by the diagrams Fig.2a and looks as follows 

1тд(ф(т0) -» D+D~ + D°D° - x + O = *«>™)™*D-D* . (g_ 

1 / , ( т 2 » - т » ) ч | / 6 № W + l \ 

the contribution of tfie D°D° intermediate state > 

~ -4?D'/Ar+rTi (!) 

where upper (lower) sign in eq.(l) corresponds to the ^(3770) isospin / =-0(/ = - l ) and 
the approximate equality in the expressions for imaginary parts of the amplitudes will 
be valid hereafter when neglecting the pseudoscalar- vector mass splitting, i.e. under the 
assumption of mo* ~ m/>. 

s - mp+ - m . -f-

m' 2 + m\ — m2
D«, - \s 

Ьо+D- = 7Г " > (2) 

y/s = m (̂377o) and the contribution of D°D° intermediate state can be obtained from 
eq.(l), (2) by proper replacements. Hereafter 

_ 9t(mo)DD , з _ я \ (n\ 
r* д^1з [ЯО+D- T 4rfi£fl}- l3) 

6тгтЛз7Г0) 
qj, where / = DD, KIT, etc, is the absolute value of 3-momentum of one of the particle 
in the two-particle state f, in the rest frame of decaying particle. The coupling constant 
9^(,3770)DD is extracted from the full width of the ^(3770). 
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The expression for Img(ip(3770) —• DD —» KfC) is given by the diagram Fig.2b and 
can be obtained from, нау, the D+ D~ intermediate state contribution in eq.(l) by evident 
replacements. Notice that we use the simple quark model (quark counting rules) which, 
in particular, gives the relations до-ож" ~ Ук-Кж", 9 о; о к ~ 'УЪцо'О*'-

The expression for.say, imaginary part of the coupling constant of the decay t/'(3770) —> 
DD —• urn0 is given by the diagrams Fig.3a and reads as follows 

Wt/,(3770) - D+D~ + f)°D° - u,*0) = _И«.*™)о»!Н>ч>«'Л>ч>* . 

I QD+D- 2aD+D-+{l-aUD-)\of>nD+D- + ] 

«D+D- _ 1, 

^thc contribution of the . D°D° intermediate state > 

where upper (lower) sign in cq.(4) correspoiidfl to the $(3770) isospin / = Of/ = 1), and 

ap+p- = —i *• . (5) 
i<l !)•*•!)-Чиж 

Here у/я = m (̂377o)j Eu is the energy of u> meson in the $(3770) rest frame. The 
contribution of the D°f)° intermediate, state is obtained from the above expressions by 
the evident replacements. When calculating F)R{0(3770) —» ^rr"), we take into account 
the quark counting rule relations 

1 

. The branching ratios for the decays $(3770) —+ шг),ит]'}ртг,р7),рт)' are obtained from 
Я #($(3770) -* urn0) by the use of the relations 

OD'Or, ~ d-ZOWn*» ~ -vlgn-Dj) <ll)-°>D0n = -.9O'°D0p = 9D+ P~p 

which are also implied by the quark model. Notice that we take the angle of the pseu-
dosealar щ' mixing to be 0/> ~ —18". 

The expression for 1тпд(ф('.\770) —» DD —* К*К is given by the. diagram Fig.3b and 
can be obtained by evident replacements from, say, the D+D~ contribution in cq.(4). The 
required couplings are 

gi);oi<' ~ v2S£)'o*jrn и у^Ок'К'жО ~ ~^7Г-

The diagrams which describe the amplitudes of the decays t/>(3770) —• p*p~, К*R*% 
are shown in Fig.4. The general expression for them is as follows 

M{V - V, V3) = i f fi(£(V), V, - Va)(«(Vi),£(H,)) + 

Sa(e(Vb), Kt)(«(^),«(Vi)) + ff3(e(Vi), V2)(t(V)tc(V2)) + 

IftMn Ъ ~ У2){с(Уг), V3)(e(V2)), Ц) (6) 
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where V,(: = 1,2) arc the four-momenta of the vector meson VI; £(Vi) are their vectors 
of polarization. We give the answer for the p+p~ final state, since others can be easily 
obtained by proper replacement. 

The contributions to the imaginary parts of gt coming from one of the diagrams with 
the I) exchange, see Fig.-la, in the rest frame of i/i(3770), are as follows: 

1 lG "' N°Г Ф„Ы» + 2m,) + °° \7^+^l + (тр(^+2тр))*) 
lm,j[' = FDNp 

ling"— = N0 I'o ~ Л„ ^ + — - = -Img3 — 
mp \ y/s + 2711,, тр{у/з + 2тр) J mp 

where, instead of 1/4, we. give the linear combination 

m- \ ф + 2mr) ) 

It is (1 which enters the expression for the p*p~ partial width 

+ l<7i + mp 

0» 

We have neglected in eq.(7) unessential electromagnetic mass differences of D mesons. 
The. functions Ао,Лц,Со, Fo,Bt> a-rn a* follows: 

И„ = _ '/ш.' 
\2пу/я ' 

/'/) = ^Чоо^п» 

Mvy/Siipp \ aD - \ ) 

ml-h 
щппЧрр 

To obtain the expression for isospin / = 0(/ = 1) one. should take the difference (sum) of 
the. I)+1)~ and D{4)° contributions) each of which is obtained from eq.(7) by corresponding 
replacements. 

In what follows we shall take into account only the dominant isotopic differences 
originating from the momentum of the intermediate state Df) [BB). 
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The contributions of one of the diagrams with the D" exchange, SPP Fig.-la, read as 
follow» 

/ m 9 f = N„.l [ m i . ( 5 - mj) + j (»•'{,- - "•„ + m J ^ j t V + 

5^- + (|-m;)fi.} 

' - ^ = - * - { [(5 - ' " ' ) + $ & K - -4 + »ф-

4m2D*qlP + 0»д» ~ ^ n + "^У j r , _ Л». 

2 # D . Га 2 у/з + тр/ ., 2 2 \1 \ 

-gr Is - r " " + T J T ^ ; К ~ m°+m>)\) 
Nn- = --g^(i770)l)nUufm- ( M ) 

Here the quark model relation gp'Dffi ~ ffupir/2 was used. The form of the expressions 
for Aw, Bw,Gp>, Fp» is the same an in cq.(lO), but this lime a# . should Htand instead 
of ap, where 

_ m% + tn* - m D . - 1д 
a c . = . (12) 

Notice that /1/j- = Ид. In fact, Ир, Ир' and Fp,Fp- are negligible, since they are 
proportional to ^p^. Neglecting the psnudoscalar-vector mass splitting of I), D* mesons, 
the ниш of contributions coming from the I) and D" exchanges can be approximately 
written as follows 

/m<7, и - jW/ j ' /y '^CWO) ' ' * 

We have made the. calculations under the assumption of the point-like exchanges. Now 
let us take the form factor 

F = cxP[-\(\l\+ml.)} (14) 
into account. Analogous form will be used below for the case of T(45) and the B* ex
change. As is known, the radius of interaction \/A is determined by the inverse characteris
tic mass in the exchange channel and, in our case, is \/X и ( т л + т , ) " 1 (or (mj+m,, )" 1 ) . 
Since the characteristic energy of the problem is in the threshold region, the characteristic 

distance from the тале shell is I m 0 . + \t\ J и mp + mp (or тпв + mp). So, one can take 

e"1 = 1/2.78 • • • as practically relevant suppression factor of the amplitude. 
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The absorption hi the initial state of the reactions DD —* rir,KJ{,VP,VV, see 
Fig,2-4, if) negligible, since there are no other states to which the DD one could go due 
to the exchange with the vacuum quantum numbers. Dropping some uneesentiai terms, 
the absorption in the final stale reduces each amplitude by the factor 1/2, provided the 
conservative estimate <Xtot(l + /я ) /8тАя и 1 is taken, where oiot is the cross section of the 
7Г7Г, or KR, or VP, or VV scattering, fp describes the contributions of other but elastic 
intermediate states to which the mentioned states can go due to the vacuum exchange P. 
Here Xfj « 5(7eV~2 is the slope of the t-dependence of the latter. 

Thus, taking the form factor and the final state absorption into account amounts to 
the suppression factor ~ 1/30 in front of the branching ratios of all the decays considered 
in Table except the sequential ones for which this factor is « 1/7, see below. 

To evaluate the imaginary part of the amplitudes of the sequential decays V*(3770) —• 
DD -* J/ip{lS) + л-0, 0(3770) - • DD -» J/rp(lS) + r;, one should take the diagrams 
Fig.3a, with the proper replacements, and allow for the relatione 

9JWS)DD я 3 . в Н а ^ 2 й д 1 р ( 1 5 ) 

9JMIS)D'D 4-c 9r Яс 

which arc valid in the framework of the quark model and the vector dominance model 
(VDM). Here <JC(MC) 'W t n P charge (magnetic moment) of the с quark, p,; и 2 in the simple 
quark model. We have used also the VDM relation gjf$(\s)DD ет §</.//^(iSb where gj/j(is) 
is extracted from the Icptonic width of the J /0(1S) . In the present саде we see no reason 
for the strong absorption in the final state since . / /0(1 S) + Jr°(r/) —• //0(15") + 7T0(r;) 
is the low energy process at the 0(3770) mass. The distance of the exchanged particles 
from the mass shell is also considerably shorter for the. present case. Nevertheless, the 
suppression implied by the form factor is taken here similar to the previous case, 

Our results for the case of 0(3770) are listed in Table. 

3 OZI violat ing decays of V>(4040) 
Besides DD, the real intermediate states D*D + c.c. and D'JD' [12, 13], 0(4040) - • 
D*D + c.c.,D*D* -> PP, VP, VV, arising due to the known decay modes of 0(4040), 
are allowed. However, the existence of four independent Lorcntz structures, sec eq.(6), 
prevents us from making definite predictions for the partial widths of the 0(4040) decays 
into the states listed in Table. 

In the meantime, the decay 0(4040) —» D,DS is allowed. Hence, the contribution is 
possible to the imaginary part of the amplitude of the transition 0(4040) —» D,D, —* 
<pri(t)'), sec Fig.5. The expression for it can be read off from eq.(4),(5), with evident 
replacements. Assuming the cc nature of 0(4040) (not a DD molecule) oue has, on (he 
basis of the quark counting rules, that 

v5" " ~ - ~ 
l 

g?n;D. « —/Z9»P*\ 9*D.D. « gVKK. 
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. The form factor of the D' exchange and the absorption in llic final state are believed 
to be the same as in the сане of the D" exchange. One has 

ВГ(Ф{АЫО) -> / ; , / ; , - • <рф = я • io-°, 

Вг(ф(Л040) -* D, В, — iprf) = 1.5 10~с. (1 в) 

The coupling constant дф^ощип is extracted from the ratios 

Br{D°D°) : Br(D°'D° + e.c) : Br{D0'ff) = 0.2 ; 4.0 : 125 (17) 
(the factor y3 excluded) [13] assuming the. t/'(4O40) width is saturated by the J)l)t D'D + 
c.c. and D*D* modes. The result eq.(JG) should be compared with the 3-ghion branching 
ratio Вг(ф{Л0Щ -» Zgluons) я 2 • 10"4. 

At present, it is not clear whether the heavier mesons y(4l60) and V'M4IJ) should have 
appreciable branching ratios of decay into the final stales containing usual had гоня, since 
the contributions of the intermediate states Dl~), D'D + <:.<:., D'D' and DaD„ D*D, + 
c.c.,/?*D* of which nothing is known, can (and do) compensate each other in order to 
fulfil the OZ1 veto. So, we leave this problem for the future, until new data on the Rtates 
lying above the threshold of open charm production, will appear. 

4 OZI violating decays of T(4,S) = T(10580) 
Almost all said above about 0(3770) is translated to the case of T(4S). The expressions for 
the following two-step processes T(4.S) —» ВЙ —» 7r+ тг~, КR', VP, where V = p°tur,I' = 
7T°, r/, rf, K* K+c.c, p*p~, К* K* can be obtained from the corresponding diagrams Fig.2-4 
by the replacements 0(3770) -* T(4.9), с — 6, D — В, l)'t — В' etc. 

The results of calculation arc collected in Table. In the course of calculation the quark 
model is used with the. m"1 dependence of the VVP coupling arising dun to the magnetic 
character of the latter. The comparison with the 3-gluon branching ratio (in case of 
T(45) = (Ы>)- quarkonium) shows that the intensities of the T(4S) decays into pir, p+p~ 
and, particularly, K*R + c.c., K'K', are strikingly large. 

Contrary to T/I(3770), it seems that the decays T(4S) —* (pT],ipr)' cannot, proceed via 
the real intermediate state. B3B, since, basing on the considerations of rcf. [14]-[16] , one 
can expect that the B, mass is m(B3) ss f>39.WeK, so that m(Y(4S)) < 2m(B,), and 
given intermediate state is kincmatically forbidden. 

The sequential decays T(AS) -+ T(.1.9) + я-0 and T(4S) — T(1S) + t) are evaluated 
along the same line of reasoning as in the end of Sect.2, sec Table for their rates. 

5 Conclusion 
A few words about the assumptions made. The strong absorption in the final state means 
that, as a result of the collision, the final state produced at short distances and containing 
no heavy flavor, goes to other states which also do not contain the heavy flavor, so these 
stales should have appreciable branching ratios. Thus, our estimates for total branching 
(lower line of the Table) could be considered as a lower bound for the transitions of 
^(3770) and T( 10580) to the states containing no heavy quarks. 
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We have neglected the rent part of tbo decay amplitude of the decays under consid-
oration. However, one can hope that due to the OZI rule, various contributions to the 
real purl should considerably cancel each other, As was pointed out in Sect J , indirect 
rvklwicr i» favor of such possibility comes from the data [l]-[6j, 

The awiiimptioii of the coupling constant of (d8) to DD (or (bt) to BE) to bo purely 
real looks very plausible since the intermediate states DD (or BB) giving the main coti-
tribiilion to tlie ifiirif{iriary part, are suppressed by the factor (fjjD (or <fl1}), 

Thus, one should expect the direct decays of ^(3770) and T( 10580) into usual hadrone 
to be dominant as compared to the 3-gluou annihilation, Note especially the decay 
T(10f»80) —• p+p". ICvcn in the case of the (ЬЬ) qiinrkonium, the branching ratio of 
this decay is <:oinparable with the 3*gluoii annihilation, despite the isonpin breaking, In 
the case of Y(I0f»80) a tf/7-inolccule with isospin / a 1 the p+p~-mode is extremely largo 
and liencc is a good tool to test this hypothesis, Notice that the values of the branching 
ratio* strongly depend on the isotypic mass differences of the mesons with open charm 
and beauty. 

Hflire that wt> Atatme. the form factor wUUU Ю feaJbUJC Uoitl point of vifiW of СХреГШИСС 
with strong interactions. To formulate it in other words, it is hard to foresee any additional 
suppression of the amplitude. In the meantime, it cannot be at all excluded that the 
suppression caused by a form factor, is absent at all, since the dynamics is essential 
at the DD or И В threshold, In this case the rates in Table should be multiplied by 
the factor я 7. The discovery of a more strong suppression than that considered here 
would constitute considerable theoretical interest from point of view of the properties of 
exchanges with open heavy flavor. 

Taking into account the Coulomb corrections for D+D~ ot B+JJ~ intermediate states 
[IH, 10] might slightly (by a factor about 1.5) change the rates of the decays with ieoepin 
breaking. However, at present stage this task seems to be premature since, from one band, 
tiicse corrections are apparently lower as compared to the case of point-like particles [19] 
and, from other hand, it would go beyond the level of accuracy adopted in the present 
paper to take them into account. 

Some remarks arc in order about the background, The portion of events originated 
from the decays under consideration, at >/* — m (̂3770)> amounts to 4 • 10"3 of a total 
inclusive background of hadrons containing no с quarks, e+e~ —* ий + d&+ si, while at 
v/e = тт(юш>; this portion amounts to the same 4 • 10""3 of a total inclusive background 
of hadrons containing no b quarks, e+e" —» ий + dd + sS + сб. At the facilities existing 
now, with the luminosities I = I031cm~'e~1 one could gain about 300 events per 100 
days at v/7 =s *пцл-,щ and about 100 events per 100 days at yfi ~ гпт(шю)< With the 
increase of the luminosity by the factor of 10, and even more with r — C and В factories, 
one could hope to study the discussed decays, 

Kxclusivc background can b* evaluated on the haiis of phenomenological form faclora 
inspired by the vector dominance model and QCD, At •/» = тт(юмю)» only for the ir+v" 
mode is this background few times larger than the useful signal. In the case of КЙ mode 
the background is few times lower while for remaining decays, see Table, it is negligible. 

In the case of ip(40i0), see cq.(lS), the useful signal is a few times larger than the 
exclusive background. 

In the case of i/>(3770) the situation is more subtle, As compared to the exclusive 
background, the useful signal is 

l)by the order of magnitude lower for the mode ТГ+ТГ~; 

S3 



2)fow times lower for the mode RR\ 
•'l)comparabfo in magnitude for the modes 

omega*, pr)tprf,p+p-\ 
4)by thn order of magnitude larger for the mode» w/, utif and for each charged state 

of the mode* pit, K'R, K*R', 
Simple estimates based on the consideration of statistical еггогн HIIOW that the decayN 

considered here can be studied at г - О and В factories, 

Tabic captioni) 

The branching ratios of the ^(3770) and T(4S) decays into hadrons. The figures without 
(with) parenthesis correspond to isospin of the decaying stale / = 0, which taken place in 
the QQ model (/ я J which is possible in the case of DD or В В molecule), The 3- gluon 
width is estimated as, eg, [17], Inotopic mass difference of В mesons is taken according 
to ref. [12] 

Mode 

KR 
m° 
Uif) 
Ut)' 
pn 
PI 

•prf 
p+p~ 

K'R + c.c 
K* R* 

J/iP(\S) + ir° 
J/rl,(]S) + V 
T(l5) + ir0 

T(lS) + r; 
.') gluoiis 

total 

i//(3770) 
2- J0-°(7- JO"4)" 

2- Ю-'' 
2- 10-''(7- Ю-*) 
3. io-4(bio-b) 
b i o - ^ . io-°) 
2-10-я(7-1(Г6) 
1 • J0"*(3 • 10"4) 
7 10- e(bl0-4) 
з • 10-41 • 10-3) 

3.10"4 

7 • JO"4 

8 • I0~6(J • Ю-4) 
4. io -»( i . io-") 

2 10-4 

4 • Ю-4З • 10~3) 

T(10580)~~~ 
8.10-"(G. 10-") 

2-10~* 
5.10-°(4-10-4) 
3 • 10-4(4 • 10-") 
'2- 10-*(2 • I0-6) 
M 0 - 3 ( 2 . I0~A) 
4 . io-°(».10-4) 
2.10-e(2-10-4) 
1 • 10-48 • Ю-3) 

4 Ю " 4 

3-10-3 

7 • 10-°(r> • Ю-7) 
2.10-7(3- JO"9) 

4- lO-4 

5- 10-413-IP"3) 

Pig.l. The simplest diagram describing the OZI violating decays of heavy quarkonium 
(QQ) into the states containing only lightest quarks q 
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Fig,2. The diagrams for 2/тЛ/(0(377О) 
21тМ(ф('Л770) -+ DD -» Л" А') (Ь) 

.DJ9 —• 7T+ir") (a) and the diagram for 

J 
ФСУЮ) 

Г + f ; №no) 

V 

(a) lb) 
Fig.3. The diagrams for 2/mAf (0(3770) -> DD -* VP). Here V = p°,J/\p;P -

7г°, r/,»/ (a). The diagram for 2JmM(0(377O) -* DD -> R*K) (b). It is tacitly implied 
that all possible isotopic modes in the intermediate states are taken into account in (a) 

V* ?л 

ШЛО) 
* ' — l v°> j A — : №770) 

•D* 

9* 
(a) 

V&770) 
Ъ 

vS + ю т 

5 к* к1 

(b) 
Fig.4. The diagrams for 2lmM(0(3770) -* DD-* p+p~) (a) and 2JmM (0(3770) 

2?D — K*R') (b) 

%чои<Л 
D; * *L 4.V 
^ ^ + ^ w ^ -

"* e,i' 
Fig.5. The diagrams for 2/mAf (0(3770) -*• DD -* <pr), <prf) 
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Head Post Ofjicc, P.O.Вот 70, Moscow, Russia 

Abst rac t 

The performance of the BGO crystals doped with ytterbium, terbium and 
samarium has been studied for testing these scintillators as a candidate for material 
of luminosity monitor for the с—т factory detector. ЛИ of the new scintillators have 
a fast component, but its quantity is too small and its total light output is less than 
that of pure BGO more than factor of two. 

Introduction 
Л compact electromagnetic calorimeter with high energy resolution based on 

non-organic scintillators is one of most favorable variants of a luminosity monitor 
for the с — т factory detector. However the most convenient and technological 
scintillators (Nal, Csl, BGO) have essential disadvantages: low radiation hardness 
and long decay time. The construction of new generation of large colliders (LUC. 
SSC, UNK) incited at present intensive research on the creating of scintillating 
materials with suitable properties: short (not more than 1.5 cm) radiaiional length, 
large (more than I05 Grad) radiation hardness, short decay time (less than 30 ns). 
At the same time the investigations on improvement of the performance of well 
known scintillators are carried out /1-3 / . 

It has been found at the Research Institute for Synthetic Materials (Alexandrov, 
Russia) that doping of BGO monocrystals with ytterbium causes both the improve
ment of their radiation hardness and the decrease of their decay time / 3 / . The 
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purpose of this investigation was to check the results of / 3 / as well as lo mea
sure the light yield and time spectrum of DGO crystals doped with terbium and 
samarium. 

Decay time spectra of new scintillators 
The decay time constants of the new scintillators were measured using the de

layed coincidence method /4/ . The scheme of the experimental setup is presented 
on Fig. 1. The scintillator specimen was excited by the electrons from Ru]on .source. 
They passed through a thin (3 mm) plastic scintillator and then were absorbed 
within the sample investigated. The signals starting the TDC were produced by the 
coincidence of signals from two photomiiltipliers PM1 and PM2 (XP1020), which 
looked at a reference scintillator through the plexiglass light-guides. The photons 
from the scintilations were detected by photomtiltiplier l'M3 (Xl'2020) which was 
coupled to the sample through a diaphragm for light attenuation. The signal from 
this phototube was used to stop the TDC'. In order to measure the system response 
function the sample was replaced by the plexiglass Clicrenkov light radiator. The 
shape of the response function is shown on Fig.2. The spectrum may be approxi
mated by Gaussian distribution with standard deviation fixed at a =400 ps. 

The decay time spectra of pure BGO crystal and of BGO doped with ytter
bium, terbium and samarium have been studied. ЛИ the crystals were made at the 
Research Institute for Synthetic Materials. The crystals decay time spectra are pre
sented on Fig.3. The spectrum of pure BGO can be described as consisting of two 
components with decay time of 90 ns and 270 nsand that is in very good agreement 
of / 5 / . The time spectra of all doped BGO crystals contain a "fast" component 
with the decay time within the range of 4 -f 5 ns. The percentage of the "fast" 
component is largest for the "BCO+Tb" sample. The results of the fits by two 
exponents to the time spectra as well as the relative light yields of the scintillators 
arc given in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

BGO 
crystal 
Pure 

Yb 0.001% 
Yb 0.2% 
Yb 1% 

Sm 0.1% 
Tb 0.1% 

Relative 
light yield 

100 
73 
66 
35 
48 
21 

Slow component 
decay time.ns 

328±10 
311±22 
313±6 
328±25 
303±12 
274 ±20 

Fast component 
decay time,us 

-
5.0±0.9 
3.9±0.4 
5.1 ±0.3 
4.2±0.6 
3.9±0.2 

Fast component 
percentage 

-
1.7 
1.3 
1.9 
1.7 
3.4 
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The relative light yield has been measured with respect to the location of a 662 
keV peak of Cs1 3 7 . The scintillation light was detected by a photomutiplier FEU-
184. The FWHM of the 662 keV peak of Cs137 was 12% for the pure BGO crystal. 
The doping of the BGO crystals with ytterbium, terbium and samarium decreases 
their decay time constants, but the light outputs of scintillators decrease too. And 
besidcs.the relative light output of the new crystals is inversely proportional to light 
output. 

Investigation of the temperature dependence 
of the scintillators light yield 

It is well known that the light output of the BGO crystals strongly depends on 
temperature. This cfTect must be taken into account in real experiments. On the 
other hand, the low-temperature behavior of the scintillators light yield may give 
some additional information for understanding a new material luminosity mecha
nism. Therefore, the measurements of the temperature dependence of light yield 
have been carried out. 

The scheme of the experimental set-up is shown on Fig.4. The investigated 
scintillator and the radioactive source were inserted into the stainless steel small 
platform located within the chamber isolated from environment by 45 mm foam 
layer. The chamber was cooled by liquid nitrogen through copper bar of the 21 mm 
diameter. A heating element and a thermosensor were embedded into the stainless 
steel tabic and a feed-back system allowed to establish and keep fixed a certain 
temperature. In order to improve the heat isolation between the platform and the 
chamber walls, the chamber volume was vacuumized by using activated coal which 
absorbs gases at low temperature. The light emitted by the scintillator was detected 
by the XP1020 photomultiplier through the 120 mm long plexiglass light-guide. The 
relative light yield was determined with respect to location of the 1332 keV peak of 
Coeo. 

On Fig.5 the measured BGO crystals relative light yields versus the temperature 
are shown. The light yield of each crystal is assumed to be 100% at normal tem
perature. When the crystals are cooled, the light output increases with a rate of 
about *j|£ for all samples. At temperature near — 80"C -j- —90°C the increasing of 
the light output stops, but with further cooling the crystals show different behavior: 
the light yield of pure BGO increases again while that of doped crystals decreases. 

The results 

• investigations of the properties of BGO crystals doped with ytterbium, 
terbn. l ;md samarium have resulted in the following conclusions: 
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1. BGO crystals doping with yttcrbium,terbium and samarium causes the ap
pearance of a "fast" component in the decay time spectra with decay time 
constant of about 4,5 ns, The largest percentage of the "fast" component is 
in the spectrum of the BGO doped with terbium, 

2. The doping of the crystals does not influence the "slow" components of the 
time spectra whose decay times are 90 ns and 270 ns, respectively. 

3. The light yield of doped crystals is 1,5-2 times less than that of the pure BGO. 

4. The light yield of all the investigated crystals increases with a rate of about 
^ | p when crystals are cooled. But at temperatures below —80°C the light 
yield of the doped crystals slightly decreases. 
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КРЕМНИЕВЫЕ ДЕТЕКТОРЫ С ВНУТРЕННИМ УСИЛЕНИЕМ. 
в. л. кашеваров, л. н. павлюченко, г, А. Сокол 

Физический институт им. П. н. Лебедева Российской академии наук, 
Москва. 

описан новый вид ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОВОГО детектора, обладающего 
внутренним усилением заряда. Детектор имеет СТРУКТУРУ металл -
резистивный слой - ПОЛУПРОВОДНИК, для КОТОРОЙ характерно проявление 
отрицательной обратной связи в лавинном процессе. Описаны основные 
характеристики детекторов, данные по регистрации релятивистских 
электронов, рентгеновских квантов и альфа-частиц. Приведены 
результаты измерения радиационной стойкости таких детекторов. 
Дано описание микрострипового детектора (300 стрипов, ШИРИНОЙ 35 мкм, 
шагом 70мкм), каждый элемент которого обладает внутренним усилением 
М =5.10кх4. Обсуждаются возможные применения лавинных детекторов в 
ядерной Физике и Физике высоких энергий. 

1. Введение 
Полупроводниковые приборы с внутренним усилением заряда, 

обусловленным ударной ионизацией, были созданы более 30 лет назад 
и в настоящее время находят широкое применение в различных областях . 
науки и техники, в частности, в волоконно-оптических системах передачи 
информации [1]. Лавинные Фотодиоды (ЛФД) и лавинные Фототранзисторы 
(ЛФТ) обладают коэффициентом умножения М до 102 и высокой квантовой 
чувствительностью в области длин волн 0,4-1,1 нм. В то же время ЛФД 
и ЛФТ характеризуются небольшой плошадью чувствительной поверхности 
( доли мм2 ) и КРУТОЙ вольт-амперной характеристикой, что 
обуславливает высокую чувствительность к стабильности питающего 
напряжения. 
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существенным шагом : в совершенствовании лавинных приборов 
явилось развитие в Физическом институте им. П. Н. Лебедева Р А Н 
НДП (металл-диэлектрик-полупроводник)-СТРУКТУР [2, 3, И]. 
В НДП-структуре по мере развития лавины происходит локальное накопление 
инверсного заряда на границе полупроводник-диэлектрик, экранирующего 
электрическое поле в области лавинного умножения, экранирование поля 
приводит к снижению темпа развития лавины. Такая отрицательная обрат
ная связь (ООС) между темпом лавинного процесса и количеством накоп
ленного инверсного заряда коренным образом меняет характеристики ла
винных детекторов. Во-первых, v - А характеристика оказывается значи
тельно более пологой, что существенно уменьшает влияние нестабиль
ности питающего напряжения и облегчает создание многоэлементных 
СТРУКТУР с одним обшим источником напряжения смешения, ВО-ВТОРЫХ, 
ПРОИСХОДИТ самостабилизация процесса умножения и выравнивание 
коэффициентов умножения по плошади чувствительной поверхности. 
Это приводит к существенному РОСТУ коэффициента умножения до 
ю 3 и к значительному увеличению плошади чувствительной 
поверхности (до 1 мм 2 ). 
Наряду с отмеченными выше преимуществами выявились и существенные 
недостатки, основным недостатком является необходимость использования 
импульсного напряжения смешения для рассасывания инверсного заряда. 
Отмечалась также деградация характеристик приборов, видимо, 
за счет накопления встроенных зарядов в слое диэлектрика на границе 
с ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОМ. 

Следующим шагом в развитии лавинных приборов с ООС явился • 
переход к МРП-структуре ( металл-резистивный СЛОЙ-ПОЛУПРОВОДНИК), 
что обеспечивало непрерывный режим работы благодаря значительной 
проводимости резистивного слоя [ 5 ].в таких структурах оказалось 
возможным получение коэффициентов умножения Н до ю ^ и увеличение 
чувствительной плошади до десятков мм2 , 

Использование в качестве изолирующего слоя пленок ДВУОКИСИ 
титана также обеспечило непрерывный режим работы СТРУКТУРЫ [ б ], 
однако- коэффициент умножения не превышал 10^ и была отмечена 
нестабильность характеристик прибора во времени. НУЖНО сказать, 
что подробных исследований таких СТРУКТУР не проводилось. 

До недавнего времени применение лавинных СТРУКТУР С ООС 
ограничивалось, в основном, задачами оптоэлектроники, Между тем 
уникальное сочетание таких характеристик, как внутреннее умножение, 
высокие временное разрешение, нечувствительность к магнитным полям, 
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ожидаемая высокая радиационная СТОЙКОСТЬ И ДР., является весьма 
привлекательным для использования лавинных приборов:в задачах ядерной 
Физики и Физики высоких энергий в качестве детекторов не только 
световых сигналов, но и заряженных частиц [7], рентгеновских квантов, 
а также сцинтилляционного, переходного и черенковского излучений. 

Б этой связи нами были предприняты исследования НРП-СТРУКТУР В 
качестве детекторов заряженных частиц и рентгеновского излучения, 
осуществлена разработка МИКРОСТРИПОВЫХ детекторов с внутренним 
усилением, а также проведены первые эксперименты по измерению 
их радиационной стойкости в е-пучке. 

В настояшей работе изложены результаты этих исследований. 
Б п. 2 изложен ПРИНЦИП работы детектора частиц на основе 
ИРП-СТРУКТУРЫ, в п. 3 - представлены результаты регистрации 
релятивистских электронов, мягкого рентгена (Е= 5,9 кэВ), альФа-
частиц, результаты измерения радиационной стойкости; в п. 4 
представлены характеристики микрострипового детектора, изготов
ленного на основе НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ; в п. 5 -даны обобщенные харак
теристики si лд как детектора заряженных частиц, световых и 
рентгеновских квантов; в п. Ь сФормулированы некоторые предва
рительные выводы и рассмотрены ПУТИ совершенствования лавинных 
детекторов в их конкретных применениях. 

2. Принцип работы лавинного НРП-детектора 

Простейший вариант НРП-детектора изготавливается ионно-плаз-
менным осаждением резистивного слоя карбида кремния SiC на поверх
ность кремниевой пластины р-типа ПРОВОДИМОСТИ С удельным сопротив
лением 1 Ом»см с последующим напылением полупрозрачного полевого 
электрода (обычно Ni) и электрода с обратной СТОРОНЫ кремниевой 
пластины (обычно А1). Схема МРП-структуры представлена на рис.1. 
Благодаря низкому удельному сопротивлению исходного кремния, при
ложенного к структуре обратного смещения 25 - 37 В,оказывается 
достаточно, чтобы вблизи границы S1C-S1 создать ВЫСОКУЮ напряжен
ность электрического поля > 3. Ю ? В/см, необходимую для лавинного 
умножения заряда за счет ударной ионизации, ПРИ смешении v=37 в 
глубина области умножения (ОУ) составляет 0,25 мкм, глубина области 
пространственного заряда (ОПЗ), т. е. глубина проникновения электри
ческого поля в ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОВУЮ ПОДЛОЖКУ, составляет 2 мкм. После 
прохождения через СТРУКТУРУ заряженной частицы носители заряда со-
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Рис.2. Сечение лавинного 
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неоднородностями 
п-типа проводимости 

бираются из области, где имеется электрическое поле, а также час
тично из ДИФФУЗНОЙ области, но с некоторым запаздыванием. 

Характерным для НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ является возникновение отрицатель
ной обратной связи (ООС) в процессе лавинного умножения, СУТЬ кото
рой состоит в следующем. Развитие лавинного процесса означает увели
чение тока в ОУ и накопление заряда на границе SiC-Si. В соответствии 
с этим ПРОИСХОДИТ непрерывное перераспределение напряжения в СТРУК-
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w e и появляется всевозрастающее по величине противополе, экраниру-
юшее исходное электрическое поле, Так,возникающая ООС приводит к 
снижению темпа развития лавинного процесса и даже к его прекращению. 
Важно отметить, что ООС носит локальный характер, обусловленный 
очень низкой тангенциальной проводимостью границы резистивного слоя 
с кремнием, такая самостабилизация лавинного процесса характеризу
ется пологой вольт-амперной характеристикой и существенно снижает 
требования к стабильности напряжения смещения. 

дальнейшим усовершенствованием НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ является предложен
ное в работе [в] формирование на поверхности кремния р-типа локальных 
неоднородностей n-типа ПРОВОДИМОСТИ (РИС 2). Глубина и расстояние 
между неоднородностями варьировались от 0,г до з мкм и от 3 до 
50 мкм соответственно, Использовались также различные ФОРМЫ неодно
родностей и способы их внедрения [9,101. Основная идея состояла в 
локализации области лавинного умножения вблизи этих регулярных ис
кусственных неоднородностей, что приводит к преимущественному умно
жению носителей одного знака и значительному уменьшению темнового 
тока, В структурах с локальными неоднородностями удалось сушественно 
увеличить коэффициент усиления Фототока (до Ю 5 ), увеличить плошадь 
чувствительной поверхности до 1 см2 , УЛУЧШИТЬ стабильность харак
теристик со временем, увеличить СРОК службы приборов, Именно такие 
детекторы с локальными неоднородностями использовались нами для 
исследований, 

3, Экспериментальные исследования лавинных детекторов на основе 
МРП-СТРУКТУРЫ 

Как отмечено в п. l, si ЛД на основе МРП-СТРУКТУРЫ МОГУТ найти 
применение в Физике высоких энергий и ядерной Физике благодаря 
уникальному сочетанию характеристик,таких, как высокий коэффициент 
внутреннего умножения заряда (до ю5" ), высокое пространственное 
разрешение (возможно создание пиксельных и стриповых СТРУКТУР с 
размерами до 10-20 мкм), быстрый сбор носителей ( меньше 1 нсек) 
и возможность Формирования сигналов длительностью до 10-20 нсек, 
малая толщина вещества на ПУТИ частицы, что определяется только 
механической прочностью пластинки кремния, высокая ожидаемая 
радиационная стойкость вследствие того, что используется низкоомный 
материал, относительная дешевизна исходного материала. 
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В СИЛУ этого было важно осуществить исследования таких Si ЛД 
по регистрации ими малых зарядовых пакетов, создаваемых 
как релятивистскими частицами, так и мягким рентгеном, а также 
провести исследования радиационной стойкости таких СТРУКТУР. 

Ниже приводятся результаты таких исследований. 
3.1. Регистрация релятивистских электронов 
Результаты измерений 51 Ли релятивистских электронов подробно 

изложены в с ш . здесь отметим некоторые особенности использования 
НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ ПРИ регистрации релятивистских частиц. К положительным 
особенностям следует отнести то. что детектор обладает малой толщиной 
чувствительной области ( 2 мкм). что гарантирует срабатывание только 
одного элемента в случае создания многоэлементной (стриповой или 
пиксельной) СТРУКТУРЫ (рис.3). В этом случае с учетом внутреннего 
умножения и = 10 s можно в принципе перейти на ПРОСТУЮ логическую 
электронику, ПОСКОЛЬКУ нет необходимости осуществлять "распутывание" 
кластерных событий, и это может привести к существенному удешевлению 
системы сбора и обработки информации. 

Рис.3. Сравнение р-£-'п структуры и лавинного МРП 
детектора при регистрации заряженной частицы 
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4j ел/в п Рис.4. Расчетный спектр потерь энергии пионов 
2 рт Ы 

в 2 мкм кремниевой детекторе' 

В то же время малая толщина чувствительной области имеет и 
отрицательную СТОРОНУ, связанную как со значительной величиной емкости 
детектора, так и малой величиной первичной ионизации, выделяемой в этом 
слое релятивистской частицей. Как следует из работы [12], Форма 
распределения потерь энергии в тонких слоях кремния порядка 2 мкм 
(рис.4) сушественно отличается от распределения в относительно толстых 
слоях, пик распределения смешается в СТОРОНУ малых потерь, значительно 
увеличивается хвост распределения. Из-за малого количества актов 
столкновений на ионизацию в столь малом слое количество пар eh, 
созданных релятивистской частицей в слое, может быть невелико и ампли
туда сигнала может оказаться на уровне ШУМОВЫХ ИМПУЛЬСОВ, 
таким образом, необходимо было экспериментально показать способность 
Si ЛД на основе НРП к регистрации релятивистских частиц, 

Используемый в измерениях Si /!Д обладал следующими характерис
тиками: 
плошадь чувствительной поверхности 
глубина чувствительной области 
полная толщина 
коэффициент умножения (ПРИ 39,4 В) 
темновой ток (при 20 В) 
емкость СТРУКТУРЫ 

Оптимальное рабочее напряжение для данной СТРУКТУРЫ лежит в 
диапазоне 39,2-39,8 В. Для этого диапазона рабочих напряжений 
энергетическое разрешение ПРИ регистрации потока световых квантов, 
источником КОТОРОГО является светодиод с длиной волны 850 нм, 
составляет 5И. в таблице 1 приведена зависимость коэффициента 
усиления КУ СТРУКТУРЫ от напряжения V. 

1,8 мм (диаметр 1,5 мм), 
2 мкм, 

300 мкм, 
5. ю 3 , 
5. 10~6 А, 
150 ПФ 
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Таблица 1 

V,B I 39, г I 39,4 I 39,6 I 39,8 I 40,0 I 
I I I I I I_ 

КУ.5К103 I 0,5 I 1,0 I 1,6 I 2,3 I 3,2 I 
_ I I I I I I_ 

Из приведенной таблицы видно, что изменение рабочего напря
жения на 0,01 в ПРИВОДИТ к изменению КУ на 3-5'/,, что сравнимо 
с энергетическим разрешением детектора, в измерениях напряжение 
питания на детекторе было установлено v =39,40 з и поддержива
лось с точностью 0,01 в. 

Si /Ш помешался в калибровочный ПУЧОК электронов ускорителя "Пахра" 
Физического института им. п. н. Лебедева РАН. Энергия электронов в данном 
месте могла меняться от 15 до 650 иэв с помошью магнитного поля, направ
ление пучка электронов выделялось с помошью ДВУХ сцинтилляционных счет
чиков С1 и С2, размером (15 х 15) мм , отстоящих ДРУГ от друга на рас
стоянии о. 5 м. Si ЛД помешался между С1 и С2. 

Измерялся амплитудный спектр Si ЛД в 3-х режимах: 
1) ПРИ стробировании С1хС2 совпадениями 
2) ПРИ стробировании C1XC2XS1/W -совпадениями 
3) без стробирования. 

Измерения в 1 и 2 режимах позволили определить эффективность детек
тора, которая оказалась близкой к 100'/.. Наиболее интересным является 
амплитудный спектр, полученный в. з режиме (рис. 5). АМПЛИТУДНЫЙ спектр 
имеет полную ШИРИНУ 84*/. Спектр демонстрирует превышение амплитуд от 
электронов над шумами Si ЛД, что позволяет сделать вывод о возможности 
использования S1 ЛД для регистрации релятивистских частиц. 

Однако ШУМЫ Si ЛД оказываются достаточно большими, соотношение 
сигнал/шум для данного детектора равно з (по средним значениям 
амплитуд), и желательно это соотношение улучшать. В этой связи следует 
иметь ввиду, что при переходе к детектору, имеющему малые размеры 
регистрирующей ячейки, соотношение сигнал/шум должно быть лучше, 
поскольку ШУМЫ пропорциональны площади. 

Таким образом, экспериментально показана возможность регистрации 
релятивистских электронов кремниевыми лавинными детекторами, изготов
ленными на основе НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ. 
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Рис.5. Амплитудный спектр импульсов, полученный при 
регистрации электронов МРП-детектором 

3. 2 Регистрация мягкого рентгена 
Регистрация рентгеновский квантов в области энергий Е < 10 кэв 

связана с решением, по крайней мере, ДВУХ проблем, Первая состоит 
в обеспечении достаточно высокой эффективности проникновения кван
тов в чувствительную область детектора, что определяется толщиной 
входного "окна" детектора. Вторая связана с обеспечением достаточ
но высокой чувствительности детектора, т. е. с соотношением сигнал/ 
ШУМ для квантов, поглотившихся в чувствительном объеме. 

в настоящее время для регистрации рентгеновского излучения при
меняются в основном кремниевые полупроводниковые детекторы и газо
вые пропорциональные камеры. Разработаны и применяются также мето
ды с использованием микроканальных пластин (НКП) и электронно-оп
тических преобразователей ООП) в сочетании с люминофорами, УТИ 
методы, однако, характеризуются квантовой эффективностью регистра
ции не более 25И и являются более дорогостоящими но сравнению с 
ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОВЫМИ и газовыми детекторами. В то же время последние 
обладают значительной толщиной входного "окна", что сни
жает эффективность регистрации мягкой части рентгеновского спектра. 
Недостатком кремниевых детекторов является необходимость исполь
зования малошумяшей (достаточно дорогой) электроники. 
Эти обстоятельства СТИМУЛИРУЮТ поиски и разработки более эффек

тивных и относительно дешевых методов регистрации рентгеновских 
квантов. 
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В этой связи перспективными, на наш взгляд, являются кремниевые 
детекторы с внутренним умножением заряда, характеризующиеся 
относительно малой толщиной входного "окна" и высоким значением 
квантовой эффективности регистрации(до 70Х). 
В работе рассматривался S1 ЛД с Sic в качестве резистивного слоя, 
В таблице £ приведены толшины нечувствительных слоев Si ЛД: слоя 
sic, металлического контакта Т1 и окисного слоя Sio2, который 
неизбежно возникает ПРИ обработке поверхности кремниевой плас
тинки. 
Таблица 2. Геометрические параметры входного "окна" Si ЛД 

слой I Ti I Sic I Si02 I 
I I I I 

ТОЛШИНа, MKM I 0,05 I 0, 4 I 0,02 I 
I I I I 

ниже представлен расчет эффективности регистрации рентгеновс
ких квантов с учетом геометрических параметров Si ЛД для интервала 
энергий квантов от 0,3 до ю кэВ [13]. Расчет проводился аналити
чески в соответствии с ФОРМУЛОЙ ослабления потока рентгеновскго 
излучения при прохождении через слой вещества: 

I = Ie »exp(-/4d), 
где 10 -первичный поток рентгеновского излучения, I -поток после 
прохождения слоя вещества- толщиной d (см), /̂  -коэффициент погло
щения квантов с энергией Е . Исходя из того очевидного положения, 
что для регистрации в ОПЗ кванты должны пройти без взаимодействия 
первые ТРИ слоя вещества (металлический контакт, слой sic и окис

ле *•' 

е\. .Рис.6. Зависимость эффективности регистрации 
рентгеновских квантов МРП-детектором 
от энергии 
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ныи слой) и поглотиться в ОПЗ, получаем следующую ФОРМУЛУ для эф
фективности регистрации ч одиночного кванта: 

где/*/ -вероятность прохождения квантом слоя вещества без взаимо
действия. Для сложных вешеств пересчет м. проводился по Формуле 
(например, для SiO* ): J ' Лл 

где А - атомный вес соответствующего вещества. 
Результаты расчета представлены на рис. б. Как видно из рис. б, 

si ЛД благодаря малой толшине "окна" способен регистрировать 
одиночные рентгеновские кванты начиная с Е =0, з кэв, причем, с 
достаточно высокой эффективностью. Зависимость эффективности от 
энергии имеет несколько максимумов в области малых энергий. Положе
ние и ШИРИНЫ этих максимумов зависят от конкретных вешеств, входящих 
в состав детектора, но из-за малой относительной толщины этих слоев 
по сравнению с кремнием зависимость определяется, в основном, крем
нием. 
на РИС. 7 даны расчетные зависимости эффективности регистрации от 

толшины ОПЗ (или слоя поглощения) для разных энергий квантов от 5 
до £0 кэв. Зависимость от толшины практически линейная из-за малости 
самих толшин поглощения. 

Регистрация рентгеновских квантов проводилась Si ЛД, который 
обладал параметрами, приведенными в п.3.1. 
В качестве источника рентгеновского излучения использовался ис

точник fe*Fe с энергией Е =5,9 кэВ. На рис. 8 представлено ампли
тудное распределение зарегистрированных ИМПУЛЬСОВ. 
Как видно из рисунка, Si ЛД обладает достаточно высокой чувствитель
ностью регистрации таких квантов. Введение порога, соответствующего 
положению минимума в амплитудном спектре, позволяет практически 
полностью отделиться от шума детектора. 
Таким образом, экспериментально показана способность Si ЛД, изго

товленного на основе НРП-СТРУКТУРЫ, К регистрации рентгеновских 
квантов. Благодаря наличию внутреннего коэффициента усиления в 
детекторе можно ограничиться сравнительно простым усилителем -
Формирователем. В целом можно реализовать достаточно компактную 
и относительно дешевую КОНСТРУКЦИЮ регистратора-дозиметра рентге
новского излучения для диапазона энергий о, з - 10 кэВ. 
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E-5keV 

E=l()lwV 

5=20keV 

Рио.7. Зависимость эффективности регистрации.рентгеновских 
квантов от толщины ОПЗ для разных энергий 

3 
о 

А, отн.ед. о • Ш ' ' ' •' ' ' ' 2Ь6 ' ' ' ' 
Еис.8. Амплитудный спектр импульсов, полученный при 

регистрации рентгеновских квантов с энергией 
5,9 кэВ МРП-детектором 
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Путем введения поглотителей и ПОРОГОВ регистрации можно полу
чить регистраторы рентгеновского излучения, чувствительные к оп
ределенным интервалам энергии. 
одним из существенных преимуществ дозиметра на основе Si ЛД яв

ляется его высокая радиационная стойкость, ПОСКОЛЬКУ SI ЛД изго
тавливается из низкоомного материала, 

'.' Регистрация альФа-частиц 

Регистрация одиночный альфа-частиц Si ЛД представляет интерес 
прежде всего с точки зрения выяснения пределов линейности 
характеристики Si ЛД в зависимости от величины первичной 
ионизации. Пробег альфа-частицы (плутоний-239, Е=5, 15МэВ)в 
кремнии составляет 22 мкм, так что трек альфа-частицы в основном 
расположен в диффузионной области детектора, В ОПЗ располагается 
лишь 1/10 часть трека, но и ПРИ этом в ОПЗ выделяется энергия 
порядка 0,5 Мэв, что соответствует образованию 0. 5-Ю 6 /3, б= 
1,5 1 0 5 eh пар. ясно, что такой заряд, выделившийся локально, 
может существенно нарушить механизм лавинного умножения. Иными 
словами, можно ожидать сильного проявления отрицательной обратной 
связи и значительного уменьшения реального коэффициента умножения М. 
В измерениях использовался Si ЛД (параметры см. п. 3,1 ) и радио

активный ИСТОЧНИК плутоний-239 (5,15 МэВ). 
Измерялся амплитудный спектр альФа-частиц ПРИ напряжении на 
детекторе v = го в, когда лавинного умножения еше нет, и ПРИ 
напряжении на детекторе V =37 Б, когда реализуется М =103 для 
одиночных световых квантов. 
На рис. 9 представлены оба альфа-спектра, специально совмещенные 
при средних амплитудах для удобства сравнения. Как следует из 
рис. 9, уширение альфа-спектра ПРИ V = 37 в ПРОИЗОШЛО боле.е, чем 
в б раз, что может быть вызвано Флуктуацией коэффициента умножения. 
Коэффициент умножения ПРИ V =37 В для альфа- частиц равен 75. 

3.4 Измерение радиационной стойкости Si ЛД 

для экспериментов на будущих коллайдерах УНК, LHC, RHIC необходимы 
внутренние координатные детекторы, обладающие радиационной стой
костью до 10 Ирад. Используемые в настоящее время кремниевые ми-
кростриповые детекторы на основе р-i-n -диодов характеризуются га-
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Рис.9. Амплитудные спектры, полученные при регистрации 
альфа-частиц МРП-детектором: а- Ц =20 В, 6-11=37 В. 
Совмещение сделано масштабированием спектра б по 
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.Рис. 10. 'Изменение средней амплитуды импульсов МРИ-детектора 
при регистрации альфа-частиц в зависимости от дозы 
облучения электронами с энергией 7 МэВ 
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диаиионной стойкостью < 1 Мрад и это побуждает поиски более УСТОЙ
ЧИВЫМ к радиационным воздействиям координатных детекторов. 

Как отмечалось S1 /1Д обладают РЯДОМ преимуществ перед коор
динатными детекторами на основе p-i-n СТРУКТУРЫ, как то; а)внут
ренним усилением и отсутствием кластеров, что позволяет существен
но упростить и удешевить электронику, б)малой толшиной, что умень
шает вклад многократного рассеяния частиц и величину радиационного 
Фона, в)высоким быстродействием (время собирания зарядам не ), 
г)практическим отсутствием мертвого времени благодаря локальности 
оос. а также ДРУГИМИ привлекательными особенностями. Среди послед
них немаловажным и, возможно, определяющим с точки зрения радиацион
ной стойкости является то, что Si Ш изготавливаются на основе низ-
рсоомного кремния с удельным сопротивлением 1 ом*см. Такой крем
ний содержит 1.5НО16 примесных атомов в см3, и это означает, что 
заметного радиационного воздействия на детектор можно ожидать ПРИ 
создании в материале радиационных дефектов, составляющих заметную 
долю (несколько процентов) от концентрации примесных атомов в исход
ном материале, для сравнения отметим, что p-i-n диоды изготавли
ваются из кремния с удельным сопротивлением (3 - 5)*Ю 3 Ом*см и, 
соответственно, имеют концентрацию примесных атомов на уровне 
(5 - 3 ) * I O ' * / C M S . 
Исследования радиационной стойкости SiC-Si /Щ проводилось на 

пучке электронов от микротрона ФИАН "ПАХРА" с энергией Е =7МэВ 
и интенсивностью 6х10'<2е/см2-сек [14], Измерения проводились с 
детектором, параметры КОТОРОГО описаны в п. 3.1. 

Методика измерения радиационной стойкости детектора состояла 
в следующем. До облучения детектора е-пучком перед детектором 
помешался альФа-источник /Е =5,15 НэВ23эРи / и измерялся ам
плитудный спектр альфа-частиц. Затем детектор помещался в е-
ПУЧОК и ПРОВОДИЛОСЬ облучение определенной дозой. После облу
чения вновь измерялся амплитудный спектр альфа-частиц. _ПРИ из
мерении альфа-спектра Фиксировалась средняя амплитуда А и 
ширина распределения на полувысоте л А , которая до об
лучения составляла 15*/. во время облучения напряжение смешения 
на детектор не подавалось. Параметрами, по которым определялся 
результат Радиационного воздействия, являлись средняя амплитуда 
и ширина альФа-спектра. 
ПРИ облучении детектора электронами вплоть до дозы в 60 Нрад 
изменений в ширине альФа-спектра в пределах ошибок не наблюда-
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лось. Однако ПРОИСХОДИЛО значительное уменьшение средней ампли
туды. На РИС. 10 представлена зависимость отношения средней^ 
амплитуды после облучения "A\(DL) К амплитуде до облучения А(0) 
в зависимости от дозы облучения Dt. 

Из РИС. ю видно, что вплоть до значения дозы Н=б Мрад изме
нения средней амплитуды практически не происходит. ПРИ дозах, 
превышающих б мрад^наблюдается достаточно быстрое уменьшение 
средней амплитуды А^ 

Отметим следующую особенность в работе si /1Д, подвергшегося 
облучению в е-пучке. Она состоит в том, что коэффициент умноже
ния (или положение средней амплитуды в альФа-спектре) можно бы
ло восстановить путем увеличения напряжения на детекторе выше 
стандартного V , ПРИ КОТОРОМ производились измерения, 

Возможно следующее объяснение этой особенности, Оно сводится 
к предположению, что вследствие радиационного'облучения происхо
дит увеличение удельного сопротивления материала и, как следствие 
этого, уменьшение напряженности электрического поля в области 
лавинного умножения при V =Const. В этом случае увеличение V 
будет восстанавливать величину и детектора, Однако, для оконча
тельного выяснения Физической ПРИРОДЫ наблюдаемого эффекта 
необходимы дополнительные измерения. 

Таким образом, проведенные измерения и полученные предвари
тельные результаты свидетельствуют о достаточно высокой радиа
ционной стойкости кремниевого лавинного детектора, изготовлен
ного на основе sic-si СТРУКТУРЫ. 

4. Кремниевый МИКРОСТРИПОВЫЙ детектор с внутренним усилением 
Исследования на будущих коллайдерах - УНК, LHC, RHIC - требуют 

применения внутренних трековых детекторов со следующими 
параметрами: координатное разрешение -гомкм, временное разре
шение -15 не, эффективность регистрации минимально ионизирующей 
частицы - 100'/, толшина детектора - id"3 г/см2 , координатное 
разрешение ДВУХ одновременно регистрируемых частиц - го мкм. 
Желательно также, чтобы детектор был относительно дешев. 

В настоящее время разработано большое количество детекторов 
(газовых, сцинтилляиионных, ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОВЫХ), которые уже 
ИСПОЛЬЗУЮТСЯ на существующих ускорителях. Однако большинство 
из них по ряду характеристик (радиационная стойкость, толшина, 
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координатное разрешение для двух частиц, стоимость) не 
удовлетворяют отмеченным выше требованиям, 

в [7] была отмечена перспективность использования 
кремниевых лавинных СТРУКТУР ДЛЯ создания многоэлементных 
детекторов заряженных частиц, в работе [16] сообщается 
о первых результатах по разработке координатного детектора но
вого ТИПа- кремниевого микрострипового лавинного детектора 
(КШ1Д). Детектор создан на базе МРП- СТРУКТУРЫ СО следующими ха
рактеристиками: длина стрипа - 5 мм, ширина стрипа -35 мкм, шаг 
- 75 мкм, общее количество СТРИПОВ на одном модуле -200 (рис.11). 
Детектор исследовался с иомошью сфокусированного светового 

пучка (А-850 нм) и альфа-частиц с энергией 5,15 МэВ (плутоний 
-£39). Исследования с помощью светового источника позволили 
определить коэффициент умножения И для разных напряжений 
смешения, диапазон напряжений, ПРИ КОТОРЫХ осуществляется 
лавинное умножение, составляет от 25 до 37 в, разброс по
рогового напряжения V для разных СТРИПОВ не превышает 0,5 В, 
максимальный коэффициент умножения, ПРИ КОТОРОМ еше не на
блюдается значительный РОСТ ШУМОВЫХ ИМПУЛЬСОВ за счет МИКРО-
плазменных эффектов, составляет \05, Разброс значениям 
по отдельным стрипам ПРИ напряжении смешения V = 36 В ока
зался меньше 20/.. Минимальная чувствительность отдельного 
стрипа для данной длины волны света составили 3.ю""0 Вт. 
Изменений параметров СТРУКТУРЫ после 1000 часов непрерывной 
работы не наблюдалось. При облучении стрипа сфокусированным 
ПУЧКОМ света сигналы на соседних стрипах ОТСУТСТВУЮТ. 
Нам представляется, что описанный в настоящей работе коор

динатный детектор в значительной мере удовлетворяет требо
ваниям, предъявляемым к координатным детекторам со стороны 
Физики высоких энергий. 

5. сводка основных характеристик Si лд. 
Кремниевые лавинные детекторы Sl/Ш МОГУТ быть использованы для 

регистрации заряженных частиц, в том числе релятивистских энергий, 
световых и рентгеновских квантов. Детекторы нечувствительны к 
магнитным полям, характеризуются высоким быстродействием, практи
чески не имеют мертвого времени, не требуют низкошумяшей электро
ники, обладают высокой радиационной стойкостью, работают ПРИ ком
натной температуре. 
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Рис. II. Кремниевый микростриловый детектор с внутренним 

усилением. Ширина стрипов - 35 мкм, шаг - 75 мкм 

Созданные образцы одиночных и мнсгоэлементных микростриповых 
лавинных детекторов на основе кремяиерчх МРП - СТРУКТУР обладают 
уникальным сочетанием характеристик: ь 
- коэффициент умножение заряда 
- координатное разрешение ( для СТРИПОВЫХ детекторов) 
- время собирания заряда 
- длительность сформированного импульса 
- радиационная стойкость (измеренная на е-пучке) 
- чувствительность (зависит от плошади детектора) 
- толшина чувствительного слоя (для 1 ом*см) 
- диапазон чувствительности для световых квантов 
- оптимальный диапазон регистрации рентгеновских 
квантов 

- площадь чувствительной поверхности 
- полная толшина (определяется механической 

ПРОЧНОСТЬЮ для заданной плошади детектора) 
- напряжение смешения 

- до 10 
30 мкм 

- < 1 не 
15 не 
ю Мрад 

10-100 e-h пар 
£ мкм 

-400-1100 HM 
-0,3-10 КЭВ 

- (10- -1) см2 
300 МКМ, ВОЗМОЖНО 

уменьшение до 30 мкм 
30-40 В 

Для изготовления Si/Ш используется дешевый низкоомный кремний. 
б. возможные направления исследований 
si лд представляет собой новый тип ПОЛУПРОВОДНИКОВЫХ детекторов 

ядерных излучений, обладающий внутренним усилением заряда. Наличие 
отрицательной обратной связи и специальное профилирование поверхности 
полупроводника обеспечивает уникальное сочетание характеристик, 
приведенных в п. 5. 
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Ражно отметить, что si /1Д изготавливаются из низкоомного кремния 
(1 омч'Н), что дает возможность объединения детекторной части с элек
троникой считывания в интегральном исполнении на единой пластине 
кремния. Таким образом, возможно создание многоэлементных пиксельных 
или МИКРОСТРИПОВЫХ СТРУКТУР ( аналогично пзо , но с параллельным 
выводом и обработкой информации. 

Дальнейшее развитие Si ЛД,можно надеяться,обеспечит новое поко
ление детекторов ядерных излучений. 

Первоочередные усилия желательно направить на: 
-увеличение в 2-3 раза толшины чувствительного слоя детектора, 
это УЛУЧШИТ соотношение сигнал/шум для релятивистских частиц. 
уменьшит емкость детектора, что УЛУЧШИТ временные характеристики, 

-уменьшение обшей толшины детектора; 
-устранение влияния ДИФФУЗионной области на характеристики детек
тора; 

-развитие интегральной электроники (гходнчх ключевых УСТРОЙСТВ, 
компараторов и др.) на самой детекторной пластинке (как пленарная. 
4ак и г- электроника) для цсл.й обоедчнэн,.я отдельных элементов 
ь мозаичную систему. 

Работа выполнена ПРИ Финансовой поддержке Российского фонда 
фундаментальных исследований. (093-02-14397) 
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PROPOSAL OF SILICON STRIP 
DETECTORS FOR THE JINR 

C-TAU FACTORY VERTEX DETECTOR 

Yu.N. Golra, V,N. Jcjcr, S.V. Kashigin, V.V, Kushpll, N.A.Malakhov, 

Yu S, Pakhmuto£ Л.Р. Razinkov. A.V, Stiabunov and E.N. Tsyganov 

Laboratory of High Energies, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 
N1980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia 

SILICON MICROSTRIP DETECTORS 

Microstrip silicon detectors are fast and precise tracking devices with high spatial 
resolution and radiation hardness [1,2]. They are successfully used at many physics 
experiments at colliders. 

The proposed for using at the JINR C-Tau factory vertex detector prototype of 
double-sided silicon strip detector has been fabricated on n-type silicon wafer with 
<111 > orientation 76 mm in diameter and 300 urn thick with resistivity 5 kQ-cm using 
planar ion implanted technology. Back face structure of the detector is rotated by 10 
milliradians relative to the structure of the front face's area. The detector has 
capacitive-coupled structure. Each strip is biased through a polysilicon resistor from 
common busline. The elements over the active area are covered by thin layer of 
aluminum and surfaces are passivated, The strips on the back side are divided by p+-
lines to prevent shortcutting of the n+-strips. Geometry of the detector is-shown on fig. 1 
and some characteristics are presented in table 1. 

« 
The proposed prototype of the silicon strip detector will provide spatial resolution 

with readout from each strip (using only "YES-NO" signal information from the strips): 
S 

•s/П ' 
S - strips' pitch. For the given detector S = 50 urn and ox = 14.3 u,m. Due to the small 
stereo angle a = 10 mrad the spatial resolution in у direction 

or = ——•— y sin a ' 
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oy = 1.4 mm. The spatial resolution may be improved using for coordinate 
determination center of mass method, Measurements of the real spatial and double 
track resolution of the detector are performed after receiving corresponding read-out 
electronics. Small stereo angle makes worse resolution in the measurement of the у 
coordinate but it helps in solving the ambiguity resulting when two particles cross the 
same wafer. 

Table 1. Technical characteristics of double-sided silicon strip detectors 

I . Size 

Number of elements 
Number of outputs 
Overall dimension 
Element active length 
Total active width 

1200 (2x600) 
1200 
60 mm x 32 mm 
60 mm 
30 mm 

2. Strip 

Implanted strip's width 
Dielectric thickness 
Aluminum strip's width 
Element's pitch 

10 pm 
0.18 pm 
20 цт 
50 /m 

3. Electric characteristics 

Bias voltage 
Operating voltage 
Rise time 
Interstrip resistance, p side 
Interstrip resistance, n side 
Average leakage current 
of a. strip 
Bad strips 
Coupling capacitor 
breakdown voltage 

~ 60 V 
70±10 
30 ns 
10 MQ 
10 МП 

5 nA 
< 2 % 

V 
maximum 
minimum 
minimum 

180 V 
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(D ® 

Fig. 1. Doublc-sidcd silicon microstrip detector geometry and cross-section 

(p+-side differs from n+-side visually by absence of the p+-ring (5) around strips). 

1 - Guard ring, 2 - Bias line, 3 - Polysilicon resistors, 4 - Contact pads, 

5 - p+ - ring (on the ohmic (n+) side only), 6 - Strips, 7 - bonding pads 

INNER SILICON TRACK DETECTOR 

The inner silicon track detector is aimed for charge particle coordinate 

measurements. Also it can be used for vertices reconstruction with the time-projection 

chambers [3]. It consists of two halves of an octagonal layer 18 cm long and 3.2 cm 

side. Each of them consists of 8 detector modules of 3 wirebonded detector elements 

with 9 64-channels CAMEX-64 or JAMEX-64 chips for read-out (fig. 2) [4,5]. The 

detector covers solid angle of about 90 % of 47t. 576 strips on each side of detector 

element are used for read-out and 12 strips on each edge are used for forming of 

uniform electric field in the volume of silicon so 1.6 mm near edges is a dead space and 

it's used for mechanical support of construction. Total number of electronics channels 

is 18432. 
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Fig. 2. Layout of the inner silicon track detector (one of 8 modules). 

1 • detector clement (the double-sided silicon strip detector), 

2 - read-out electronics (9 CAMEX-64 or JAMEX-64 chips) 

THE FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 

In the nearest future we plan to perform radiation hardness tests and real spatial, 

double track and time resolutions and signal to noise ratio measurements. Also 

necessary is study of Coulomb multiple scattering influence on the spatial and double 

track resolutions. 
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1 Introduction 
Presently, a storage ring complex project is being studied at JINR. This complex 

is expected to allow promising investigations in the traditional fields for Institute: ele
mentary particle physics, nuclear physics, condensed matter physics, as well as applied 
investigations. The project discussed involves heavy ion storage rings with energy up to 
1 GcV/nucleon, a tau-charm factory with colliding beam energy up to 2.5 GeV, a high 
resolution neutron source - IREN, and a synchrotron light source NK-10 with positron 
(electron) storage ring energy of 8-10 GeV. We plan to иве JINR buildings and infras
tructure as far as possible. 

The tau-charm factory design is based on conservative approach, i.e., high lumi
nosity must be obtained with principles, systems and devices tested in various scientific 
centres. Several variants of tau-charm factory design conception have been studied at 
JINR since 1991. They include conventional flat beam scheme [1], [2] and versatile mag
net lattice to have the possibility of using both conventional and monochromatization 
schemes [3]. Recently this type of magnet lattice for tau-charm collider has been inten
sively studied [4],[5]. The main features of the design prepared by JINR (Dubna), SRIEA 
(St. Petersburg), RIPR (St. Petersburg) on the base of the versatile lattice are discussed 
in this paper. The beam and machine parameters and a short description of some factory 
systems are presented to illustrate the design feasibility, 

2 Structure Scheme and Cyclograms of TCF 
The layout and structure scheme of the tau-charm factory with an injection complex 

and the main ring are shown in Fig. 1. The injection complex consists of a preinjector 
and a fast booster synchrotron, where electrons and positrons are finally accelerated 
up to the main ring energy. The preinjector is expected to be also suitable for initial 
acceleration of particles for the NK-10. The energy at the preinjector output is equal 
to 500 MeV and the number of particles must be enough to ensure the simultaneous 
work of the tau-charm factory and NK-10. The injection complex cyclogram is shown in 
Fig. 2, where the positron flux Ne+ from the injection complex (a) and the luminosity 
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тли-салт ггстояг 

Еа 1,6-2.5 GeV 
С=Ю9 m 
Rep. rale 30 Hz 
2 turpc» Injection 

CONVCRT0R 
RejoWed E(f.=2.9 

Fig. J. Layout and structure scheme of tau-charrn factory 

Fig. 2. The injector complex cyclograms: positron flux Nc+ from 
the injection complex (a) and the luminosity variation (b): 

t/ - the positron "full-fill" time; 
tr - the refilling time; 
tc - the counting time; 

tJW - the detector switch on/off time; 
<L> - the average luminosity 
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time dependencies (b) are prciKsntcd, The average luminosity 1л ennured at the level of 
80 % of peak one, The beam lifetime r »5 hours is determined mainly by beam-beam 
bremsstrahlung radiation at the interaction point (I.P.). Cue to switching time of ihc 
detector i,w =20 0 the average luminosity Ьал a maximum value for the detector counting 
time te =12 min, The positron number in the tau-charrn factory must be 4.8-1013 to 
get necessary luminoeity value. Then Inking into account that the transfer efficiency from 
the injection complex through the booster into the tau-charm factory is supposed to be 
10%, and the filling time is chosen equal to 15 min wo obtain that tho productivity of the 
injection complex ought to be Б,4'1010е+/я, The positron production resolved efficiency is 
limited by the reasonable positron energy spread and emittance acceptable by the booster 
and is estimated as 0.3 %, Therefore the electron flux impinging the conversion target 
must be about 2'1013e*"/s. The bunching efficiency will be of the order of 60% and the 
whole election flux iiohi the gOn ihliel h& of 3-7-1013£*7«, 

3 Booster 
The booster synchrotron is designed as the injector of tau-charm factory, It will be 

used for acceleration of 500 MeV elections and positrons injected from the preinjector 
up to the full energy of the tau-charm factory. Its circumference is 189 in and allows 
to inject 15 bunches per a single turn into the main ring. With the repetition rate of 
25 lis and 2 turn injection the booster provides 0.6 A positron current to be stored 
in the tau-cbarm factory for about 15 min and the 1033 cm"3»"1 peak luminosity to be 
effectively maintained. The magnetic structure of the booster consists of б euperperiods, 
each containing б FODO-typc cells. The hexagonal shape of the booster is determined 
by the disposition of the injection channels in the configuration chosen for the complex. 
Two long straight sections house injection devices, three others are used for extraction to 
the injection channels of the tau-charm factory and the NK-10 booster. The sixth section 
houses an RF station. Each super period consists of 2 standard FODO cells and 4 cells 
with the dispersion suppressed. Positions of focusing and defocusing quadrupolcs (QF, 
QD: 1 = 0.3 m, B ^ , = kyBp = 15 T/m), the H-type bending magnets (BM: 1=1.3 m, 
B™, =0.84 T) and sextupoles (SD, SF: 1=0.15 m, g, „^ = kv Bp =B"/2 =60 T/m ) are 
shown in Fig. 3 as well as the lattice functions for one superperiod. The horizontal and 
vertical beta functions (/?„ /3,) have extreme values of 1.8 m and 8.5 m . In the "missing 
magnet" region the dispersion function Ds < 1 mm, its maximum value elsewhere is D» = 
1.2 m. With a cell length of 5.25 m and tunes Qs = 8.55 and Q, = 8.62 a natural beam 
omittance e<j = 1.2-10"7 m is achieved, In order to correct chromaticities & =-10,6 end 
£, =-10.4 two sextupole families (SF and SD) will be installed near the focusing and 
defocusing quadruples. To avoid a time varying sextupole component, created due to 
the rising magnetic field, we suppose to use nonmetallic vacuum chambers in the dipole 
magnets [б]. The main booster parameters are given in Table 1. 

Maximum RF voltage required for acceleration, synchrotron radiation loss compen
sation and obtaining of suitable bunch length a, is also given in Table 1. 
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Energy, GeV 
Circumference, m 
Emittance, m 
Tunes 
Bending radius, m 
Damping times, msec 
Momentum compaction 
Energy spread 
Nominal current, mA 
RF voltage, MV 
RF frequency, МНв 
Harmonic number 
Energy losses per turn, MeV 
Bunch length, mm 
Repetition rate, Hz 

E 
0 
<o 

Q./Q. 
p 

Тт/Ту/Т, 
a 

°B№ 
I . - / I -

V 
IRJT 

q 
U0 
<r, 

2.5 
189 

1.2.10"7 

8.6Б / 8.62 
9.93 

9/9/4.5 
0.0193 
7 -lO-4 

6/0.6 
2.5 
476 
300 
0.35 
13.1 
25 

Table 1: List of booster parameters 

4 Magnet Lattice of TCF 
Now we have changed magnet lattice of tau-charm collider. The previous one [2] 

was based on conventional flat beam scheme. The new lattice [3] is versatile and allows 
to use both standard scheme and monochromatization one. To have the possibility to 
use both schemes the versatile lattice should fulfil few conditions. Two of them are of 
most importance, The first is a possibility to change an emittance approximately 20 
times: from 300 •¥ 400 nm for the conventional scheme up to 15 4- 20 nm for the scheme 
with monochromatization. The second is a necessity of a polarity change in micro-beta 
quadrupoles. The last condition is a consequence of a fact one wants to gain in energy 
resolution without loss of a luminosity in the case the monochromatization is made in the 
vertical plane. 

The big change of an emittance is achieved by use of different phase advances in a 
regular FODO cell for conventional scheme and for monochromatization scheme and by 
appropriate use of wigglers. In high emittance lattice (conventional scheme) 60s phase 
advance is used in a regular cell. Two variants of wigglers switching to increase an emit
tance compared with those generated in bending magnets are now under consideration. In 
the first variant Robinson wigglers reduce horizontal damping partition number JB from 
1 to 0.6. Robinson wiggler consists of 4 blocks,each 0.23 m long. It is necessary to 
use 4 such wigglera located close to each of 4 dispersion suppressors with gradient 0=4.3 
T/m and magnetic field B=0.35 T. Four dipole wigglers each 1.0 m long with magnetic 
field B=1.9 T, located in first half cell of suppressor, produce an additional increase of 
emittance. The magnetic elements location and lattice function in this variant are shown 
in Fig. 4. In the second variant the dipole wigglers only are used to increase an emittance. 
The magnetic field in dipole wigglers is 2.6 T in this case. 
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Fig. 4. Lattice functions in a regular cell and dispersion suppressor 
of high emittance lattice 
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Fig. 5. Lattice functions in a regular cell and dispersion suppressor 
of low emittance lattice 
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When comparing two variants one sees the Hrst one is preferable from tin* point of 
view of smaller KV voltage needed to keep biinchcH short (нес Table 2). On the other hand, 
in the second variant damping times are smaller and this is important for the injection 
and beam-beam effects. The final choice can be done after comprehensive study of prob
lems mentioned above and others unch as rnultibunch instabilities, broadband impedance 
restriction, etc. 

For monochromatization scheme, the horizontal phase advance is 90' in a regular 
cell. The vertical phase advance has been chosen 45" to increase Tonschck lifetime. Dipole 
wigglere are switched off. Robinson wigglera arc switched on in SUCH a way as to reduce an 
emittance by increasing horizontal damping partition number Jx from J to 2. The value 
of gradient in wiggler is G=7.3 T/in and magnetic field B=1.9 T. The lattice functions 
for low emittance, lattice (monochromatization scheme) in a regular cell and dispersion 
suppressor arc shown in Fig. Г>. The dispersion suppressor is made flexible enough to 
cancell dispersion in both 60" lattice and 90° one. 

The optical design of interaction region in conventional scheme (see Fig. 6) is mod
ified compared with previous one [2]. To make small beta functions at interaction point 
Д* = 0.30 m and fi* = 0.01 m two quadrupoles are used instead of triplet. When changing 
polarities in quads for monochromator optics, the values of beta's become f5*x — 0.01 in, 
P* = 0.15 m and vertical dispersion becomes non-zero, D* = 0.3G m. The preliminary 
vertical separation is made by vertical separator LIS. The vertical distance between beam 
axes in parasitic LP. is of24av for conventional scheme and l l a y for monochromatization 
scheme. 

The change of triplet for doublet and refusal from off-axis quadrupolc, located after 
electrostatic separator to make the vertical separation easier in previous design, is de
fined by condition of using of the same optical elements for both schemes. The vertical 
separation region was designed to make minimum of modifications when changing the 
scheme. To make a vertical separation easy first vertical bending magnet BVl is located 
far (6 m) from electrostatic separator and the vertical beta function is minimized at its 
location. This allowed to keep moderate the strength of separator, E, = 20 kV/cm, with 
the vertical distance between axes of beams at the entrance of the first vertical beuding 
magnet ~50 mm. The vertical beam size is av = {eoPv/2)x'u = 0.89 mm at this point 
for conventional scheme and av — [evflv + (Dvas)2)lf2 =0.81 mm for monochromatiaalion 
scheme. Here ey is a vertical emittance and Dy is a vertical dispersion. With 5 mm closed 
orbit excursion one has more than 20 mm thickness of septum, that seems to be enough 
to avoid technical problems and to get tolerable magnetic field quality. 

The matching of optical functions at the vertical separation region in the standard 
scheme is made by use of three FODO cells with vertical phase advance close to 27r/3 in 
each. This solution gives moderate values of beta functions /3X>V and gradients in quads 
but needs at least 15 m between the first BVl and the last BV3 vertical bends. The 
lattice functions in interaction region and vertical separation region for high cmittance 
lattice are shown in Fig. 6. 

The matching of lattice functions in the monochromatization scheme is made easier 
with stronger angle in the last vertical bend BV3 because of essentially non zero vertical 
dispersion at LP. Witb vertical distance between electron and poeitron ring 1.2 m defined 
by technical requirements, the short horizontal distance between vertical bends is prefer-
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able for inoiioclironmti/.iitioi) nchsmn. So, the choice of distance is made as a compromise 
between these two requirement». The lattice functions in the interaction . region and in 
Hit! vertical separation region for low omittance lattice are shown in Fig. 7. 

The long straight section at opposite to I.P. side consists of FODO cells. It is used 
for injection of beams [7] and for location of RF cavities. 

The chromaticity correction is made now for high omittance lattice [8]. Six sextupole 
families with GO0 phase advance per regular cell are used to correct chromatic properties. 
The solution that was found provides ±1.8% of energy acceptance (see Fig. 8). Variation 
of tunes and beta functions at LP. for the chromaticity correction by two sextupole families 
and by 6 sextupole families arc shown in Fig. 9, 10. The calculation of dynamic aperture 
has been performed with SIXTRACK code [9]. The particle is considered to be stable, if it 
wasn't loot during N=40,000 turns. This number of turns is close to one or two damping 
times depending on parameters of wigglcrs in the lattice. 

The sensitivity of lattice to errors was investigated by introducing multipole errors in 
dipolcs and quadrupoles. Only effect of random errors on dynamic aperture was studied. 
For the dipole, sextupole and decapole errors have been considered. The results of tracking 
are presented in Fig. 11a, b, where the dynamic aperture of perfect machine is compared 
to the dynamic aperture in the presence of multipole errors. There is no essential effect 
for sextupole errors. The main effect of decapole errors occurs in the horizontal plane. 
This type of errors seems to be of most importance and its value is close to the design and 
manufacturing limit. For quadrupole, only dodecapolc errors have been considered. The 
significant reduction of dynamic aperture is observed (Fig. l i e ) with AG/G= 8 • 10~3 at 
r=2.0 cm. This value of 12-pole component is much more than expected one. 

The beam lifetime for conventional scheme is defined by beam-beam bremsstrahlung 
mainly. With longitudinal acceptance 1.8% and average pressure in vacuum chamber of 
2 • 10~9 Torr it is 6.5 hours. The Touschek lifetime is much more, тт с^90 h. The beam 
lifetime for inonochromatization scheme is defined by Touschek effect predominatingly 
and depends strongly on dynamic aperture. Its estimate gives 1 4- 3 hours [5], [10]. The 
main parameters of tau-charm collider are presented in Table 2. 

5 Booster and Storage Ring Magnet System and Power Supply 
Magnetic elements of booster include 48 dipoles, 72 quadruples and 60 sextupoles. 

Dipoles are of C-type, curved with parallel ends. Each of them is 1 m long and bending 
angle is 7.5°. Two types of quadrupoles are planned to use. They are 0.3 m long 
each and bore diameters are 60 mm and 120 mm. The maximum gradient is 18 
T/m. Sextupoles are 0.15 m long with bore diameter 110 mm and strength 1/2 B" = 
50T/m2. 

The superconducting magnetic elements of tau-charm storage ring include quads in 
two micro-beta insertions and 4 dipole wigglers in each ring. The warm magnetic elements 
of storage ring include 160 dipoles, 8 vertical bending magnets, 8 Robinson wigglers, 234 
quadrupoles and 112 arc sextupoles. The length of bending magnet of a regular cell is 
1.08 m and bending radius is 11.5 m. Dipoles are laminated from iron sheets of 440 x 
550 mm size, the gap of 60 mm. To make manufacturing easier dipoles are planned to 
be rectangular and the value of sagitta is added to pole width. Shims are foreseen to 
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Energy, GeV 
Luminosity, cm"2sec-1 

CM. energy resolution, MeV 
Circumference, m 
Natural emittance, nm 
Damping partition numbers 
Bending radius in arc, m 
Damping times, msec 
Momentum compaction 
Energy spread 
Total current, mA 
Number of bunches 
Number of particles in bunch 
RF voltage, MV 
RF frequency, MHz 
Harmonic number 
Buncb spacing, m 
Energy losses per turn, keV 
Bunch length, mm 
Longitudinal impedance, Ohm 
Beta functions at LP., m 
Vertical dispersion at LP., m 
Beam-beam parameters 

E 
L 

<гш 

С 
«о 

WJ. 
P 

гя/ту/т, 
a 

OB 
I 

кь 
N6 
V 

fju 
q 
Sb 
U0 
a. 

1 Zjn\ 
?jp 
bfc, 

Monochrom. 
scheme 

2.0 
8.0-1032 

0.14 
378 
15.1 

2/1/1 
11.5 

19/39/39 
7.85-10-3 

7.18-10-* 
441 
30 

1.2-1011 

5 
476 
600 
12.6 
131 
7.83 
0.18 

0.01/0.15 
0.36 

0.040/0.029 

Standard 
Var.l 

2.0 
9.2-1033 

1.8 
378 
388 

0.59/1/2.41 
11.5 

43/25/11 
1.63-10-2 

6.23-10"4 

516 
30 

1.410" 
8 

476 
600 
12.6 
200 
7.74 
0.24 

0.30/0.01 
0. 

0.04/0.04 

scheme 
Var.2 

2.0 
9.4-1033 

2.4 
378 
393 

1/1/2 
11.5 

19/19/9.7 
1.63-10-2 

8.5010-* 
536 
30 

1.410" 
16 

476 
600 
12.6 
262 
7.47 
0.42 

0.30/0.01 
0. 

0.04/0.04 

Table 2: List of parameters of tau-charm collider 
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Dipolce 
Quads I 
Quads II 
Sext. I 
Sext. II 

N 

48 
36 
36 
30 
30 

AC 

A 
585 
565 
565 
86 
115 

DC 

A 
865 
865 
865 
140 
185 

R 

mft 
11 
10 
3 

8.4 
8.4 

I, 

mil 
6.0 
1.8 

0.23 
1.6 
1.6 

Power 

kW 
1700 
1200 
300 
30 
40 

Table 3; Booster Power Supply Data 

decrease pole width. The ends of dipoles have special profile to be. effective length the 
same when changing magnetic field and to compensate fringing field effects. 

Special attention has been paid to unification of quadrupoles under their design to 
reduce the cost of their manufacturing and operation. All qu ad ru poles except micro-beta 
ones are of the same type with two modifications in winding. Qu&drupolee are 0.4 in 
long,each with maximum gradient of 18 T/m and bore diameter 75 mm. Sextupoles arc 

0.2 m long each with bore diameter 110 mm. The maximum strength for conventional 
scheme (high omittance lattice) is 1/2 B" =90 T/m 2 . 

The technology of manufacturing of magnetic elements is the. same for booster and 
storage ring. The elements are manufactured from electrical die steel sheets. This tech
nology provides good quality and reproducibility along with relatively low cost. Booster 
magnetic elements are planned to manufacture from cold-rolled isotropical steel of 2411 
type and thickness 0.5 mm. The most of the storage ring magnetic elements will be 
manufactured from steel of type 2212 and thickness 1.5 mm. 

The booster works during 73 и with repetition rate 25 Hz. It stops for 12 min 
when the tau-charm detector is switched on. The resonant scheme for booster power 
supply is adopted. Booster magnetic elements arc excited by dc-biascd sincwavn current. 
The compensation of the pulse loss is realized by the separate reactors from the Bpecial 
pulse power supplies. There will be separate power supplies for dipoles, two quadrupole 
families and two sextupole famines. F'eedback and variable inductance in quadrupole 
circuits allow to keep constant the ratio of magnetic field to gradient during acceleration 
with accuracy of 0.1% . To reduce the voLage in power supplies the magnetic elements in 
dipole and quadrupole circuits are divided in groupe and Whicte Circuit circular schemes 
are adopted. There are 6 such groupe in dipole circuits and 2 groupe in quadrupole circuits. 
The self-inductance coefficient ratio of isolation reactors to dipole ones is adopted two. 
The source for dc-bias dipole is inserted in the reactor windings. The design data of the 
booster power supply arc presented in Table 3. 

Magnetic elements of storage ring arc divided in 48 groups for the power supply. 
Bach group consists of the identical magnetic elements (for example, dipolcs of disper
sion suppressor) and has a separate power source. The prototype of the power source 
is DC sources that have been designed at the Institute of PJIectrophysical Apparatus 
(St.Petersburg) and manufactured at the "Electrotechnic" firm (Tallin, Estonia). The 
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^Ж&А 
Fig. 12. Periodic cell scheme (1-dipole, 2-SR absorber, 3-sextupole, 4-quadrupole, 

5-purape) 

parameters of this power sources allow to get the driving range 0.6-1.0 of their nominal 
values with stability coefficient ±10~ 5 in time running. 

6 Vacuum Syetem 
The beam-particle bremastrahlung in the residual gas atmosphere contributes to the 

beam lifetime. For the residual gas composition 70% H3, 20% CO, 10% C0 3 and the pres
sure of 2-10-9 Torr vacuum lifetime is about 63h. The longitudinal acceptance used for 
beam lifetime estimates in this section is adopted to be 1.5% as conservative value. The gas 
loading is denned mainly by synchrotron radiation (SR) desorption. The photodeeorption 
coefficient is adopted to be equal to t] = 10_ e [mol/phot], that corresponds to the dose 
of 50 A-h [11]. Providing the chemical cleaning and heating of the vacuum chamber the 
outgaseing rate of aluminium doesn't exceed g= 10~9 [m-Pa/s], that is much less than 
stimulated desorption. 

The vacuum chamber of tau-charm factory is manufactured from aluminium and 
designed in such a manner that SR goes through next straight section and is absorbed at 
the end of bending magnet (Fig. 12). The vacuum volume in the bending magnet region 
is devided in two parte: the beam chamber and the antichamber. The chamber aperture 
is 49X 64 mm and it isn't varied along the arc length. The gap between the beam chamber 
and antichamber has been chosen to fulfil the condition of 95% SR passing through. The 
SR absorber is made as water-cooling coupler tube with extended surface. The absorbers 
have the outlet SR extracting windows for the user purposes. 

The stimulated outgassing per a bending magnet is equal to 8-10~8 [ms-Pa/e]. Using 
the combined pumps with the pumping speed 0.4 m3/s, one gets the pressure about 
2-10~7Pa at the absorber location. The additional pump is used for the pumping of the 
remaining part of vacuum volume and provides the pressure at the level of 2-10 -8 Pa. 

7 R F Syetem 
To compensate energy beam losses and to keep bunches short 500 MHz supercon

ducting RF cavities are planned to use. The total value of SR and HOM losses at the 
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energy E - 2.0 GcV is of order 300 kW and the maximum RF voltage is of 16 MV 
for one ring. The voltage amplitude and phase tolerances are defined by beam quality 
demands. The fluctuations in voltage amplitude enhance the beam spread. Putting the 
tolerable increase in energy spread to be 5%, one gets limitation for RF voltage fluctu
ations AV/V < 5 • Ю -5. The phase shift between RF modules excites the synchrotron 
oscillations. Putting restriction for their amplitude to be <1 mm, one gets | 6ф, |< Iе. 

The UK power supply scheme for tau-charm factory is grounded on the principle of 
separate supply of each cavity like [12]. The main questions are the choice of an adequate 
final stage amplifier and the feeder line design. Klystrons developed at "SVETLANA" 
(St.Petersburg) satisfied tau-charm factory requirements and have the following parame
ters: 

-output [idwrr, k\V - .SO 
-fro<|ii<4icy. M i l / - Г)()0 

-efficiency. % - W 
-amplification, <JB - <15 
-collector voltage, kV 1С 
-collector current, Л -8.G. 
Each feeder line includes a ferrile circulator with a ballast load; that allows to 

refuse from phase shifter using. The effective automatic phase control is provided by the 
electronic phase shifter in a preliminary stage of a RF amplifier. The main coaxial feeder 
connecting the circulator output and the cavity input has the cross section dimensions of 
160 X 70 mm and the wave impedance of 50 Ohm. Thus, the RF power supplier consists 
of 4 independent RF lines with the total output power of 320 kW. 
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Interaction Region Layout 
of an Asymmetric B-Mesoii Factory 

B. HoUer 
for (he D-factory study group 

DESY Hamburg, Germany 

1 Abstract: An e+ - e" collider designed to serve as a B-meson factory requires a luminosity of 
mor*. than one order of magnitude higher than what has been achieved today. Taking the HELENA 
itudy for an asymmetric B-factory at DESY as an example the basic principles and problems of such 
a high luminosity machine will be presented. The main interest will be put on the layout of the 
interaction region and the various questions and boundary conditions that arise there. An optimized 
set of parameters will be presented and the mutual dependences of the beam separation scheme, the 
particle optics and the synchrotron radiation background will be discussed. 

2 Introduction: 
In march 1992 the HELENA design study was published [1]. It describes an e+-e" collider working 

in the energy range of the Y(4S)— resonance corresponding to a center of mass energy of about 10.6 
GeV. The proposed machine is designed for a luminosity of L я 3 * 1033cm -2s_1 to investigate the 
CP-violation in the B-meson system. 

Crucial for the experiments to be examined at such a collider is the ability to measure the distance 
of the decay vertices of the two B-mesons originating from the reaction e+e~ -+ У(45) -• B0B°. An 
example of such a reaction is schematicaly shown in fig 1. 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the decay of a B0 to the CP-eigenstate J[4lK° in the laboratory frame. 
In an asymmetric collider the distance of two decay vertices will be large enough to be separated in 
high resolution detectors 

The vertex resolution of modern detectors is limited to about 50/*тп which is too small for an e+e~ 
collider operating at equal beam energies: The Y(4S) is produced at rest in the laboratory frame and 
the two decaying B-mesons will be separated by only about 30/шг. 

The solution is to boost the Y^S) in the laboratory frame by running the machine at different 
beam energies for the electron and positron beam. In the HELENA design energies of JS_ = 9.33t?eV 
and E+ = Z.QGeV were chosen corresponding to a Lorentz boost of/З7 = 0.6 and a mean distance of 
the decaying B-mesons of about 210/mi. 

From the concept of an asymmetric e+e~ collider severe boundary conditions arise for the design 
of such a machine: 
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• Because of the different energies of electrons and positrons the two beams have to be guided in 
different magnet systems, i.e., in different storage rings. 

• At the interaction region both beams have to be brought into collision and separated again 
immediately afterwards to allow for a high bunch frequency. 

• Both beams have to be focussed simultaneously onto the interaction point to achieve the small 
betafunction values required for a high luminosity. 

These points are of principal concern for any asymmetric machine. They arc supplemented by re
quirements coming from the detector which will affect the design of the interaction region: 

• For a high vertex resolution of the detector a small beam pipe radius at the interaction poiiit will 
be needed which has to be protected against synchrotron radiation by a sophist iraier] rollinvitor 
system and beam separation scheme. 

• Л high acceptance of the detector, i.e.. a small opening angle around the beam Hue v.ili restrict 
the magnet design for the mini beta insertion device and the beam separation. 

• A collimator system has to be developed to protect the critical part of the beam pipe against 
synchrotron radiation and lost panicles and keep the background conditions at a tolerable level. 

In designing the interaction region of an asymmetric high luminosity collider each of these points 
lias to be taken into account. In particular the problems of background collimation, beam optics and 
beam separation cannot be considered separately. They have to be envisaged with respect to each 
other to develop a sclfconsistcnt and technically feasible layout. 

3 General Parameters : The choice of the beam energies, i.e., the amount of energy asymmetry of 
the collider is a compromise between optimum machine design and requirements from the experiments. 
For the HELENA design study energies of -E+ = 3.0GeV for the positron beam and £_ = 9.33<?eV 
for the electrons were chosen. 

The luminosity formula for such an asymmetric collider is given in eq.(l): 

£ - — J W s (1) 

where the indices indicate the electron and positron beam respectively. Лг is the number of the particles 
per bunch, o-ry the rms beam width and height at the interaction point and / the bunch repetition 
frequency, x and у denote the horizontal and vertical coordinate. 

The parameters of eq. (1) are restricted by the strength of the nonlinear beam-beam interaction 
which can be parameterized by the (linear) beam-beam tune shift 

д„, e
 Г ° Д Г ' А ' . 

1,1 2яу1<Хуг(<гхг + crv7) 
r0 is the classical electron radius, j3' the amplitude function at the interaction point and 7 the 

energy of the particles in units of their rest energy. 
Experience with e+e~ colliders shows that even for different machines the tunc shift is limited 

to some maximum values of &v я О.026...0.О5 [2]. Taking into account that the tunc shift rises 
quadraticaily with the decrease in a of the opposing bunch, equal bunch dimensions for both beams 
are assumed. 

Introducing the tunc shift parameter in the luminosity formula the luminosity can be expressed as 
a function of the parameters of either beam '1' or '2': 

c_ /|,а71.Л,/'.д(1 + к) (2) 
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From eq,(2) the beam currents ели be deduced and for a given aspuct ratio w of tliu btinehcm (he 
• iiiltirtiiccs of both Learns u\u fixed, (For a more doUllod description BOO rof.(l).) 

Taking the tuneshift parameter До in oq. (3) as li constant or nl least as a limited value there 
N.'m.'tin essu/Hl.'illy two ffee parameters that define the luminosity of stieli a machine; The beam cutteni 
! and the beta function at tho IP 0'. 

Based on the relatione given above the parameter» (or thu HELENA study were determined for a 
I'jminoalty of С = 3 • 10 a 3 cm"V, Thoy arc listed In tabic I, 

Particles 
Beam Energy E/GoV 
Circumference L/m 
Harmonic number 
Beam Current 1/Д 
Number of Bunches 
Particles per Bunch 
Ног. Emittance ct/radm 

0'Jm 

Beam Beam Tuneshift Ai/, 
Beam Beam Tuneshift Avv 

Luminosity С 

High Bnorgy King 
Electrons 

9,33 
2304 
3840 
0,71 
640 

5.28 x 10'° 
0.5 x 10~7 

0.05 
0,40 
0,02 
0,04 
0,04 

Low Energy Ring 
Positrons 

3,0 
2304 
3840 

1,1 
C40 

8.21X10" 
1.0 X К)"7 

0.05 
0.20 
0.01 
0.04 
0.04 

3 X lO^cm-**-» 

Table 1; Main parameters of the asymmetric B-meson factory 

4 Layout of tho Interaction Regions 
As pointed out in the previous chapter the layout of the Interaction region has to be optimized 

with respect to the high luminosity required in a B-factory [3j. An effective beam separation scheme 
has to be developed to reach high bunch frequencies without parasitic bunch crossings outside the 
interaction point. As shown in table I the bunch distance In the HELENA study is 3.6m. Therefore 
the first parasitic bunch crossing of the opposing bunches is situated at a distance of only 1.8m from 
t lie interaction point. At the same time the synchrotron radiation background which is produced 
mainly during the beam separation has to be kept at a minimum level. 

In the case of an asymmetric collider additional problems arise as the two beams of unequal energies 
have to be focussed in a common insertion device. 

Beam Separation! 
The energy asymmetry of a B-factory leads to severe boundary conditions for the design of a mini 

beta insertion device (as discussed in the next chapter). Nevertheless it can be used to develop an 
effective beam separation scheme. Because of the different beam energies and the corresponding beam 
rigidity В x p = p/e magnetic separation can be applied. 

In the design developed for the HELENA study early separation is provided in the vertical plane 
by the solenoid field of the particle detector which is tilted horizontally with respect to the beam axis. 
A tilt angle of llOmrad was chosen with an appb'ed magnetic induction of the solenoid of В = IT. 
Corresponding to their different energies the electron and positron beams are preseparated and enter 
the first low beta quadrupole at a small offset of 0.1mm and 2.3mm in the case of the high energy 
(HEB) and low energy (LEB) respectively. 

The low beta quadrupole magnets Ql ...Q6 schematically shown in fig. 2 are used for further 
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separation of the two beams. Thoy are off center with respect to the beam axis ami act as combined 
function uiagiiots. The displacements of these magnets with respect to the two orbits are carefully 
optimized to achieve л sufficient beam separation in that section and to keep the synchrotron radiation 
produced In these magnets at a minimum level: The bending radius which defines both the radiation 
power and the critical energy Is given in nn off center quadrnpolc by p = 5^7. Fig. 2 shows the 
arrangement of the low beta qundrupolc magnets in the interaction region. The vertical scale is 
enlarged to point out the closed orbits of the two beanie and the parasitic crossing points (marked as 
'"•'') where a separation of 2 • la has been achieved. 
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Figure 2: Side view of the IR with enlarged vertical scale, showing the npertvres of qvadrvpole lenses 
and vertical beam envelopes of both beams 

A crucial boundary condition for the R&D of the interaction region is given by the fact that the 
synchrotron radiation emitted in direction to the IP and the detector components has to be kept at a 
minimum level. This was achieved by two major principles: 

* The full separation of the two beams is achieved in two steps. After their crossing at the IP 
the bunches are preseparated by the fields of the tilted solenoid and the low beta quadrupole 
magnets. The spacing of the beams at the location of the parasitic bunch crossings is kept as 
small as possible to limit the synchrotron radiation power emitted there. Full separation needed 
to guide the two beams into different storage rings is achieved in a separator magnet (named 
BSEP in fig. 2) located at a large distance from the IP. To limit the synchrotron radiation 
during that second step this 10m long magnet is again designed as combined function magnet 
and the separating fields mainly are acting on the low energetic positron beam. 

» In addition,the geometry of the interaction region was designed in an asymmetric way: The 
optimization of the guiding fields and the separation of the incoming and outgoing beam in 
the interaction region was done independently for the left- and right-hand side of the IR. The 
incoming beam is guided near the magnetic axis of the separating quadrupole magnets where the 
field strength is low and the number and energy of the synchrotron radiation photons emitted 
in direction to the IP is minimized, 

In fig.3 the complete layout of the interaction region is shown in true scale and the location of the low 
beta quadrupole lenses inside the detector geometry. 

In table II the parameters of the optimized beam separation scheme are listed. The (vertical) 
offsets of both beams with respect to the magnetic axis of the quadrupole lenses are given for the 
incoming and outgoing beam respectively. The beam envelopes and the separation achieved at the 
elements inside the interaction region are given. 

As shown in the tabic the offset of the incoming beam (i.e., the low energetic c+ beam in the given 
example) is much smaller than that for the outgoing one. 
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Figure 3: IR design with low beta qundrupoles and magnet supports inside the detector geometry 
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Tabic 2: Beam separation parameters given for the right side of the IR, i.e. incoming low energy btnm 
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5 B e a m opt ics : The beam optics in the interaction region [3] has to adapt the low beta values 
needed at the IP to achieve high luminosity to the periodic optical solution in the arcs of the storage 
rings, In the case of the asymmetric D-factory the two beams of different energy have to be focmsed 
simultaneously to avoid large chromatic aberrations and unreasonable large values of the beta functions 
in either beam. With (he smooth separation presented above focussing forces have to be applied 
particularly in the case of the high energy beam before the full separation of electrons and positrons 
is achieved. 

The focussing of the low energetic positrons is provided by a quadrupole triplett (Ql , Q2, Q3 in 
fig.3). The beta values chosen at the IP arc /3, = 0.2m and /3, = 0.01m in horizontal and vertical 
direction. The distance of the first quadrupole lens to the IP -given by the geometry of the detector 
layout- is limited to 0.6m. This first magnet built from permanent magnetic material is designed in 
tapered form to achieve highest focussing strength for the limited space given inside the detector 
geometry. A more detailed description of the insertion magnets for HELENA can be found in ref. 
[1]. The quadrupole lenses Q2 and Q3 of the mini beta triplett -located inside the detector geometry 
as well - are built as superconducting mignels. 

As shown in fig.4 the triplett focussing of the low energetic positron beam provides again small 
values of the betafunction at a distance of 3.2m from the IP. At that position a strong quadrupole 
magnet "Q4" can be placed to focus the high energy beam without disturbing the optics of the low 
energetic positrons. 

The quadrupole dublett "Q5.QG" is used to match the low energy beam through the long, weak 
separator quadrupole lens and adapt it to the periodic solution in the arcs of the low energy machine. 

The essential parameters of the magnet lenses used in the design, and their distance from the IP 
are summarized in table III. 
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Figure 4: Low energy beam optics in the 1R. Plotted are the horizontal and vertical envelope functions 
•/Wit ^JWi ar>d the dispersion function D.,D, 

The optic of the high energy beam is shown in fig 5. The beta function at the IP is chosen to 
Ih = 0.4m and /?, = 0.02m in the horizontal and vertical direction. For the given lattice and beam 
optics a natural chromaticity of fr = - 5 3 and £, = - 5 4 is obtained, the values without low beta 
insertion resulting in £. = - 2 9 and f. = -30 respectively. The chromaticity in the low energy lattice 
is £ . = -68 .5 and (,, = -S8 '.' which is close to the limit given by the shrinking of the dynamic aperture 
due to the chromatic correction sextiipole magnets. (The values without insertion device result here 
in -37 and -39). 
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Table 3: Basic parameters of the interaction region magnets 
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Figure 5: High energy beam optics in the IR 
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0 KnrJi/ition Background in the Interaction Region: The requirement of acceptable back
ground conditions is one of the main issues in the layout of the interaction region, concerning the beam 
optics and the geometry of a collimator system. It represents boundary conditions for the H&D of the 
detector layout, in particular on the minimum radius of the beam pipe, which strongly influences the 
experimental vertex resolution. 

The radiation background originates mainly (гот two processes: 

• Synchrotron radiation photons are emitted wherever the beam is bent or focussed. The beam 
separation to prevent parasitic bunch crossings and the strong focussing of the two beams at the 
IP make synchrotron radiation in the vicinity of the detector unavoidable, 

• Interactions with the residual gas cause beam particles to undergo deflections and radiative 
energy losses. Particles lost due to either process initiate electromagnetic showers when hitting 
the beam pipe and may send shower debris into the detector. 

The total power of the emitted photons, their number and the critical energy of the spectrum is given 
by the beam energy and the force acting on the particles represented by the local bending radius p. 
The total radiated power of the emitted spectrum is given by 

3<l7T£0/5
3' ' 

where q represents the charge of the particle, /3 and 7 are the relativistic parameters and p is the local 
bending radius. 

The critical energy, representing the center of the emitted spectrum is 

2 p 

and the number of emitted quanta results in 

• Ny « 1 . 
P 

For a given design of the beam separation and beam optics the amount and spectral distribution 
of the emitted synchrotron radiation in the interaction region have been determined by following the 
electron trajectories randomly chosen in phase space [4]. The radiation emitted tangentially along the 
t rajectories was sampled within each magnet to determine the main sources of emitted photons - and 
the beam separation scheme was adjusted if necessary. 

For the optimized layout of the beam separation and optics - as given in fig.-2 - the generated syn
chrotron radiation power is given in tab. IV for the incoming electron and positron beam respectively. 
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Table Л: Synchrotron radiation power generated by the incoming beams assuming twice the design 
anil lance 
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Л ̂ aiiFfiinii beam density distribution /'(•Tix'i.'/i.V') has been assumed for the design particle currents 
of /+ = I.I Л and /_ = 0.71Л. As shown in table IV most of the radiation generated by the incoming 
low energy beam is produced in the triplctt Ql, Q2, Q3. For the high energy beam the magnet Q5, 
required to keep its beta function small is the main source of radiation. The smooth .final separation 
in the 10m long separator magnet USEP produces only a small amount of radiated power. In total 
the incoming low and high energy beams generate 310W and b.lkW respectively. 

The amount and spatial distribution of synchrotron radiation hits in the interaction region has been 
determined by following electron trajectories, randomly chosen in phase space (x,x',y,y'). Using Monte 
Carlo simulations [5] the omitted photons arc propagated through the geometry of the beam pipe and 
tht! surrounding detector components that have been modeled in detail. The absorbed radiation doses 
were calculated including the cross sections for photo effect, compton and rayleigh scattering and non-
radiative absorption. 

The critical part of the beam pipe is a 25cm long Be tube of 25mm radius. To protect this region 
from direct synchrotron radiation two elliptical masks arc foreseen on either side of the IP (Fig. 6). 
The outer masks are introduced to absorb the bulk of radiation power where the heat load can be 
handled without conflicting the space requirements of the detector. The inner masks are placed at 
both ends of the Be tube and shield it from any direct radiation and from photons scattered at the 
outer masks. 

Figure 6: Vertical and horizontal view of the collimator system and detector geometry in the 1R 

The arrangement of the masking system, the chosen materials and the absorbed power can be 
deduced from fig 6. In figj.7 and 8 the spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation power generated 
by the low and high energy beam and deposited in the beam pipe and the surrounding detector 
components are given. 

On the average 1.8 X lQ-llW/cm from the high energy beam and 2.5 X lO~uW/cm from the low 
energy beam are absorbed in the first silicon layer of the vertex detector. This value although obtained 
by using twice the nominal emittancc because of safety reasons is still ; n order of magnitude below 
the dose and occupancy limits of the various detector components. 
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Figure 7: Spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation power generated by Ihe HEB and deposited in 
the beam pipe and the surrounding silicon vertex detectors 
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7 Lost Particle Background: The effect of bremsstrahlung and coulomb scattering was sim
ulated for the given geometry propagating off-energy and off-angle particles through the magnetic 
lattice. Assuming a vacuum pressure of 10~8mb scrapers were introduced to protect the detector beam 
pipe against lost particle background. In fig.9 the flux of electrons and positrons that have under
gone bremsstrahlung or coulomb scattering and strike the sensitive part of the beam pipe is given as 
a function of the scattering point. Using scrapers at adequate positions for each beam the flux can 
be reduced by several orders of magnitude. Only particles scattering within + / - 50m around the IP 
cannot be eliminated completely. 
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Figure 9: Flux of scattered electrons and positrons as a function of the scattering point with and without 
scrapers 

Fig.10 shows where the scattered particles hit the beam pipe. For a beam pipe radius of 25mm a 
reduction of the flux of up to three orders of magnitude can be achieved by the scrapers. 
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Figure 10: Flux of electrons and positrons striking the beam pipe with and without scrapers. 
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S Conclusion'. For the asymmetric B-factory study HELENA an interaction region has been 
designed with respect to an effective beam separation, strong focussing of tho two beams and tolerable 
synchrotron radiation conditions. In several iterative steps the beam optics, the separation scheme 
and an adapted collimation system were designed and optimized for the parameters of such a high 
luminosity collider. 

The presented separation scheme - based mainly on the use of "off-center quadrupoles" and on the 
idea to affect only the outgoing beam - limited the synchrotron radiation directed on the interaction 
point to a minimum level. Tho coUimation system v/as optimized with respect to the characteristics 
of the beam optics and separation scheme and limited the background conditions in the. 1R to a level 
well below the limits given by the radiation and occupancy calculations of the detector components. 
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Л Versatile Magnet Lattice for Tau-Charm Factory 

P.F.Beloshitsky 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 

141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Rusaia 

1 Introduction 

The first tau-charm factory design was based on the conventional flat beam scheme [l]. 
Later the monochromatization scheme has been proposed [2] for experiments needed in 
small energy resolution [3] . It was found after some studies that monochromatizatiou 
scheme in its initial variant has too short beam lifetime and other difficulties. Besides, it 
hasn't been checked experimentally up to now. This was the reason an effort has been 
made to look for the optical solution suitable for both conventional flat beam scheme 
and scheme with monochromatization. Few possible solutions allowed to work with both 
schemes have been proposed [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. One of them is based on a use of ТВ А 
(or DBA) regular cell structure [8], and two others used FODO cells [6], [7] . The main 
features of one of these lattices will be considered in this paper. 

2 Main Demands to a Versatile Lattice 

To get the luminosity in a tau-charm collider at the level of 1033 cm""2 sec - 1 with conven
tional scheme it is necessary to have, a natural emittance c0 of order 300-=-400 nm. On the 
other hand, for the scheme, with monochromatization in vertical direction fiom condition 
it < £x one gets 

e <^£_JL__ ~ 2 2Э -ю-в ^ / 1 0 " & . 
X~ 2*7 # &(1+ **/*;) " ' Z*E(GeV) ft КЧ 

Here 

*"* 2т7 te + ^ K , 
are beam-beam parameters, a* and p$. are beam eizes and beta functions at interaction 
point (LP.)) Nfcis a number of particles in a bunch, Eis an energy of a beam, r0 = e2/mc2 , 
7 =E/mc 2 . For typical tau-charm factory parameters E=2 GeV, N= 1.2-10", £x = 0.04, 
PI = 0.01 m, j^=0 .15 m the emittance should be smaller than 23 nm. !So. the first condition 
a versatile lattice should fulfil is a feasibility to change the value of emittance 15-20 
times. 

The second condition necessary to fulfil when changing the scheme is a change of 
polarity in micro-beta quadrupoles. It is a simple consequence of a fact one wants to gain 
in energy resolution without a loss of a luminosity when monochromatization of beams is 
in the vertical direction. 

(2) 
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3 Magnet Lattice of Tau-Charm Collider 
The large change of omittance in a lattice is attained by use of different phase advances 
in regular FODO arc cells for conventional scheme and for monochromatization scheme 
and by appropriate use of wigglers. 

In high emittance lattice (conventional scheme) 7г/3 phase advance is used in regular 
cells. The natural emittancc generated in bending magnets is of order 100 nm. To increase 
it up to 3004-400 nm Robinson wigglers and dipole wij'glers are used. Robinson wiggler 
RW is located at the regular cell close to dispersion suppressor. The dipole wiggler DW 
is located at the first half cell of suppressor (Fig. l ) . Such location of wigglers provides 
their effective use to control an emittance. 

Two variants of wigglers switching to increase an emittance are now under considera
tion. In the first variant Robinson wigglers reduce horizontal damping partition number 
J s from 1 to 0.6. Robinson wiggler consists of 4 blocks with length of 0.23 m each. It 
lakes 4 such wigglers located close to each of 4 dispersion suppressors with gradient 
G=4.3 T/m and magnetic field B=0.35 T in it. Four dipole wigglers with magnetic field 
B=1.9 T and length of 1.0 m each increase an emittance too. The lattice functions and 
location of magnetic elements in regular cells and dispersion suppressor are shown in 
Fig. 1. 

In the second variant only dipole wigglers are used to get the necessary emittance. 
The value of magnetic field in wiggler is of 2.6 T in this case. Under calculations the 
dipole wigglers were represented by three dipoles. The dependence of magnetic field on 
longitudinal coordinate for real wiggler differs from three-bend representation, and dipole 
wiggler parameters presented here arc necessary to be considcrd as estimates. Some aspects 
of electromagnetic element design are presented in [9]. 

When comparing two variants one sees that the first one is preferable from the point 
of view of smaller RF voltage needed to keep the bunches short (see Table l) . On the 
other hand, in the second variant damping time is smaller, what is important for the 
injection and beam-beam effects. The final choice can be done after comprehensive study 
effects mentioned above and others such as multi- and single bunch instabilities, etc. For 
monochromatization scheme, the horizontal phase advance is equal to тг/2 in a regular 
cell. The value of vertical phase advance is defined by demand to have Touschek lifetime 
as big as possible and is equal to 7r/4. Dipole wigglers are switched off in this case. 
Robinson wigglere are switched on in such a way as to reduce an emittance by increasing 
horizontal damping partition number Jx from 1 to 2. The value of gradient in wiggler 
is G=7.3 T/m and magnetic field is B=0.58 T. The lattice functions for low emittance 
lattice (monochromatization scheme) in a regular cell and dispersion suppressor are shown 
in Fig. 2. The dispersion suppressor is flexible enough to cancel dispersion in both high 
emittance lattice and low emittance one. 

The optical design of interaction region in conventional scheme is modified compared 
with previous one [10]. To make small beta functions at LP. {% = 0.30 m and /3$ = 0.01 
m two quadrupoles are used instead of triplet. When changing polarities in quads for 
monochromator optics, the values of beta's become fi^ = 0.01m, #J = 0.15m and vertical 
dispersion Щ = 0.36m. The preliminary vertical separation is made by vertical separator 
ES. The vertical distance between beam axis at a parasitic I.P. is equal to 24av for 
conventional scheme and 11<т„ for monochromatization scheme. 

The change of triplet for doublet and refusal from off-axis quadrupole, located after 
electrostatic separator to make the vertical separation easier in previuoe design [10], is 
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Fig. 1. Lattice functions in a regular cell and dispersion suppressor 
of high emittance lattice 

Tabic 1: List of parameters of tau-charm collider 

Energy, GeV 
Luminosity, ст~ 2яес - 1 

CM. energy resolution, MeV 
Circumference, m 
Natural emittance, nm 
Vertical emittance, nm 
Damping partition numbers 
Bending radiuB in arc, m 
Damping times, msec 
Momentum compaction 
Energy spread 
Total current, шЛ 
Number of particles in a bunch 
Number of bunches 
RF voltage, MV 
RF frequency, MHz 
Harmonic number 
Energy losses per turn, kV 
Bunch length, mm 
Bunch spacing, m 
Longitudinal impedance, Ohm 
Beta functions at I.R, m 
Vertical dispersion at LP., m 
Beam-beam parameters 
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1.6310-2 

6.2310"4 

516 
1.351011 

30 
10 

476 
600 
200 
6.93 
12.6 
0.21 

0.30/0.01 
0. 

0.04/0.04 

scheme 
Var.2 

2.0 
9.41032 

2.4 
378 
393 
11 

1/1/2 
11.5 

19/19/9.7 
1.6310-2 

8.5010-4 

536 
1.371011 

30 
16 

476 
600 
262 
7.47 
12.6 
0.42 

0.30/0.01 
0. 

0.04/0.04 
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Fig. 3. Lattice functions in interaction region (a) and vertical separation region (b) of 
high emittance lattice 

defined by condition of using the same optical elements for both schemes. The vertical 
separation region was designed to make minimum of modification when changing 
the echeme. To make a vertical separation easy first vertical bending magnet BV1 is 
located far (6 m) from electrostatic separator and the vertical beta function is minimized 
at its location. This allowed to keep moderate the strength of separator, E, = 20kV/cm, 
with the vertical distance between axiz of beams ~50mm. The vertical beam size at this 
point for conventional scheme is av = (eo/W^)1 '2 = 0.89mm and for monochromatization 
scheme av = [£„/?„ + (D^as)2]1^ =0.81mm. Here cv is a vertical emittance and Dy is 
a vertical dispersion. With 5mm for closed orbit excursion one has more than 20mm 
thickness of septum, that seems to be enough to avoid technical problems and to get good 
field quality. 
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The matching of optical functions at the vertical separation region in the standard 
scheme is mode by IIH« of three FODO cell» will) vertical phase advance close to ivf'A in 
each, Т1пм solution gives moderate values of beta functions fi„lV arid gradient» in quad»» 
but need» at least IRm between the fiiHt BVl and the laflt BV3 vortical bend», The; 
lattice functiono in Intcrnctic region and vertical Hcparation region for high emittance 
lattice are shown in Fig, ,'i, 

The matching of lattice functions iu the iiioiiochromali/,alion scheme ш made came» 
with stronger angle in the Iwit vertical bend BV3 bccaune of essentially non zero vcitica) 
dinpernion at l.P. With vertical distance between electron and positron ring 1.2 m defined' 
by technical requirements the short horizontal distance between vertical bends is prefer
able for nionochroiiiati/atioii scheme, So, the choice of distance to made ns a compromise 
between thcNc two requirements. The lattice functions in ihe interaction region and in 
the vertical separation region for low omittance lattice are shown in Fig. 4. 

The long straight section opposite to I.P, eido consists of FODO cells, It is used for 
injection of beams [11] and for location of RF cavities, The mam parameters of tau-chftrrn 
collidoi are pieHcnted in Table 1, 

The chroriiaticily correction is made now for high emittaiicc lattice [12]. With тг/3 
phase advance per regular cell 6 soxtupolo families have been used to correel chromatic 
properties, The solution that was found provides ±1.8% of energy acceptance. The beam 
lifetime for conventional scheme is defined by beam-beam brcmsslrahlung predominantly 
and, to some extent, by residual gas brcmsstrahlung. With longitudinal acceptance of 
1,8% and average pressure in vacuum chamber of 2 < 10~r Pa it is 5 hours, The 
beam lifetime for liioiiachrouiatization scheme is defined by Touschek effect and depends 
strongly on dynamic aperture, Its estimate gives 1 •*• 3 hours [7], [13]. 

Fig. 4. Lattice functions in interaction region and vertical separation region of low 
emittance lattice 
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4 Conclusions 
The possibility to design the magnet lattice suitable for both conventional scheme and 
monochromatization one hae been demonstrated in this paper, The lattice considered 
gives the opportunity of doing experiments with high energy resolution and keeps the 
possibility to operate with a standard scheme, The use of wigglers provides flexibility and 
permits easy change of parameters, 
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Chromaticity Correction in JINR Tau-Charm Factory 
High Emittance Lattice 

P.F.Beloshitsky 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 

141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia 

1 Introduction 

The main difficulty of chromaticity correction in a tau-charm factory magnet lattice [1] 
is defined by very small values of beta functions #J = 0.30 m and {% = 0.01 m at 
interaction point (LP.). The total chromatid ties of high emittance tau-charm factory 
lattice are £s =-19.8, £v =-32.5 and the interaction region contributes approximately half 
of them. Standard procedure of chromaticity correction by sextupoles located in arcs an ' 
distributed in families has been used. 

2 Chromaticity Correction 

High emittance lattice has 7r/3 phase advance per regular cell, and 6 sextuplole families 
have been used to correct chromatic properties. We began the study with correction of 
chromaticity by 2 families. Variations of tunes AQ*lV and beta functions /7£y at LP. with 
momentum deviation <5p/p in this case are shown in Figs.l, 2 by dotted lines. To find 
solution with 6 families we started with the simple procedure of cancelling chromatic 
functions at symmetry point of lattice. This method has been successfully applied under 
LEP [2] and HERA electron ring [3] designs. Unfortunately, it gives good chromatic 
coriection in y-direction only, where final focus chromaticity is very strong ( 18 of total 
32), and fails in x-direction (dash-and-dot lines in Figs.l, 2). The values of sextupole 
coefficients K2=l/B/> • д?Вя/ду2 in this case are presented in Table 1. 

One sees very big differencies between sextupole strengths. From these results we made 
the conclusion of impossibility to use this method for high emittance lattice chromaticity 
correction. 

K2 

SFl 

16.46 

SF2 

15.00 

SF3 

8.12 

SD1 

-24.99 

SD2 

-19.35 

SD3 

-6.05 

Table 1: Sextapole coefficients fulfilling the condition of cancelling chromatic functions at symmetry 
point 
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K2 

SFl 

8.91 

SK2 

8.21 

SF3 

11.71 

sm 

-21.06 

sm 

-18.91 

SIM 

-9.71 

Tabic. 2: Sextupolu coefficients calculated with Harmon program 

Further studies of chromaticity correction were performed with module HARMON in
cluded in MAD program [4], [5]. Four constraints (Q"v = Q'"v =0) were added to a 
standard conditions of cancelling chroraaticitics ( Q'xv = 0). The weights of constraints 
have been chosen by trial and error method after comparing variation of tunes aud calcu
lation of dynamic aperture for different solutions. It should be noted here that weights 
depend on tunes too. With tunes Qx = 10,85, Qv =12.80 the preferable solution is 
presented in Table 2. 

The weights arc 0.1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.8 for Q '̂, Q£, Q£' and Q£' appropriately. Variation of 
tunes and beta functions at I.P. for this solution are shown in Figs.l, 2 by solid line. One 
sees that the range of momentum deviation with stable betatron motion is of <5p/p=±1.8 
%. 

3 Tracking Results 

The calculation of dynamic aperture was performed with SIXTRACK code [6]. The 
particle is considered stable, if it wasn't lost during N=40,000 turns. The number of 
turns N that was chosen for tracking equals one or two damping times depending on 
parameters of wigglers in the lattice [1]. The dynamic aperture of оп-momentum particle 
is shown in Fig. 3a for N=1000 turns and for N=40,000 turns. It is equal to 33 ax and 26 
cy (full coupling). The dynamic aperture calculated with LIE4 method in MAD program 
for N=200 and for N=2800 particles is shown in Fig. 3b and is equal to 26 ax and 33 
av. It is poesible to conclude that these two codee give approximately the same dynamic 
aperture of lattice. Relatively small number of turns used in LIE4 method was defined 
by great CP time consuming. 

Only SIXTRACK code has been used for calculation of dynamic aperture of off-mo
mentum particle. Transverse motion has been considered with constant momentum 
deviation (no synchrotron oscillations occur). The dynamic aperture for momentum de
viation <Sp/p= ±1% ie shown in Fig. 4. It is equal to 17 as and 30 a, for <5p/p=l% and 23 
ux and 23 ay for 6"p/p=-l% . The dependencies of horizontal and vertical acceptance of 
collider on momentum deviation, expressed in sigma's, aie shown in Fig. 5. One веев that 
in the range of betatron motion stability the value of the horizontal acceptance decreased 
from 33 ax (<5p=0) to 10 ax (<5p/p=1.8%) and to 13 <rs(5p/p=-1.8%). For the vertical 
motion the dynamic aperture decreased from 26 av (5p =0) to 17 av (6p/p=1.8%) and to 
10 <ry (5 p/p=-1.8%). 
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4 Effect of Multipole Errors on Dynamic Aperture 
The sensitivity of lattice to errors was investigated by introducing multipole errors in 
di poles and quadrupoles. Only effect of random errors on dynamic aperture was studied. 
The results are expressed in the form of a field error Л В / В for dipole 

А В . г""1 

and gradient error AG/G for quadrupole 

A G _ ( n - l ) r" - 3 

G ~ Kl 

Here 

/ 9п~1В11 J _ 
" (n - 1)! fts(»-0 Bp 

is integrated strength of "2n-polen multipole, г is the distance from axis, 1 is the length 
of appropriate element, ф is the bending angle of dipole, and Kl is integrated strength of 
quadrupole. 

For the dipole, scxtupole and decapole, errors have been considered. The results of 
tracking are presented in Fig. 6a, b, where the dynamic aperture of perfect machine 
is compared to the dynamic aperture in the presence of multipole errors. There is no 
essential effect for sextupole errors. The main effect of decapole errors occurs in the 
horizontal plane. This type of errors seems to be of most importance and its value is close 
to the design and manufacturing limit. 

For quadrupole, only dodecapole errors have been considered. The significant reduction 
of dynamic aperture is observed (Fig. 6c) with A G / G = 8 • 10*"3 at r=2.0 cm. This value 
of 12-pole component is much more than expected one. 

5 Conclusions 

The study of chromaticity correction of high emittance lattice for tan-charm factory has 
been made. It is shown that solution with 6 sextupole families provides good dynamic 
aperture at the range of momentum deviation of 1.8% . 
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MAGNET SYSTEM OF BOOSTER AND TAU-CHARH FACTORY 
V.S.Kashikhin, A.V.Popov, Yu.P.Severgin.N.A.Shatil 

EIremov Institute of Eloctrophysical Apparatus (St. Petersburg) 
V.S.Alexandrov, P.F.Beloshitsky, N.Yu.Kazarinov 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Dubna), Russia 

booster 
The ЬоозЬег ring contains 4U dipoles, 72 quadrupoles, ьо 

aextupolen and 4 septum magnets. The booster magnets are cycled at 
25 Hz with a d.c.bias.Apart from the septum magnets yokes all magnets 
are assembled of 0.5 mm thick sheets of non-oriented electrical 
steel. The sheets are shuffled in order to equalise the remanent 
effects. The coils of all the magnets are made of a copper bar of 
10.5x10.5 mm cross section with the water channel of 6 mm diameter. 

Main paramsters of the magnets are summarized in Table 1. 
Dipoles. The dipole magnet, is the bending magnet with the 0-shaped 
yoke and.the bend angle of 7.5° (Pig.1). The curvature radius of the 
dipole central axis is 8.4 in. The magnet 1газ a sector design with 
parallel entrance and axis boundaries. The laminated yoke is curved 
to follow the beam trajectory in order to minimise the stored energy 
and power requirements. The pole ends are shaped to make the 
effeotive length independent of the .excitation level and to minimise 
eddy current effects. 
Quadrupoles. Two types of quadrupoles are used in the booster ring. 
The sample of the quadrupole is given on Pig.2. The lens has a 
laminated magnetic yoke assembled of four identical rectilinear 
packs. 
Sextupoles. Only one type of sextupole is used in the booster. 
D7G.Septum magnets. The septum-magnets 1SM1 and 1SM2 are ueed at 
beam injection into the booster-, and the 1SM3 and 1БМ4, at the beam 
extraction from the booster. A two-turn curved septum magnet (1SM1 
and 1SM4) has conventional hollow conductor coils and solid low 
carbon steel yoke. The septum magnets (1SM2 and 1SM3) with a septum 
thickness of 3 mm are inderectly cooled. 

Tau-Charm Factory 
The tau-charm factory includes 156 dipoles, 238 quadrupoles, 

88 sextupolea and special magnets (4 splitter magnets, 2 septum 
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magnets, 16 wiggle? inague U;). All magna La will operate at the direct 

current. Nevertheless all magnets except the special magnets are 

made by laminating 1.5 nun thick steel sheets to guarantee the field 

distributions of all magnets as identical as possible. The main 

characteristics o£ the magnetic elements are given in table 2. 

Dipolea. The dipoles are a rectangular C-shaped design as shovni in 

Fig.3 with a laminated steel core and water-cooled coils of square 

hollow copper conductoi'3. The steel core is assembled of 1.5 nun 

thick sheets of cold- rolled electrical steel. All magnets should be 

аз identioal аз possible in order to 3ave production coet and 
therefore magnets differ only in their length. 

This allows to use for their manufacturing one type of stamps 
and the 3teel sheets of standard sice which decreases the cost. 

The height of the magnet pole gap i3 60 mm, which takes into 
account the vacuum chamber size and some clearances. The pole width 
of the magnet is determinated from the width of working areas and the 
sagitta of the curved beam orbit. Shims for* obtaining the desired 
field uniformity of /g = ±2«10 in-56 mm wide working area within 
the range of the magnet field variation of 0.43-0.73T are foreseen 
on the pole tips. 
Quadrupoles. Four typee of quadrupole lens are ueed in the factory 
ring. The 1епз has a laminated magnetic yoke assembled of four 
quadrants to allow the installation of the coil over the pole. The 
sample of the main type quadrupoles with 75 mm aperture is given in 
Pig.4. 

Pig.5 presents a . drawing of the special double lens with 
different gradient sign in two centers and solid low carbon 

steel yoke. 
Sextupoles.The two types of the used sextupoles'are identical in cross 
section but have different length (200 mm and 500 mm). 
Splitter magnet. The splitter magnet separates electron-positron 
colliding beams in the vertical plane (BY1, BV2). The splitter 
magnet is a picture frame window 3olid iron yoke type. It 
essentially is made of two conventional septum magnets. The coils 
are conventional copper hollow conductors. The multi-turn ooils have 
to be located and aligned properly in order to achieve good field 
quality. Fig.6 shows the сгозз section of thi3 magnet. 
Septum magnets. Ina'eotion into the factory ring is performed by 
means of the 1SM1 and 1SM2 septum manets. Their design i3 similar to 
the septum3 in the booster ring. 
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Wiggler magnets. 
4i_WigSier_magnets_HWO. The wiGgler magnets UWB are composed of 
four equal magnete (RWB1-IWB2-KWB2-RWB1 ) with a l t e r n a t i v e d i r e c t i o n 
of magnetic f i e l d . The magnebs (KWB1.RWB2) are combined funct ion 
magnete with an induct ion of 0.61 T a t the cen te r gap of 60 mn and a 
g r a d i e n t 7.6T/m. The value of s p e c i f i e d g rad i en t i s obtained with 
the hyperbol ic p r o f i l e of pole t i p . 
§А_!!ЦбЙеС_Ш§б?2Ё£5_ШС• A 3-pole superconducting wiggler magnet DWG 
was under cons ide r a t i on . The magnet 1газ th ree ha l f per iods of f i e l d 
wi th a c e n t r a l f i e l d of 5.2T and two ends wi th -1 .9T. Wiggler magnet 
has superoonduoting main c o i l and "warm" core for the r e t u r n f lux. A 
magnet l ength i s 1200 mm. 

Table 1 
Ualn parameters of the magnets (booster) 

Number of magnets 
Maximum field, T _ 
(Gradient, T/m, T/m ) 
Gap (aperture), mm 
Effective length, m 
AC current amplitude, A 

(25Hz) 
DC current, A 
Ohmic resistance, mOhm 
Maximum induotanoe, mH 
Power losses (АО), kW 
Power losses (DC), kW 
Water consumption, 1/min 

Weight, kg 

Dipole 
MD 
48 

0.992 

55 
1.1 
585 

865 
11 
6 
4 
9 
11 

2бОО 

Quadrupole 
Q1 
36 

14.75 

100 
0.3 
585 

865 
Ю 
1.8 
4.5 
8.3 
25 
450 

Q2 
36 
15 

60 
0.3 
585 

865 
3 

0.23 
3 
2.5 
17 
150 

Sex. 
S 
60 
178 

110 
0.15 
115 

185 
8.4 
1.6 
0.4 
0.92 
3-5 
150 

Septum magnet 
1SM1 
1 

.513 

зо 
1 
-

7000 
0.14 
.018 
-
7 
42 
460 

1SM2 
1SM3 
2 

.126 

20 
0.5 
-

2350 
0.21 
.002 
-

2.35 
10 
20 

1SM.4 
1 

1.25 

21 
1.6 
— 

12O00 
0.28 
0.O45 
-
43 
17 
330 
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Table 2 
Main paranetera of the stognera ftca-cton /octory; 

1 
Number of magnets 

Maxima field, T 0 

(Gradient, T/rn, Т/л ) 
Gap (aperture), на 
Effective length, a. 
Nominal current, A 

Ohmic resistance, mOhm 

Maximal inductance, шН 

Power losses, lrtl 

Water consumption. 1/min 

Pressure drop, HPa 

Weight, leg 

Dipole 

БПП 
4 

.535 

60 
0.5 

270 

29 

22 

2.3 

2.6 

0.5 

1.tOO 

sin 
~BMS2 В 
40 

.0725 
.725 
60 

0.72 
40 
950 
ЗЬ 
4.6 
32 
5.4 

O.Ob 

*•? 
13 

0.5 
1450 
1500 

BIOL 
S 

.725 

60 
1.44 

950 

a 
11 

7.6 

10 

0.5 

2750 

БЫА 
96 

.725 

i 
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Vacuum System or Boos tor and Tau-Charm Factory 
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D.V.Efremov S c i e n t i f i c Kosnarch I n s t i t u t e 

of E l e c t r o p h y s i c a l Appara tus , S t . P e t e r s b u r g , Russia 
V. S.Alexanclrov, V.K.Antropov, P.F.Baloshitsky 

J o i n t I n s t i t u t e fo r Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The booster and tau-charm factory arc components of the storage 

accelerating complex at JINn. 
In developing the vacuum system the following main requirements 

have been taken into account: 
-the boostor pumping system is to provide an average pressure 

in the chamber w Ю " 5 Pa; 
-an average pressure ~ 10 Pa is to be maintained in the 

tau-charm factory chamber; 
-the materials used inside the chamber are to work under an 

ultra high vacuum and to be radiation resistant; 
-the chamber materials absorbing the synchrotron radiation 

(SR) incident on, should have a minimum photodesorption 
coefficient; 

-the number of flange connections should be minimized; 
-the chamber cross-sections all along the beam path should be 

as identical as possible; 
-the zones where the chamber main cross-section is deformed 

(bellows, boxes) should be smoothed by special screens in order to 
reduce high-frequency losses. 

The following main structural materials for the vacuum chambers 
have been chosen: 

-aluminum alloy (for the dipole magnet chamber and tau-charm 
factory lenses chamber); 

-stainless steel (for the booster lenses chamber, flanges, 
bellows, pumping boxes); 

-copper '(SR absorbers, sealing gaskets); 
-vacuum-tight ceramics .(for the booster dipole magnet chamber 

and some sextupole lenses chamber of the tau-charm factory). 
The flange connections of the "conflat" type are mainly used. 
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I I . BOOSTER 
The booster operates in a periodic mode with a frequency of 25 

Hz during 15 minutes witli a 12-min pause,then during 73 seconds with 
a 12-min pause. Electrons and positrons are accelerated in turn from 
an initial energy of 0.5 GeV to 25 GeV at a beam current of 6 mA 
(electrons) and 0.6 mA (positrons). In the calculations for the 
vacuum system the boostor operation mode was considered as 
continuous. 

A standard regular suction of the ring part of the booster is 
studied, i.e. two dipole magnet chambers with a straight section 
between them (Fig.l). The quadrupole and sextupole lenses chambers 
are designed as plain round-shaped 2 mm-thick shells 95 mm and 55 mm 
in diameter, respectively. An oval ceramic shell is used for the 
dipole magnet chambers. The inner surface of the chambers is 
metallized. The boxes are installed in the straight sections to 
arrange pumps, gauges and the electrodes for glow discharge 
cleaning. 

One of the chamber flanges mounted into lens or corrector, is 
wolded after bringing the chamber in the magnet element. Those 
chambers are an accessory of corresponding magnets, and may be 
disassembled only jointly with them. In order to reduce the number 
of flange connections in some sections the chamber is made common 
for several magnets. A bellows compensator is provided nearly on 
each flange connection in order to assemble and disassemble separate 
components of the vacuum chamber The zones, where the chambers are 
joined to various cross-secti ., are smoothed by a perforated 
screen. 

In the mode of background pressure generation a gas load is 
determined by a desorption flux from the chamber walls distributed 
all along the accelerating structure. The chamber is supposed to be 
conditioned by a glow discharge in the argon and likely to be 
degassed by baking at a temperature of 150°C. The baking process is 
not obligatory, but it permits the chamber degassing process to be 
reduced from 10 2 to ~10 hours. After performing the above procedures 
an average out-gassing rate of chamber structural materials will 
amount to 10~8 m3.Pa/s.m2. The distance between high vacuum pumps is 
chosen with due account of the magnet system structure, where 
distance between the adjacent dipole magnets is 2.9 m. The 
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spult.er-ion pumps NMD-0,16-1 with a pumping speed of 0,135 m /s are 
chosen as the main pumping device for an accelerator (Fig.2). A 
distance for pump arrangement is 5.8 m. In the accelerator sections 
with an increased gas load (in kicker and septum magnets) the pumps 
NMD-0,4-1 are installed. The background pressure in the booster 
amounts to: in the vicinity of the pumps - 2.6x10 Pa, maximum -
l.OxlO"5 Pa, average - 7.8xlO"H Pa. 

In the mode of particle acceleration the flux of stimulated 
desorption is an additional gas load. The photon flux in each dipole 
magnet, that knock out electrons, is found as follows: 

Npn=1.28xl017EI^Cl-(Eo/Ecr)]1/3-, photon/s, (1) 
where E is the energy of accelerated particles, GeV; I - the 

beam current, A; P is the bending angle of the dipole magnet, mrad; 
Eo=10 eV; E c r - critical energy, Ecr=2.2xl03E/R, eV; R - beam path 
radius, m. 

The photo electron flux knocking out gas molecules is 
Ne=N ph<5"k, electron/s, (2) 

where & is the quantum yield of photo electrons at a normal 
photon incidence on the surface, i?=3,3xl0 , electron/photon; к is 
the coefficient taking account of an increase in the quantum yield 
with a glancing incidence of photons. 

For an accelerated particle energy of 2.5 GeV the coefficient к 
is found as follows: 

k=8-.8oT0"45, (3) 
where oc is the photon glancing angle, degree. 
The empirical formula (3) is obtained from the graphical 

dependence of the quantum yield coefficient on the glancing angle 
taken in Ref.El]. 

The electron-stimulated desorption flux with due account of a 
twofold desorption action of photo electrons amounts to: 

Q=3.8xlO"212Nerb m3Pa/s, (4) 
where rj is the coefficient of electron-stimulated desorption, 

mo1ecule/e1ec tron. 
In the acceleration mode,the number of photons with an energy 

exceeding the critical one amounts to 3.2xlOi8 photon/s throughout 
the accelerator and 6.7x10 photon/s in each dipole magnet. The 
photon glancing angle onto the chamber wall changes from 5.6° to 
1.4°, and the average value of the coefficient taking account of the 
effect of the glancing angle is 5.5. In this case the number of 
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photo electrons in the dipolo magnet is 1.2x10 olectron/s, and the 
relative flux of oleclron-.slitnulal.cd desorption nl a desorption 
coefficient of 3xl0~5 moleculo/electron is 2.GxlO~9 m3Pa/s. An 
increase or pressure in the chamber caused by this flux does not 
exceed ZV., if compared to the background pressure. 

For convenience of start-up and maintenance the booster chamber 
is divided into six sectors by ZPA-100 gate valves. The 
turbomolecular-bascd units PPO-300/5 are joined to.the sectors. The 
units serve to start up tho NMD pumps, ns well as for pumping during 
chamber baking and discharge cleaning. The fast-acting gate valves 
ZPDN-100 intended to shut off the chambers at a sudden Increase in 
pressure(gate valve response time is 20-30 ms) and the gate valves 
ZPA-100 are installed on the injection and fast extraction channels. 

Vacuum control devices of UKV typo with the gauge head 
PMT-6-3M and PMM-32-1 arranged in each of the sectors are used Гог 
pressure measurement and vacuum interlocks. To analyze the 
composition of residual gases and to detect leakages in the 
operation mode, the MX-7304 mass-spectrometers are provided. In the 
accelerator setting-up stage leakages are detected by the leak 
detector TI1-14 connected to the PPO-300/5 units. 

III. TAU-CHARM FACTORY 
Currents of electrons and positrons of 614 mA with an energy up 

to 2.5 GeV circulate in the storage rings of the factory.Each of two 
storage rings spaced vertically apart eacli other at a distance of 
1.3 m has a perimeter of 370 m.The aperture of the larger part or 
the ring vacuum chamber is an oval with dimensions of 49x64 mm.The 
total maximum SR power achieves 183 kW. 

The vacuum chamber of the accelerator ring part comprises 
bending and straight sections (Fig.3). 

The straight section includes the vacuum chamber of the 
electromagnet lenses and pumping box. Two options of• the lens 
chamber are considered. In the first option SR is distributed along 
the chamber. SR with a specific power from 85 W/cm2 to 18 W/cm2 is 
incident on the external chamber wall with a channel for cooling 
water circulation. A heater is arranged on the opposite wall of the 
chamber. The chamber 49x64 mm in aperture is manufactured from an 
aluminum alloy by the extrusion method. In the second option of the 
chamber (Fig.4) SR is localized on a special absorber. The chamber 
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is welded from two parts. Del lows compensators of a round 
cross-section with the perforated screens are installed on the lens 
chamber ends. The dipole magnet chamber (Fig.5) Is manufactured 
from mainly an aluminum alloy by welding the top and bottom halves. 
The chamber geometry is chosen so that SR is not incident on the 
lateral wall but concentrated on the absorber located in the chamber 
end. The absorber is a copper- water-cooled tube arranged at an angle 
or 30° with the median plane to reduce a specific thermal load. The 
absorber reacts to 1380 W of SR power, including 560 W from the 
foregoing chamber. The chamber volume is divided into a beam chamber 
and antechamber by a slit clearance (Fig.6). The slit size is chosen 
SO that 95Я of SR is transmitted and chamber impedance is 
minimized. 

The vacuum calculations have been performed for a residual gas 
range typical for electron storage ring: H2-70%, CO-20/i, CO2-10%. 
After baking and discharge cleaning an average rate of aluminum 
specific out-gassing rate will be 10~9 m3.Pa/s.m2. In such a case a 
background pressure of 2xl0~" Pa, that is close to the ultimate 
pressure of sputter-ion pumps, can be easily obtained in the storage 
chamber. 

In the operation mode the main gas load is a stimulated 
desorption under SR. In the dipole magnet chambers the desorption 
flux produces a concentrated gas load, in the lenses chamber the 
stimulated desorption flux is distributed over their length. 

In the storage mode the SR intensity in each storage ring 
amounts to 1.23xl02i photon/s. At a particle energy of 2.5 GeV the 
photon flux with an energy exceeding the critical one (3keV) amounts 
to l.OSxlO21 photon/s in the storage ring and 2.9xl019 photon/s in 
each dipole magnet having a bending angle of 5.4°. A fraction of the 
photon flux (l.SxiO19 photon/s) is incident on the radiation 
absorber surface located in the dipole magnet chamber. Another 
fraction of the flux (1.4xl019 photon/s) is incident on the wall of 
the lens chamber at an angle from 3.6° to 1.1°. For this fraction of 
the flux an average value of the coefficient taking account of the 
glancing angle amounts to 6.5. The photo electron flux in the magnet 

1*7 lft 
chamber is 5x10 electron/s, and in the lens chamber, 3x10 
electron/s. 

The coefficient of the electron-stimulated desorption for 
baked and argon-conditioned aluminum alloy is found as follows: 
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ri=4xlO"5D"0,74 , molecule/electron, (5) 
where D is the dose of electron bombardment, mA.hour/cm2. 
Expression (5) is found by interpolating the experimental data 

presented in Ref.C23. 
A comparatively high photo electron current density (15-50 

mA/cm ) provides an effective training of the surfaces, allowing the 
electron-stimulated desorption coefficient to be reduced to 5xl0~6 

molecule/electron in 1-2 training hours. In this case the desorption 
gas flux amounts to 1.8x10 m .Pa/s in the dipole magnet chamber —7 т and 1.1x10 m .Pa/s in the lens chamber. 

A distance between the adjacent pumps is chosen with due 
account of the magnet system structure and amounts to 1.4 xn; 
conductance of the chamber section between the pumps is 0.023 m3/s. 
The PVIG-400 units based on a combined sputter-ion and evaporation 

о 
pump with pumping speed of 0.4 m /s are chosen as the main pumping 
means (Fig.7). An average pressure in the arch area is.2.9x10 Pa 
(Fig.8), this exceeding an allowable average pressure in the ring. 
The average pressure may be reduced by using in the lens section the 
built—in distributed pumps based on a non-evaporated getter or by 
localizing the desorption flux from the lens section on a special 
radiation absorber. Preliminary calculations show that in the first 
case, when a distributed pump with a linear pumping speed of 0.4 
m3/s.m is used, it is possible to reduce the average pressure in' the 
arch area to 1.3xl0~7 Pa, and in the second case to 5.2xl0~8 Pa. 

In the linear sections of the storage rings the gas release 
from the chamber wall is the main gas load. An average pressure of 
2xl0~8 Pa is produced by PVIG-400 units arranged with a step of 6 m. 
The PVIG-1000 units are installed in the vicir. ty of the super 
conducting dipole Wiggler magnets, making it possible to obtain an 
average operation pressure of 1.7x10 Pa in the Wiggler magnets. 
The methods used to reduce pressure are the same as in the lens 
sections in the arches. 

An average operation pressure in the storage ring in the 
pumping system option considered amounts to 1.5x10 Pa. The 
calculations show that the beam lifetime determined by its 
interaction with a residual gas under these conditions will amount 
to 30 hours. 

The storage chamber is divided into 12 sectors, the prepumplng 
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u n l l f l nr« connected to , Qu ick -ac t ing gate valve» aro /IITUII(J«<J on llio 
In jno l ion channels ,'lho syMoui fo r p r o c u r e measurement and lenka«u 
do toe Lion lr, n I mi l n>< l о that used In (ho booster system, 

Al l tlio components or lh« Uoonlnv and tnu-clinnn fnntory vnouum 
ays trim provhlo Ию poMslbl 11 ly lo »>o ».<ntli*o)J«d find mopH»r«d by a 
computer, 

The booster and tun-charm fac to ry pumping system components /ire 
g iven In tho t a b l e 

Table 
Tho booster and tnu-chnrm factory pump!«iff fiystom components 

Component 

NMb-O.10-1 pump 
NIID 0 . 4 - 1 pump 
F'VIG-400-033 uni t 
PVrG-1000-034 un i t 
Pf'O-300/3 u n i t 
UKV-3/7-000 vacuum gaufjo 
Г1Х-7304 mass-spoctromotor 
T l l - 1 4 leak d e t e c t o r 
ЙРЛ-100 gate v a l v e 
Zf'DN-lOO gate va lvo 

Amount 
Uoostor 

24 
G 

3 
(I 
3 
3 

15 
3 

Tnu-chnrm 
* f a c t o r y 

304 
10 
12 
24 
12 

0 
52 

4 

Maximum electrical power consumed by tho vacuum system is: for 
tho boos lor ~9 kVA, for tho tnu-charm factory ~900 kVA. 
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A SCHEME OF MONOCHROMATIC TAU-CHARM FACTORY 
WITH FINITE CROSSING ANGLE 

Yuri I. Aloxahln 
Joint Institute for Nualear Research, Dubna, 1419B0, Ruaeia 

ABSTRACT. A now TCF scheme is proposed combining monochromatization 
with crossing at a finite angle. It incorporates a versatile lattico 
whioh can be used in both low and high omittance modes thus making 
possible conversion of monochromatic collider into conventional one. 
The proposed machine io shown to have good dynamic aperture providing 
sufficient Touechek lifetime together with high luminootty and narrow 
collision energy spread. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref.[l] a scheme of monochromatic tau-oharm factory (TCF) was 
proposed whioh promisee a number of benefits as compared to Jowett's 
initial design . Let us remind its main features: 

- monoohromatization of the collision energy due to vertical beams 
decomposition with respect to particle energy; 

- a stronger beam focusing in the horizontal plane than that in 
the vertical one at the interaction point (IP); 

- email value of not only vertical but also of horizontal beam 
emittanoe. 
A more detailed analysis of the scheme revealed certain drawbacks such 
as short Touschek lifetime and stringent limitation on the broad-band 
impedance. The lifetime can be somewhat improved by application of a 
epeoial low emittanoe lattice with large mean 0 value . Interesting 

У 4 В 
possibilities are offered by introduction of a finite crossing angle ' 
into the monoohromatio scheme. First, low value of momentum compaction 
faotor and small number of RF cavities characteristic to monochromatic 
scheme help to cope with multibunch instabilities which plague the 
finite crossing angle scheme. Second, a drastic increase in bunch 
collision frequency due to finite crossing angle allows to reduce the 
number of particles per bunch and to abide with a larger horizontal 
0-functlon which permits to lengthen bunches and further improves the 
situation with both lifetime and impedance; a certain fall in mono-
chromaticity can be avoided by the crab-crossing . And a third 
advantage of integration of a finite crossing angle and monochroma-
tization in one erheme consists in possibility to correot the final 
focus quadrupoles chromaticity with octupole magnets or by introducing 
a small octupole component into the quadrupoles field. 
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The preoent pnper is intondod to give proliminary ootlmateo on ouch а 
ooheme. Another subject being dealt with is design of the arc lattioe 
which natural emittance can be varied by an order of magnitude. 
?.. CH01CR OF THE CROSSING ANGLE VALUE 
Since both monoohromatization and finite crossing angle lead to 
synchrobetatron coupling they should be implemented in the same plane 
(vertical in our case) in order not to increase the number of dangerous 
resonances. Additional arguments for such a choice can be found in 
Ref.[4], the most obvious being a more rapid separation of the orbits 
in the case of common to both beams first (vertically dofocusing) 
quadrupoles. If the following condition holds 

*0 < °EDy/°S ' # <» 
where ф„ is crossing half-angle, 0_ is energy spread, D is dispersion 

У О У 
fvinction at the in teract ion point ( IP) , 0 i s bunch length, then 

s 
contribution of the crossing angle to synchrobetatron coupling is not 
significant and as good stability againet beam-beam effect may be 
expected as simulation for the head-on collision in presence of 
monochromatization ehows ' . Luminosity also ie not essentially affected 
in this case so the crab-cavities are needed only in order to restore 
monochromaticity. 
We shall assume further condition (1) being fulfilled though it 
practically rules out the possibility to use separate first quadrupoles 
as was proposed by Oide . When choosing the crossing angle value two 
contradictory requirements should be taken into account;on the one hand 
the angle must be sufficiently small to minimize quantum excitation of 
vertical omittance by synchrotron radiation and on the other it must 
render the orbits divergence rapid enough to make use of separate 
second quadrupoles (vertically focusing) possible. For the design 
described below ф =.015 seems to be a reasonable trade-off. 
3. INTERACTION AND SLOPING REGION 
The experimental insertion design must provide for the desired values 
of optic functions at the IP ( 0*= 0.02 m, 0*= 0.15 m, ID*|= 0.4 m were 

x у у 
chosen) and secure appropriate places for the crab-cavities. At these 
points В values should be equal and they must differ in the vertical 
betatron phase ф by an integer multiple of X. 
The experimental insertion layout in the vertical plane is shown 
schematically in Fig.l. The initial crossing angle is increased by 
the first lens Ql to 0.082 rad so that the orbits separation at the Q2 
entrance exceeds 12 cm which permits to usher beams into separate 
channels. Positions where crab cavities could be placed are pointed 
with arrows. 
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The required value of the dispersion invariant la obtained at the 
vertical bends VI,V2. In order that dlsporsion generated on eithor side 
of the IP acquires the eame sign at the IP, an additional phase shift 
Дф = %•between the IP and the first vertical bend on one side is needed 
which makes the insertion optics strongly asymmetric as shown in Fig.2. 
Yet the final focus doublets are symmetric with quadrupole parameters 
as given below: 

Table 1 
Ql Q2 

Distance from the IP (m) .65 2.15 
Length (m) .60 .40 
Nominal field gradient (T/m) 20 -12 
Required aperture a :a (cm) 2:4 2:4 

x у 
The cited field gradients (corresponding to E = 2.2 QeV) are fairly low 
во the machine energy range can be extended to E = 3 GoV and more. 
4. ABC LATTICE 
In Ref.[3] a low omittance lattice was proposed which has large mean 8 
value and at the same time demonstrates good dynamic stability 
properties thus solving the problem of Tousohek lifetime in 
monochromatic TCF. That lattice represented itself a sequence of 
quadrupole triplets and sector bending magnets with a small defocueing 
gradient needed to minimize beatings of the vertical betatron function. 
At present a retunable lattice design is widely discussed which could 
be used in both conventional and monochromatic TCF8. The triplet 
lattice can also be made retunable if instead of the combined-function 
magnet a dipole magnet is used with a defocueing quadrupole inserted in 
the center.As a result we come to configuration analogous to the KEK B-
factory arc cell design with inverted polarity of quadrupoles. 
The optic functions in a cell and dispersion suppressor in the low 
emittance mode are shown in Fig.3. The main lattice parameters are as 
follows: 

Table 2 
Number of cells, Including 

4 dispersion suppressing half-cells 16 
Betatron phase advances Ф :4> 5X/4 : X/4 
Cell length (m) 12.3 
Bending radius (m) 12.5 
Natural emittance at 2.2 GeV (X-nm-rad) 17.6 

The phase advances were chosen so that the intrinsic compensation of 
nonlinearitiee introduced by sextupole and octupole correctors was 
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ensured. The same compensation principle holds in the high einitfcanoo 
modo for phase advances uuch ou 3X/4, X/4. In this particular case 
natural omittance at the nominal опвгцу Е- = 2.2 OoV equals 90(%) 
nm-rad. In both modes additional wigglors should be employed in order 
to obtain the desired emittanco and energy spread. 

0. CHROMATICITY COimBCTION 
Лв was pointed out in Ref.[1], monochromatization facilitates correction 
of the final focus lenses chromatic aberrations owing to large 
dispersion function values in the IP neighbourhood. The opposite signs 
of dispersion function for electron and positron rings make It 
necessary to employ either electrostatic or RF sextupolos in the hoad-

1 Э on collision ease ' . 
A finite crossing angle in the same plane with non-zero dispersion 
offers now possibilities mentioned in the Introduction. If the field of 
the first quadrupole Ql has an octupole component with gradient B„= 
3 3i д В /Эх I л (or a separate octupolo magnet is installed), then a 

У x,y—v 
particle displaced from the ideal orbit will see an effective skew 
sextupole field , _. By = - (MoV^-V' 
where yQ Is the ideal orbit deviation from the quadrupole (octupole) 
axis due to crossing anglo. Since this deviation changes lbs sign with 
transition through IP, right and left quadrupoles must have octupole 
gradients with opposite signs, so that their contributions to quadratic 
chromaticity nearly cancel. Chromatioity qf the Q2 quadrupolee may be 
compensated for with skew sextupole magnets (SS) placed next to them. 
Feasibility of such chromaticity correction schema was studied with the 
help of the MAD program °. First quadrupolss Ql were modelled as a 
sequence of vertically bending magnets with incremented bending angle 
and skew sextupole gradient; octupole field component was lumped into 
thin roultipolos placed between these magnets. For the operating point 
Q =13.2, Q =6.15 the optimal Ql octupole gradient was found to be B.= ^ з з̂ 2.-10 T/m , insertion and arc sextupole aggregated strength (T/m) 
being as follows: 

, Table 3 
skew (SS) 2 x 3.7 
normal SD:SF 32 x -13.3 : 32 x 13.6 

Fig.4 shows chromatic dependence of the betatron tunes in the lattice 
containing two families of octupolos needed for nonlinear tune shift, 
correction. The lattice dynamic aperture was studied by tracking with 
the MAD program for at least 1000 turns; the results being presented in 
Fig.6. 
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в. TCP MAIN PARAMETERS 
The machine design paramotего are lietod 
the beam energy. The orab-oavltlee 
obtain the desired emittanceo and 
owitohed on.' 

in Table 4 for two values of 
and additional wigglero needed to 
energy spread are assumed to be 

Table 4 
Beam energy (QeV) 
Circumference (m) 
Momentum compaction 
Emittanoee S :£ (X-nm-rad) x у 
Energy spread (X) 
Beta-funotione Э„:Э„ (m) 
Dispersion function D (m) % ¥ Bunoh dimensions d :0 (mm) x у 
Bunch length (mm) 
Beam-beam parameters {;„:£„ 

x у 
Number of particles per bunch 
RF frequency (MHz) 
Bunch fill factor 
Luminosity (10 от а ) 
Touechek lifetime (h) 
Threshold impedance (Ohm) 
Beam current (A) 
RF voltage/beam (MV) 
Synchrotron tune 
Collision energy spread (keV) 
Crab frequency (MHz) 
Crab voltage amplitude (MV) 

1.55 

.6:1.0 
0.050 

0.013:0.2 

2.2 
333.9 

0.00498 
12.6:1.9 

0.061 
0.02:0.15 

0.40 
0.016:0.245 

12.5 
0.04:0.02 

3.6-10 10 

1 
0.86 
0.9 

1.2 
1.0 

0.011 
67 

0.50 

201 

0.2 

402 

7.9-1010 

1 
2.6 
2.2 

2.5 
2.1 

0.013 
131 

0.72 
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Fig.2. Optics of the experimental insertion 

Fig.3. Arc cell and dispersion suppressor 
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A SCHEME OF THE HIGH-YIELD TAU-CHARM FACTORY 
INJECTION COMPLEX 

Yu.I.Alexahin , A.Yu.Molodozhenzev . A.I.Sidorov 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 
141980, Dubna, Moscow Region. Russia 

A b s t r a c t 
The scheme of the High-Yield Tau-Charm Factory Injection Complex 

using both - short pulee СЗвпзес) and long pulse (~500nsec) 
induction sections, is proposed. It makes it possible to produce positron 1 0 (electronJ bunches with 10 particles in each bunch, store them in 
booster-synchrotron, then accelerate and inject a train of bunches 
into the collider exactly "bunch-into-bunch". This Injector Complex 
can help to realize a finite-crossing-angle regime. 

1. Introduction 
The main requirement to the Tau-Charm Factory (TCF) Injection 

Complex is the ability to support high integral luminosity level. Then 
it is necessary to provide a high average rate of positron production 
and minimize pauses in the detector operation indispensable during 
particle injection into the collider. 

The most serious demands to injection complex are made 
to realize the schemes with finite crossing-angle and 

/ 2/ monochromatization in collision energy . In the first case it is 
connected with the great number of bunches, circulating in the 

/3/ collider, in the second case, with short particle lifetime' • It is 
evident that the situation becomes still more complicated in the 
scheme which realizes the both crossing at the finite angle and 
monochromatization . In the last case, the rate of positron 
production should reach 5x10 sec or more, with the number of 
bunches in each beam exceeding 200. 

In this report the scheme of the Tau-Charm Factory Injection 
Complex,which allows one to solve all the problems pointed above,is 
proposed. The following main principles are laid in the basis of this 
injection scheme: 

- the Complex operates in the regime of bunch refill at the 
experiment energy; 
- a large fraction of bunches (1/3-1/2) in each beam is 
replenished in a single booster pulse; 
- each positron pulse from electron/positron converter contains 
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the amount of particles necessary to refill one bunch in the 

collider. 

2. High-Yield Injection Complex 

The proposed Complex layout is shown in Fig.l. It comprises 

combined electron gun (1) generating at variance of high and low 

current electron pulses accelerated by induction linac (2) to energy 

of up to 6MeV; racetrack induction accelerator (3), eo called RIA, 

increasing high-current electron bunch energy up to 70MeV; 

electron/positron converter (4); positron linac (5); rapid electron-

positron synchrotron (6) and booster synchrotron (not shown in the 

figure). 

Electron and positron bunches accelerated in REPS up to ~0.5GeV 

fill the booster-synchrotron in turn. Then a train of refilling 

bunches is accelerated up to the experiment energy and injected into 

the collider, where it replenishes 1/3-1/2, part of the already 

existing bunches. 

The particle number in each refilling bunch can be estimated in 

the following way. The typical admissible value of particle losses in 

the TCF, ie 10 particles per hour from every bunch. If the bunches 

are refilled once in six minutes, every additional electron or 

positron portions should have 10 particleB . To produce such amount 

of positrons in a single pulse with time duration equal to or le^a 

than 20nsec, the primary electron beam should have power ~10GWt, which 

is typical for induction linacs. To save space the recirculation 

principle can be employed, which leads us to the idea of a racetrack 

induction accelerator (RIA) as the driver for the positron source. 

With euch an option, the positron linac (5), which helps to 

accommodate the positron beam in rapid synchrotron (6), should be also 

of the induction type. 

2.1 Electron-Positron Conversion System 

First of all, let us determine parameters of the primary electron 

beam necessary to produce the cited amount of positrons (10 ) in a 

bunch. The electron-positron conversion at the electron energy up to 

l©0MeV/7'15' 16/ is well-studied both theoretically and 

experimentally. Monte Carlo calculations and experimental data have 

shown the conversion efficiency (N /N_) to be the following function 

of the incident electron energy (E_[MeV]) and the target thickness 

(T[xQ] ): 

N+ / N_ s ( E_
3/2 * T ) * 10-4 , (1) 

in assumption that T < Tc , where l'c s 0.25 * lnE_. 
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According to eq.(l), if one incident electron witli the energy of 70MeV 

hits the tungsten target with thickness of T=1.0 (in units of the 

tungsten radiation length , x =3.5rnm), the conversion efficiency is 

equal to 5.85*10" . About 10% of all the positrons leaving the target 

have energy in the range (10±0.7)MeV. The root-mean square value of 

divergence angle of such positrons is (<9 >) =* 0.64rad, and the 

r.m.s. positron beam diameter at the onergy 10MeV is about 2.6mm if 

the electron beam spot diameter ie 1.0mm. Therefore, the positron beam 

omittance is E. ~ 0.03% (cm*rad). h, v 
Introducing a safety factor of 10 we obtain the overall 

conversion efficiency N+/ H_ ~ 5*10 for the incident electron beam 

with the spot radius on the target 0.5mm and energy 70MeV. These 

positrons will have energy in the range (10±0.7)MeV. 

In the conventional achoms of the intense positron beam 

generating, the basic problem is the . effective quarter-wave 

transformation of the positron beam phase space. It is required to 

match a paraxial focusing system accompanying the initial stage of 

acceleration. Generally, two kinds of matching devices are now mainly 
/15/ used in positron accelerators : 

-narrow band system such as the quarter-wave transformer; 

-wide band systems such as the adiabatic device. 

We propose to use the short pulsed induction section with large 

acceptance to accelerate the positron beam right after the conversion 

system (Fis-l.CB]). The inner section radius may be as large as 6cm. 

Then in the cited range all positrons with energy ~10MeV will be 

captured into a strong longitudinal magnetic field (B =1T) and 

successfully accelerated by the induction electric field without 

a noticeable loss. Short solenoids installed into the inductors of the 

accelerating section are able to create the required magnetic field. 
1 0 Basing on these results we conclude that to generate 10 

positrons in a bunch with the time duration < 25nsec it is necessary 

to use the electron beam with energy 70MeV and peak current 150A. With 

this aim we propose to uae a high-current electron accelerator, known 

as a Racetrack Induction Accelerator 

2.2 High-Current Electron Recirculator 

Several years the principle of the charge particle recirculation 

through accelerator ( RF accelerator or induction accelerator ) 

has been widely used all around ths world ( Mainz, Illinois, Montreal, 

Moscow, Albuquerque, Sandia, Livermore ). Induction rocirculatore. 
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known со Raoetraok Induction Accelerator (RIA) or Spiral Line 
Induction Accelerator (SLIA), ore nblo in principle to accelerate 
high-ourront oharge particle beams with the peak ourrent up to 10kA to 
the final energy of 100MeV. The high-aurrent racetraok induotion 
accelerator offers several advantages in comparison with the other 
high-current accelerator concepts. Its chief advantage is the high 
energy gain per pass which is possible due to linear induotion 
acceleration technology. This feature allows the accelerator to 
aohieve the desirable energy within a short acceleration time,thereby 
reduoing the impact of instabilities and synchrotron radiation. The 
MA oonsiets of two long-pulse ("Б00пеес) linear induction modules and 
a raoetraok beam-transport system which returns the electron to the 
linear induction modules. To confine the high-current (~1...10kA) 
electron beam in the transport system it is necessary to make the 
combined vertical, axial (toroidal) , and ateliarator field 
configuration . If the needed electron beam pulse ourrent is limited 
by 200A, then it is possible to solve the problem in a simpler 
way / 1 2' 1 3 /. 

The proposed RIA parameters are presented in Table 3. To 
eliminate space-charge effects in the electron beam with the peak 
current of up to 200A, we propose to increase the injection energy up 
to few (3-6)MeV. The injeoted electron energy ehould grow linearly in 
time in order to match the instant value of bending magnetic field in 
the arcs. The raoetrack-traneport system in the arcs can be realized 
вв 180° achromatic bends with linear increasing in time of the 
bending magnetic field and the FDFDF sequence of quadrupcle 
components. There is a number of other solutions (in particular, with 
the FDF sequence ). To keep the eleotron beam in the induotion 
sections at the initial energy, we suggest to use the strong 
eolenoidal magnetio field (BQ=1T) which is oonstant in time of 
particle acceleration. To choose the basic variant of the transport 
system, a more detailed study is required. 

Optical and dispersion functions at the injection energy are 
shown in fig.2 and at the final energy in fig.3. The high gain and the 
corresponding short acceleration time for the RIA, make synchrotron 
radiation loss negligible. The stability of the beam in the racetrack 
ehould be good due to the short acceleration time and small number of 
turns. 

2.3 Rapid Electron-Positron Synchrotron 
As was assumed above, the necessary positron portion leaves 

the converter with the energy (10±0.7)MeV. After this the positron 
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bunch io injected into fchf» Bhcrt pulsed induction section (Pie-116]) 
and aooeloratod up to bho energy of 20MaV. It in поооовагу to oapturo 
thio bunoh in the eynchrotron acceleration regime at Rapid Klectron-
Poeitron Synohrotron (REPS, Fig-HO]). Thin oynohrotron may be done 
after the woll-known synchrotron B-4 which io a part of the injoation 
ooheme in the VEPP3 - VEPP4 complox, successfully operating 
ab IMP (Novosibirskj'S/. The phaae volume of the B-4 io 
Eh v~ 0.2%(om.rad) and the energy acceptance ie ЛЕ/Е <* ±3.6% / 7 / . 
Before switching on field acceleration at tho REPS, it is necessary to 
oomprese the pooitron bunch size to leoa than r-f bucket length. 

The REPS conoiote of four C-shapo 90°-eleotromnRneto (R=J.5m), 
four drift spaces, each about 1.5m long, and two RF acceleration 
stations. The magnetic field in tho working region io created by a 
certain profile of current ourfacos providing field index n a 0.4 
The beam injection and extraction are performed by means of nanosecond 
generators. The aooeleration of electrons and positrons at the REPS is 
performed separately. Basio REPS parameters are given in Table 6. 

The short electron bunch is generated with a low-emittance 
electron gun (Fig-l CI]), after that it io accelerated in the maximum 
of the accelerating field of induction linoc (Fig.l [2]) to an energy 
of 6MeV and then the bunch is driven to the REPS with a transport 
system. 

2.4 Boostor Synchrotron 
The prepared and accelerated positron/eleotron bunches containing 

1 о 10 partioles each, are injected into the Booster Synchrotron where 
they are stored and accelerated to tho exporiment energy. In 
particular, the booster parameters may be similar to tho parameters of 

/3/ the heavy-ion accelerator U-10 (ITEP,Moscow) after some 
modification (see Table 7). 

3. Conclusion 
The proposed scheme of the High-Yield Tau-Charm Factory Injection 

Complex using both short pulse (~30noec) and long pulee (~500nsec) 
induction sections, makes it possible to produce positron (electron) 

10 
bunches with 10 particles in each bunch, store them in booster-
synchrotron, then accelerate and inject a train of bunches into th© 
collider exactly "bunch-into-bunch". This Injector Complex can help to 
realize the finite-croseing-anglo regime. Some prototype elements of 
thio Complex are operating successfully at INP(Novoaibirsk) and 
ITEP(Moscow). Moreover, to create such Complex we could use the 
experience on induction accelerators at hand in JINR(Dubna). 
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Table 1. 
The Electron Gun 
Tho High-Current Gun 
with the annular cathode 

Energy 
Peak current 
Beam duration 
Maximal repetition frequency 

The Low-Emittanco Gun 
Energy keV 
Peak current 
Beam duration 
Maximal repetition frequency 

keV 
A 

nsec 
Hz 

300 
200 
25 

10-20 

150 
mA 320 (101Ое-) 

The Induction Electron Accelerator 
Injection energy 
Output energy 
Peak current 
Length 
Working part of modulator pulse 
Accelerating field 
Repetition frequency 
Maximal longitudinal magnetic field 

nsec 
Hz 

Tablo 
>r 
keV 
MeV 
A 
m 
nsec 
MV/m 
Hz 

kG 

2. 

2. 

5 
10-20 

300 
6-6.0 
200 
2.5 
25 
2.0 
20-40 
10.0 

Table 3. 
The High-Current Electron Recirculator (RIA) 

Injection energy 
Output energy 
Energy spread 
Peak current 
Beam duration 
Maximal repetition frequency 
Number of turns 
Number of acceleration sections 
Energy gain per section 

MeV 
MeV 

% 
A 
nsec 

Hz 

MeV 

2. .6--6.0 
70 
±10 
130 
25 
10-20 
19 
2 

1.7 
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Working part of modulator pulse 
Maximal longitudinal magnetic field 
Length of section 
Average acceleration field 
Core radius 
Bending radius 
Bending magnetic field 
Sequence of quadrupole components 
Circumference 

Electron-Positron Converter 
Electron energy 
Number of electrons per impulse 
Conversion efficiency 
Target thickness 
Positron energy 
Number of positrons per impulse 
Positron omittance 

Positron Accelerator 
Injection energy 
Output energy 
Peak current 
Beam duration 
Repetition frequency 
Longitudinal magnetic field 
Working part of impulse duration 

on modulator 

nsec 
I kG 

m 
MV/m 
m 
m 
kG 

m 

Table 

MeV 

Cx0] 
MeV 

3C.cm.rad 

Table 

MeV 
MeV 
mA 64 
nsec 
Hz 

kG 

500 
10.0 
1.5 
1.13 
0.5 
0.7 

0 - 3.0 
FDFDF 
8.0 

4. 

70 
2+1013 

~5*10-3 

1.0 (~3.5mm) 
10 (±7%) 

1011 

0.03 

i 5. 

10 
20 

(101Ое+) 
25 
1-2 

10.0 

nsec 25 

Table 6-
Rapid Electron-Positron Synchrotron 

Injection energy MeV 
Output energy MeV 
Energy acceptance % 
Bending radius m 
Circumference m 

20 
550 
±10 
1.5 
15 
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Synchrotron energy loss at 550MeV keV/turn 8.05 

Phase acceptance X.cm.'rad ~0.2 

Energy spread % ±3.5 

Table 7. 
Booster-Synchrotron 

Injection energy MeV 550 

Maximum output energy GeV 2.5 

Maximum repetition rate Hz 10 

Circumference m 223.7 
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1 Introduction 
fiivt.-stigations of interactions of neutrons with nuclei based on time-of-flight spectroscopy 
have been carried out in the Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR. Up to now the booster-

multiplier on the basis of IBR-30 reactor initiated by high power electron beam from 
tin; linear accelerator LUE-40 has been used as a pulse source of resonant neutrons. The 
neutron pulse duration is / = 4 usee when the coefficient of multiplication is К = 200, 
;md total intensity is dN/dt = 5-101'1 neutrons per second. Such intensity was the highest 
in the world until the start of LANSCE neutron source at Los Alamos laboratory, which 
produces dN/dt =• 1016 neutrons per second with pulse duration t = 0.13/isec. This fact 
and also the necessity of LUE-40 reconstruction after 20 years of operation set the task 
of developing the new source of resonant neutrons [1]. 

For increasing of the energy resolution in the scheme: linear accelerator -booster-
multiplier it's necessary to decrease neutron pulse duration by order of magnitude. It 
can be reached by proper decrease of multiplication coefficient, with simultaneous increase 
of the average power of the electron beam to preserve the integral yield of neutrons. The 
choice of all parameters of the linear accelerator is caused by these requirements. 

1.1 The limits on the main parameters and choice of the regime 
of operation of the linear accelerator 

For high efficiency of neutron production in the phototarget the energy of accelerated 
electrons must be greater than 60 MeV, because the output of neutrons . per the unit power 
of accelerated beam almost doesn't depend on electron energy in this case. Also it follows 
that there is no limit on energy spread from this side. The upper limit for electron energy 
is dictated by necessity to place accelerator in the existing room and hence by maximal 
achievable acceleration rate. For electron beam with large mean power the losses during 
acceleration and transportation are impermissible, so energy spread is limited mainly by 
optimal conditions for transportation of the beam and its focusing on the target. This 
condition limits the emittance of the beam i aswell.Dueto large heat evolution in the 
target, the size of focused beam has to be not very small, around 20 mm in diameter. 

For the neutron pulse duration to be determined mainly by multiplication time, the 
electron pulse duration has ' to be approximately twice less, namely t < 0.3 fisec. The 
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repetition rate of electron pulses is limited by the existing experimental conditions and 
has to be less lhan 200 Hz. Hence, large mean power in the beam about P = 10 kW is 
achievable only if accelerating current is high enough - by order of several amperes. The 
regime with the energy stored in the accelerating structure is optimal for efficient accel
eration of short electron bunches. This regime is also realized in acceleration structure 
with travelling wave if system for RF-power multiplication (SLED) is used. 

1.2 Relationships for average power of accelerating beam in lin
ear accelerator 

Average power of accelerated electrons is defined as 

Pav =• IpUbTpf, 

where Ip — pulse current, Ub — beam voltage,. rp - current pulse duration, / - repetition 
rate. Substitution of Ip = Qhp where Q - total charge, and Ub = EaccL ,where 
Eacc • accelerating gradient, L - length of the accelerator, gives: 

lav = 

QEaccLf. 
The value of total accelerated charge is limited by transverse instability. For standard 
accelerating structure without damping of non-symmetrical modes the total charge can 
be estimated as [2]: 

Q < C % , J-'acc 

where constant Q is determined by the geometry of accelerating structure. Then 

Patt < CElJ. 
This estimation is valid in absence of focusing of the beam. In the strong longitudinal 
magnetic field В the developing of instability is similar to drift and in this case: 

e<c§, 
J ao S v -^acc-Oy . 

In both cases the average power of the beam is determined by an accelerating gradient and 
repetition rate, but doesn't depend on the length of the accelerator. Hence it's possible 
to increase the average power only by increasing the gradient of accelerating field in the 
section. 

Accurate simulation of transverse beam dynamics shows that to achieve the average 
power of Pav = 10 kW with repetition rate / = 150 Hz, accelerating gradient has to • 
be EaCc « 'Ю MeV/m, and focusing magnetic field В « 5 kG. 

1.3 Elements and parameters of the linear accelerator 
The project of the linear accelerator based pn the above requirements is developed at 
INP. The main parameters of nominal regime are summarized in Table 1. 

In this project the elements of INP foreinjector for B- and F- factories are proposed 
to use. The layout of the accelerator is shown in fig. 1. 

The accelerator consists of: 
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Figure 1: The layout of the accelerator 
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Table 1: The main parameters of the accelerator in nominal regime 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Energy of electrons 
Peak current 
Current pulse width 
Repetition rate 
Average beam power 

2l2MeV 
1.5 Л 

0.25/idec 
150//= 
12 lc№ 

• three-electrode electron gun with grid control, 

• buncher, 
• two accelerating sections, 
• focusing system, 
• magnet-analyzer, 
• vacuum transport channel, 
• two klystrons with high-voltage modulators, 
• RP power multiplication system (SLED), 
• RF exciting system, 

Proposed linear accelerator can be used for acceleration of long electron bunch, when 
RF pulse compression system is switched off. Beam parameters for this case are presented 
in Table 2. 

Table 2: Beam parameters in the regime of long pulse 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Maximal energy of electrons 
Peak current 
Current pulse duration 
Repetition rate 
Average power 

70MeV 
1.3 Л 

3/i.sec 
50tfz 
WktV 

Both sections can be driven by one klystron when SLED is switched off. Average 
power up to bkW can be achieved in this regime with repetition rate 150 Hz. Such 
regime can be useful in the first stages of the project. The Ыоск-.schetne of the accelerator 
is shown in fig. 2. 

2 Electron source 
DC gun with grid control is used as electron source, which has to provide parameters 
given in Table 3. The schematic view of the source is presented in fig. 3. 

All elements under high potential are placed inside the tank with SFr, under pressure 
0.7 atm. Cathode-grid part of tube GS-34 with oxide cathode 12 mm in diameter is 
used in the gun. Low value of grid voltage in this part alleviates the problem of forming 
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Figure 2:. The block-scheme of the accelerator 
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Table 3: Parameters of the source of olectroim 

1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
Г), 
6, 
7. 

Energy of electrons 
Peak current 
Pulse width 
Repetition rate 
Ernittance less than 
Time jitter less thun 
Energy spread \om than 

200 kcV 
10 Л 

250 пнес 
150 Hz 

0,01 ff • cm • rati 
1 usee 

2kcV 

I j ; , , 1 1 1 j . 1 
0 500 1000 мм 

Figure 3: The schematic view of the electron source: 
/ — corrector, 2 — magnetic lens, J — vacuum lock, .{ — wall current monitor, 5 — magnetic 
lens, б — cathode -grid part, 7 — insulator, S — control block, 9 — gun tank, 10 — power 
transformer, 11 — power supply, 12 — resistors, I;) — high voltage source, l.{ — ion pump 
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nanosecond control pulse rind allows forming the beam with the small «mittanco, The 
focusing system consists of two axial magnetic lenses and one corrector of the beam po
sition. Simulations show that beam aha ul the entrance of the buncher doesn't exceed 
10 mm during all (he pulse. 

Control block forms the current pulse with required magnitude and duration and 
provides synchronous start on command from the main control system. The magnitude 
of current pulse can be varied from 0 up to 10 A. The synchronization is controlled with 
IflO /мес resolution. The modification of control block provides the 3 пзес pulse and can 
lie used In the first stage for tests and arrangement, 

The test variant of the gun with the energy 100kcV has been produced and com
missioned. It gives pulses with current up to 3 A and duration of 3 and 200 rt^ec. The 
results of the work on the prototype allow using the most of the elements in the final 
Viirinnt of tin: electron source, 

3 Buncher 
It's proposed to use biuicher working on the backward travelling wave with the field 
exponentially increasing along the bunchor, This bunchcrallows one to form the bunches 
I'/ficiently in the wide range of current and duration of the beam because increasing 
licit 1 consistently compensates debunching caused by space charge forces. The bundling 
process is shown in fig. I,and the dependence of output current on time and on energy 
spread is shown in lig. 5 

TIt1E/T= 1 1 6 8 . 3 5 9 
POUERCfcU) = 9 7 . 7 7 6 1 7 
EZ<klVcn) = 1 3 . 5 3 8 4 3 
FIELD CHANGE BUNCH CONT ? 

- 1 , 8» *NTIM 28 

F(H)lz) =2956 . BBS 
ST(mm)=3.535852 

BCmm)=48.6S31 
A(mm)=12.37268 
G(mm)=45.95568 
D(nm)=49 .49873 
L(mm)=395.9258 

QG=1E-B2 
numcav=4 
in cav=4 

TET=.S 
HF(kA)=4.9E-B3 

NP=38B 
UB(kU)=2B0 

18CA)=1B 
ARF=4.9 

BEAMmm=3.53SB52 

Figure 4: The bunching process 

The capture up to 55% in energy range ±E/E = 3% is reached for 10 .4 initial 
current. Table 4 contains detailed information on the buncher. 
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FCrlllz)n2OG6.O0G 
ST(nn)=3,535052 

D(mn)=<18.&S31 
fl(rim> = lZ.37ZG0 
GCmn)=4S.9S560 
D(nn)=<19.«19073 
L(mm 3=395.9250 

aG=lE-B2 
numcaw=4 
In cav=<1 

TET=.S 
RFCJ<rt)=4.9E-03 

NP=300 
U0(1<U)=2B0 

I8(rt)=10 
ARF=<1.9 

BEAMmn=3.535052 

ППЕ^Т= 1168.022 COORD.= 104 
POUEBCJd» = 97.77617 Imax/IB = 10.16756 

Figure 5: The dependence of output current on time (Left) and on energy spread (right) 

Table 4: Parameters of the buncher 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
S. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

Type 
Frequency 
Phase velocity 
Bundling efficiency 
Total length 
Number of cells 
Period length 
Diameter of cell 
Diameter of hole in the iris 
Thickness of the iris 
input pulse power 
Mean power 

backward travelling wave27r/3 
2S56 MHz 

0.7 
60% 

243 mm 
4 

49.48 mm 
S1.3 mm 
24.7 mm 
4.5 mm 
HOkW 
S.2 W 
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Table o: Parameters of the accelerating structure 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9.. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

Operating mode 
Frequency 
Length of section 
Number of accelerating cells in section 
Length of a period 
Internal diameter 
Diameter of the hole in iris 
Iris thickness 
Overvoltage coefficient 
Group velocity 
Quality factor 
Shunt impedance per unit length 
Accelerating gradient 

2тг/3 
2856Л///Д 
3030mm 

85 
34.98mm 
83.7mm 
25.6mm 

6mm 
1.7 
2% 

1.3 • 10'1 

53 Л/ft/m 
iOMeV/m 

4 Accelerating section 
The disc loaded waveguide i used as .celerating structure. The main parameters of 
accelerating sections are presented in Table 5. 

The damping time of held in the .section is the determining parameter for efficient 
transmission of RF energy from klystron to the beam. Type of accelerating structure is 
chosen to maximize this parameter. The geometry of accelerating cell is optimized for 
maximum accelerating gradient, necessary to obtain high average power in the beam. 

5 Klystron 
As calculations show, the efficiency of energy transmission from klystron to the beam 
around 15% can be reached. So, to obtain required 10 kW average power of the beam, 
it's necessary to provide approximately 70 kW power from RF source. The cost of 
accelerator is mainly determined by the cost of modulators for klystrons, therefore it's 
preferable to use as few klystrons as possible. The 5045 klystron satisfies these demands 
optimally [3]. Two such klystrons with repetition rate 150 Hz provide required power. 
Moreover 5045 klystron has very long lifetime, about 40 000 hours, and is supplied with 
pulse transformer in assemble, which decreases the cost of the modulator considerably. 
The main parameters of 5045 klystron are presented in Table 6. 

6 Modulator 
It is supposed to use high voltage power supply on the base of high voltage transformer, 
rectifier and choke as charging device for pulse forming network (PFN). Scheme of voltage 
stabilization consists of two loops. In the first loop the controlled rectifier with feedback 
keeps constant voltage with 1% accuracy. De-Q'ing system is used for the second loop. 
The charging choke has secondary coil, which is shorted when required potential on PFN 
is reached. Estimations show that in this case instability of the charge in PFN decreases 
approximately one order of magnitude. 
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Table Cy, The klystron 5045 specifications 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9. 

Frequency 
Peak output power 
RF pulse width 
Repetition rate 
Power gain 
Efficiency 
Anode voltage 
Peak beam current 

2856 MHz 
67 MVV 
3.5 /isec 

up to 180 Hz 
53 - 57 dB 
43 - 47% 
350 kV 
400 A 

Without bo«Ml<M<ttng 

Acce l . Gradient " \ : 

' i i ,4 
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• 11 » s.s 
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Figure 6: The distribution of the field inside section at the moments tt and lt 

PFN is the most important part of modulator, which determines reliability, lifetime 
and performance characteristics of modulator, therefore large work was done to choose 
the optimal type of capacitors and other parts. All types of capacitors available in our 
market were analyzed or tested. Hydrogen thyratron is used for commutation at the exit 
of PFN. 

7 R F power multiplier 
For efficient RF power transmission to the beam, SLED type system of RF pulse com
pression is supposed to use. SLED allows one to increase pulse power with decreasing pulse 
duration [4]. It consists of 3 dB coupler, two high-Q cavities and fast phase shifter by 
ISO0. Accurate calculations taking into account the real shape of RF pulse from 5015 
klystron shows that 5.5 is the optimal magnitude of cavity coupling for T = O.b/is. The 
distribution of the field inside the section at the moments ti and <2 is shown in fig. 6. The 
field is almost uniform along the section. Time dependences of RF-power after klystron, 
power after SLED and energy gain are presented in fig. 7. 

If injection starts at the moment fi —T — т\, (п = 0.25/isec - electron pulse width) 
and finishes at the moment t2 = T, then energy gain for head particles of electron bunch 
is approximately 30% less than for tail particles. Almost linear dependence of energy 
gain along the bunch can be compensated by proper choice of current loading. In this 
case the expression for gained energy is: 

10 
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Figure 7: The dependences of RF-power after klystron, power after SLED and energy 
gain on time 

Fig. 8 shows how normalized average energy of electrons, energy spread, at' the exit 
of the accelerator and efficiency of power transmission from klystron to the beam depend 
on beam current. 

For Io/InF — 2.25 the minimum energy spread around 2.5% can be achieved. In this 
regime 15% of klystron power is transmitted to the beam, 24% is lost in SLEU cavities, 
•12% is lost in section and 19% is lost in RF load. 

8 Synchronization and R F -excitation system 
Synchronization and RF excitation system provides necessary stability of RF frequency, 
allows one to tunc frequency in required range, generates two independently controlled RF 
signals with 2kW power for excitation of klystrons, makes fast phase shift by ISO0 for 
SLED operation, provides time synchronization of all parts and systems. Block-scheme 
of the system is shown in fig.9. 

Master oscillator (1) works on the 32nd subharmonic (89,25 MHz) of LINAC fre
quency (2856 MHz). Master oscillator is built to the scheme of frequency synthesizer 
and allows one to tune frequency in narrow range. The frequency stability is provided by 
thermostatic quartz oscillator. 

9 Focusing system 
The focusing system is divided in two parts. In the first one where beam has relatively 
low energy and large emittance the solenoidal focusing is used. After the first acceleration 
section the beam has an energy of 120 MeV and for further transportation the magnetic 
field in solenoid must be too strong and also emittance is significantly decreased, therefore 
it's possible to use focusing channel with quadrupole lenses. Layout of the solenoidal part 
of the focusing system is presented in ftg.10 

This channel has an acceptance of 3 • 10~2 cm • rad for the beam with 15% energy 
srjread. The dependence of magnetic field on longitudinal coordinate and trajectories of 
the particles are shown in fig.11. 
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6 U/{](%), 
v(%) 

Figure 8: Dependence of average energy (1), energy spread (2) and efficiency of power 
transmission (3) on beam current 

Transportation of particles from the exit of the first section to the target is performed 
by four doublets of quadrupole lenses. This channel has an acceptance of 2 • 10~3 cm • rail 
for beam with 30% energy spread. The beam envelopes are shown in fig. 12. 

10 Beam diagnostics 
Beam monitoring system must provide the proper alignment of beam trajectory and con
trol beam current, energy and energy spread. Three types of monitors are used for mea
surement of beam parameters: wall current monitors, strip-line beam position monitors 
and wire profile monitors. The beam profile monitors are out of the beam during normal 
operation and are used during start-up or during the commissioning of the accelerator. 

The spectrometer with 10 kG •• sector magnet is supposed to use for energy and energy 
spread measurement. It can measure energy in the range of 50 MeV to 240 MeV with 
at accuracy better than 1%. The schematic view of spectrometer is shown in fig. 13. 

11 Conclusion 

The comprehensive research and development work has been carried out and the solutions 
of all the principal problems are found. The intense resonance neutron source with 
required parameters can be built based on the project presented here. 
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Figure 11: The dependence of magnetic field on longitudinal coordinate and trajectories 
of the particles in the solenoidal focusing system: 
a)—x-phase plane at the exit, 
b)—y-phase plane at the exit, 
c)— beam envelope for 10% beam loading of the accelerating field: 
/ — cosine-like trajectories, 
~ — sine-like trajectories, 
3 — longitudinal magnetic field strength 

'XV -Opti» 9: -1:1993 10:34 Apert= 2.5 Fsi max= 100 

Figure 12: Beam envelope in quadrupole focusing channel for particles with energy 
190 MeV 
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Figure 13: Magnet of the spectrometer: 
1 — pole of the magnet, 2 — coil, 3 — core, J, — trajectory of the beam with energy 50 Me'V, 
5 — trajectory of the beam with energy 2J,0 MeV, б - detector surface 
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LINEAR ELECTRON ACCELERATOR DEVELOPMENT FOR BASIC SCIENTIFIC 
RESEARCH AND ADVANCEMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES IN UKRAINE: CURRENT 

STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

N.Aizatsky, A.Dovbnya, V. Kushnir, V.Mitrochcnko, Yu.Tur 

Linear Accelerator Department, the Ukrainian Science Center, Kharkov Institute of 
Physics & Technology, Kharkov 310108, Ukraine 

Summary 
The current status of 2 GcV linear electron accelerator (LUE-2 GeV) upgrading and 

prospects for its development are described for the needs of basic and applied research in 
various areas of physics. Information is given on research and development (R & D) in 
accelerators for industrial application. 

General 
Despite the fact that maximum attainable electron beam energies in multisectional e-

linacs are lower than proton beam energies in the state-of-the-art TeV machines 
(FERMILAB, CERN, DESY, UNK), their role in basic physical research remains very high: 
one has just to recall that the discoveries of nucleon structure (Hofachtander, 1962), y-
particle (Richter, 1974), violation of CPT-invariance and other such bre, iMhroughs, awarded 
Nobel Prize, , were all made on electron linacs. 

In the postwar years, scientists, working under the guidance of A.I.Akhiezer and 
Ya.B.Fainberg, developed the theory of linear resonance accelerators which afterwards 
underlay the engineering of some big electron linacs. In particular, 1966 saw the 
commissioning, under the leadership of K.D.Sinel'nikov, A.K.Valter, I.A.Grichaev of the 
European largest 50-sectional electron linac with designed energy output 2GeV (LUE-
2GeV). 

TABLE 1 
Parameters 

Output energy, GeV 
Pulse current, mA 
Average current, uA 

Duty factor 
Energy spread,% 
Emitlancc, mm*mrad 

1966 

1.5 
5 

0.5 

10-4 
4-6 
0.47 

1990 

2.0 
120 
12 

10-4 
0.2-1 

0.1 

1996 

3-3.5 
300 
300 

ю-3 

0.1 
0.05 

Pulse-Stretcher Ring-
2000 
0.5-3 

30 

0.9 
0.1 
0.1 

The LUE-2 GeV operation for the past 26 years, with the total machine time being more 
than 10^ man-hours, has served to considerably further the progress of nuclear physics 
research [1] and research in the area of interactions of relativistic electrons with crystals 
(crystal channeling and radiation dynamics) [2]. Concurrently , a possibility was first 
made feasible to simulate the in-reactor damage of different materials, using accelerated 
electron streams [3], and a vigorous research in probing the structure of high-temperature 
superconducting materials (HTSC) with electron beams, envisaging their modifications for 
enhancement of tneir useful properties (current-carrying capacity, etc.) was begun [4]. 
Expressly, it is using the LUE-2 GeV accelerator that the pioneering method for simulation 
and prognostication of the performance of reactor-grade structural materials inside 
fission/fusion reactors was succesfully tested by using high-energy electron (« 200 MeV) and 
gamma-quanta beams, allowing for neutron irradiation simulated phenomena to be studied, 
such as radiation hardening, low- and high-temperature radiation-induced embrittlement, 
creep, etc. Thus, e-beam parameters permitted producing irradiations incident on samples 
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(С,у ) thai were equivalent in flux closes to fast neutron fluxes (E > 0.1 MeV) up to the value 
of 2xl015 n*cm- . This demonstrated the feasibility of employing electron linacs for 
immediate simulations of high-temperature irradiation-induced embrittlement processes in 
advanced structural materials. Considering all this, one must also take into account that 
along with the continuos accelerator physics-technology advancement and beamtime 
allotment for various basic physics programs there was a continued work in progress to 
revamp accelerator systems and structures for the purpose of beam quality improvement. 

Particularly, during the seventies the appearai.ee of novel experimental procedures, 
involving utilization of electron and secondary-emission particle beams ( positrons, polarized 
gamma-quanta, mesons), imposed qualitatively new, stringent requirements on beam 
parameters, the most important of which was achieving beam monochromaticity better than 
0.1% with much higher beam intensities. In order to meet these requirements, in-depth 
studies were made on peculiarities of electron stream dynamics in the multisectional linacs 
for a wide range of beam current loads, new e-beam-forming techniques were developed 
such that employed the interplay of transversal and longitudinal beam motions, created the 
conditions for a backgroundless high-current beam guidance along its acceleration path, 
utilized effective ways of suppressing BBU-type instabilities and included those of target-
incident beam shaping, producing the energy loss spectrometer in their wake (see,' ref.[5-9]). 
In the final run, the outcome of all that innovative R&D was the increasing of output beam 
critical currents from 10 mA up to 120 mA at energy spread less than ± 0.1% [10]. 

12 20 26 36 P, MW 

a b 
Fig.l. Some characteristics of new-type AS: 

a) energy gain and the number of breakdowns during rf-processing vs input power; b) 
dispersion characteristics of substructures at the EHi i -type , initiating the beam break-up 

By the mid-eighties, the open new frontiers in nuclear and elementary particle physics 
imperatively called for electron accelerators with average operation energies of 1-4 GeV, 
using intense recirculating beam machine configurations, which pre-determined the design 
and construction of such facilities as MIT-Bates and CEBAF (USA), ELSA 
(Germany),MAX (Sweden), as well as Kharkov-Pulse-Stretcher Ring-2000 (PSR-2000) to be 
built as an outgrowth of LUE-2GeV when the financial crisis subsides [11]. The PSR-2000 
parameters are shown in the last right-hand column of Table 1. The mandated pre-condition 
for getting the PSR-2000 Project on its feet was a major revamp of the entire LUE-2 GeV 
accelerator to increase output beam energy from 2 to 3.5 GeV, beam currents from 100 to 
300 mA with concurrent duty factor decrease from 10"4 to 10"^, while retaining the high-
precision beam parameters. 
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Fig.2. Some characteristics of rf- \ <* 
sources: 

a) output power vs anode 
voltage for the klysrtons 
ARSENAL-1 ,KIU-53-2,KIU-
12-3; 

b) actual efficiency of 
microwave amplifiers vs 
micropervear.ee. Approximating 
curves are by V. Kanavets (1), 
H.Mihran(2), S.Henhtel (3) 
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The envisaged energy increase is to be accomplished by replacing the existing 10 MeV/m 
gradient accelerating structures (AS) with 17 MeV/m AS with 20 MW power input, the beam 
blow-up (BBU) critical current being 16 times that of the old type AS (Fig.l). Further 
energy increase will presumably be attained by installing 40 MW high-efficiency klystrons of 
ARSENAL type that are being developed now (Fig.2). 
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The average beam power increase should be obtained by replacing the rf-units based on 
KIU-12 klystrons (pulsed power 20 MW, average output 2.6 kW, pulse width 2.5 us, 
repetition rate 50 Hz) with K1U-53 klystron-operated rf-units (20 MW, 20 kW, 3.3 us, 300 
Hz).. In the longer-term perspective, ARSENAL klystrons shall be installed (40 MW, 40 
kW, 3.3us, 300 Hz), using the same HV-modulators. The high-precision output beam 
parameters should be provided by Improvements on injector systems, rf-unit output 
stabilization, energy compensation techniques, etc. 

By the time of this writing, actually, all of the functional components of the 
reconstructed LUE-2GeV have been designed and blue-printed, its parameters optimized and 
component prototypes constructed and tested, including: 

i) AS with gradients in excess of 20 MeV/m; 
ii) HV-modulators operating at pulsed voltage 270 kW, current 230 A, pulse width 2 to 

5 us, repetition rate 1 to 600 Hz, their efficiency being > 75% with intrapulse instability < 
0,1%; 

iii) rf master-oscillator with long-life stability in frequency better than 10"7 to 5xl0"7; 
iy) rf-transport, control and management system of the nominal operation average 20 

kW, comprising HP-phase shifters, attenuators and p-i-n boards; 
y) heat-exchangers, synchronizer and control systems. 
All signs were thus go for reconstructing our LUE-2GeV by way of pattern-

reproduction of the systems developed, Our technological base permits manufacturing : AS 
and HV-modulators on our own. 

Now, this know-how is being employed as baseline support to produce industrial 
accelerator-sterilizers in conformity with the ongoing National Anti-AIDS program. Principal 
layout and parameters of such accelerators are shown in Fig.3. 

The TAC parameters 
PAW 
E.MeV 
L j ' m 

10-12 
8-10 
0.4 

Fig.3 Layout of the Technological Accelerator Complex 

With such accelerators, the increased beam energy up to 30-35 MeV, their output 
power remaining unchanged owing to more rf-units and AS used throughout the system, 
together with creation of appropriate radiochemical technologies should form the base for 
highly effective production of 1*3I nuclides via the nuclear transmutation reaction 124Xe (n, 
у ) L23xe—>123i for nuclear medicine purposes [12]. These radionuclides will be of ultra
high purity. As a spin-off, such accelerators could be used for NDT of large-size objects and 
various radiation processing technologies. 

Beginning in 1989, a number of challenging .scientific problems have brought to the 
fore the task of building very high-brightness beam injectors. In the first place, it was 
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warranted by the requirements for Improved beam parameters In LUE-2GcV, secondly, there 
appeared the necessity for high-current accelerators to be used for studying the interactions 
of Intense electron streams with condensed media and plasmas, and, thirdly, It was mandated 
by our participation In the International collaboration on TeV e'e* collider program. Our 
part In the VLEPP program, with Protvlno as collaborator, was designated as R&D on a 
test-stand accelerator to be used for the workout of a measurement and control system for 
high-Intensity short-pulse bunch generation, with promising prospects for the ATF, so It was 
called, to be used as Injector for the collider [13], 

Having thoroughly analyzed results on rf-gun research in various accelerator centers, 
using such beam parametric criteria as particle number per bunch of picosecond duration -
101" (3.2 x 1010)*) , beam omittance ус- Ю"6 rad*m (1(H rad*m), beam brightness I/yc 
= 1-5 x 108 A/rad*m (1.5x10° A/rad*m), peak beam current I - 100-500 Л (75 Л), we chose 
our injector to be driven by laser-triggered rf-gun. R&D and blue-printing stages for such rf-
guns have been completed, first models constructed. Theoretically and experimentally, we 
have studied in-depfh peculiar features of (he operation of differs/it IhtffffiiOJiiC-, Held- and 
photo-emission structures under applied rf-field with gradients as high as 50 MeV/m. Also 
studied have been beam dynamics and compression in the Indicated systems, One can refer 
to practical applications as regards those rf-guns whose parameters are given in Table 2 
below and wich are in use with different dedicated research accelerators, 

As a matter of fact, our first rf-gun, together with certain other research items, have 
become integral parts In our compact accelerators with assigned precision beam parameters 
that could be used as injectors for dedicated synchrotron radiation sources, for Instance one 
for mlcrolithografical applications (SKN-600: diameter 3m, beam energy 600 McV , beam 
current 300 mA, wavelength resolution 8,6 angstrom, VLSI chip packaging density < 0,1 
micron) [14]. The setup and basic parameters of this accelerator are given in Flg,4, 

The second rf-gun version is used in R&D on the accelerator for the future accelerator 
test-stand for studying interactions of electron streams with various media.The third rf-gun 
modification has been designated as baseline structure for R.D&T and manufacture of driver 
for the VLEPP program. Its unique feature is a peculiar AS working 

TABLE 2 
Parameters 

Particle number per bunch 
Bunch length,ps 
Pulse width,ns 

Particle number per pulse 
Repetition rate, Hz 
Energy.MeV 

Emittancc, m*mrad 
Cathode type 
Emission current density, 
A/m2 

Laser 
Output energy, mJ 
Pulse width, ns 

thermionic 

2.5*108 

3-5 
1400 

1012 
1-25 

0.5-0.9 

2*10-5 

BaNl 

2.5* 105 

Nd:YAO 
0.08 (355 m) 

photoemission 

2.8* Ю8 

3-5 
6 

6,8* 109 
1-25 

0.6-1.1 

8*10"6 

BaNi 

4*106 

Nd.YAG 
0.08 (355 nm) 

6 

photocmission 

5*1010 
40 
7 

1012 
1-25 

0.6-1.1 

7*10-6 

BaNi 

4*i06 

Nd:YAG 
6 ( 355 nm) 

7 

at the first spatial harmonic of counter-propagating wave, thereby allowing for a considerable 
increase in maximum accelerating charge per pulse [15]. Fig.5 shows the general setup and 

"> For the sake of comparison, in parenthesis we give injector parameters driven by 
traditional thermionic guns and rf-bunchers. 
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designed parameters of this accelerator, Accelerator is being fitted up for operation conditions, 
with certain parameters having alredy been achieved close to those indicated in the table. 

Encrgy-62 McV 
Energy spread for 90% of 
particles number -<2% 
Beam current-0,107A 

Beam emittance-
< 1 mm*mrad 

Current pulse width-
0.3-1.2 usee 

Repetition rate-l-12.5Hz 

Fig.4. The accelerator layout: 
1- RF-gun, 2- beam position monitor, 3- focusing lens, 4- deflector, 5- beam current 
analyzer, 6- a-magnet, 7- directional coupler, 8- accelerating guide, 9- attenuator, 10- phase 
mixer, 11- a-magnet collimator, 12- Faraday cylinder, 13- RF-canal separation windows, 
14- vacuum pumps, 15- directional couplers of the analysing and safely systems, 16- vacuum 

valves, 17- RF-load, 18-
high-voltage RF-sourcc 

Energy- 15-20 MeV 
Pulse current- 5-30 A 

Pulse width- 7 ns 
Particle number per 
bunch-(l-7) 10 i0 

Repetition rate- 1-25 
Hz 

Charge per pulse-
60/200 nC 

Fig.5. Test accelerator layout: 
1- RF-gun, 2,3- magnetic lenses, 4- beam current analyzers, 5- beam-corrector, 6- laser, 7-

beam-current monitor, 8- RF- source, AS- accelerator structure 

The fourth rf-injector version (5 MeV, 1012 particles per single bunch with bunch 
duration 2-5 ps) is in the design-and-component evaluation stage of development. 

In conclusion, we ought to emphasize the importance of probability for one of the most 
promising directions, as it seems, of basic research pursuance in Ukraine on the base of 
LUE-2 GeV. The essence of this idea is to create on the base of LUE-2GeV a VUV-range 
free-electron laser (FEL) with power output of order 10 GW per pulse, operating in the 
single-pass regime SASE-mode with pulses of femto- or pico- second duration. Such a 
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facility, when in operation, would open up new vistas in basic research in Ukraine, for 
example, creation of gamma-lasers using nuclear transitions in isomers, or making available 
x-ray spectroscopic and holographic tools for biology, medicine and solid state physics, or 
furthering the progress in advanced materials production on the qualitatively new 
understanding of physics and chemistry of surface (subsurface) phenomena, etc. Linear 
accelerator advantages over other accelerator types to drive FELs becoming more and more 
pronounced (see, for instance,! 16]). 

TABLE 3 
ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES: 
GUN EXIT 
Energy, MeV 
Emittance,normalized,rms,mm-mrad 
Pulse duration,rms.ps 
Relative energy spread,rms,% 
Peak current, A 
ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES: 
HIGH ENERGY 
Energy, GeV 
Emittance, normalized, rms,mm-mrad 
Peak current, A 
Uncorrelated energy spread, rms,% 
Correlated energy spread, rms,% 

UNDULATOR PROPERTIES 
Period, cm 
Magnetic field, T 
Undulator parameter 

FEL PROPERTIES 
Wavelength, nm 
Field gain length, m 
Undulator saturation Length, m 
Peak power at saturation, GW 
Pulse duration, rms, ps 
Line width,rms,including chirping,% 

Photons per pulse 
Energy per pulse, mJ 
Peak brightness, 
Ph/mm2/mrad2/s/0.1% (Дш/ш) 
Repetition rate, Hz 
Average power, W 
Average brightness, 
Ph/mm2/mrad2/s/0.1% .(ДсоДо) 

SLAC I 

10 
3 

1.6 
0.15 
250 

7 
3 

2500 
0.04 
0.1 

8.3 
0.78 

6 

4 
6,9 
60 
28 

0.16 
0.2 

2.7xl014 

11 

5.3xl031 

120 
1.2 

l.OxlO2! 

LUE-2 II 
SLAC II 

10 
3 

1.6 
0.15 
250 

3.5 
3 

2500 
0.07 
0.1 

5 
0.8 
3.7 

4 
5.3 
48 
10 

0.16 
0.2 

lxlO1 4 

4 

2.0xl031 

120 
0.5 

3.7xl020 

LUE-2 I 

10 
3 

1.6 
0.15 
250 

2 
3 

2500 
0.12 
0.1 

3 
0.8 
2.22 

2.7 
4.1 
50 
7.1 

0.16 
0.2 

3xl0 1 3 

1 

l.OxlO31 

100 
0.17 

0.83x1020 

We can refer, in support of this suggestion, to the projected construction of a similar 
facility at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in the USA the benefits of which seem 
indisputable, as far as proceedings of the Workshop on Scientific Applications of Short 
Wavelength Coherent Light Sources are concerned [17]. It just remains to be said that much 
of the ongoing accelerator research at SLAC is very similar to ours, including that in high-
brightness beam generation. And we can be proud of the fact that, all our funding troubles 
were overcome . In pellicular, Table 3 compares the systems for electron linac and FEL at 
SLAC (columns 1,2) and those for LUE-2GeV at Kharkov (columns 2,3). 

The results in our possession like those referred to, among other things, in this paper 
and our preliminary assessments on the subject lead us to believe that all necessery parameters 
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at the LUE-2GeV exit are obtainable, We realize to the full the complexity of this problem, 
involving very many active researchers from other areas of science, and we must add that it 
may be even more appealing becauseia) it will be very cost-effective, since all basic 
components already exists, and b) Europe has no similar facility for operation in the 
ultraviolet and that opens a possibility of attracting funds for construction from outside of 
Ukraine. 
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Л С01ГСЕРТ OF ОНТЛИШЮ ЬО'ШТШШТЛЬ POLARISATION 
AT JIIIR TAU-CHARM FACTORY 

З.Л. Hikitin 
Institute of Laser Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia 

Following the luminosity, the longitudinal polarization of 
colliding eeboams may be a very important instrumental parame
ter of С-X factories in studies of the interaction structure in 
the energy range of 2/*\>resonances and nearby theT- lepton thre
shold [1,2 ], Of interest is to consider from this viewpoint 
some potential possibilities of the JINR factory project [ 3 1. 
Toward this end, since the project ia based on the conservative 
approach,it"s suitable to refer to proposals made previously for 
existing colliders. Our report is just an attempt of this kind. 

In Ref. Г 4 "lthe new design «аз calculated to obtain a longi
tudinal polarization of particles in the collider VEPP-4 for the 
region of 2 GeV by means of a superconducting solenoid turning 
the spin around velocity about the anglo ofJT( "Siberian snake" 
by Derbenev and KondratenkoГ 5~| )• This proposal is based on two 
follcving properties of the VEPP-4 complex. First of them consi
sts in a short time of a radiative polarization build-up in the 
booster ring VEPP-3( the inherent time of polarization rZt3 is 
20 min at energy £=2.1 GeV ). The second special feature is a 
long polarization time in the main ring (T^ is about 50 hours 

for E =2.1 GeV ). The passage of the polarized beam from VEPP-3 

to VEPP-4 occurs under conditions of. matching„between the par

ticles' .spin and the equilibrium direction ofpolarization at.the 
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Injection point due to the special pulsed solenoid incorporated 

in the injection line. The betatron coupling from the supercon

ducting solenoid with necessary integral of a field 

kG« ra ( V = E JpeV] /0.44. \P is a spin rotation angle ) is com

pensated at the site of its arrangement due to four skew quadru-

pole lenses. At the same time the strong spin-orbital coupling 

arising from the transverse orientation of spin vector relative 

to the guide field leads to the full depolarization of a beam 

because of quantum fluctuations over a relaxation time [4 1 

where VY is a horizontal betatron tune, B(4^)is a factor accoun

ting for an influence of the betatron movement on a spin kinetics. 

Away from spin resonances 1/2+Vx = K (K is integer ) the value 

5 is of order 1. Under these conditions and owing to a long 

<XT the depolarization timely, «TjLs about 2 hours at £ a 2 GeV. 

All this makes it possible to perform experiments with colliding 

longitudinally polarized beams in considered conditions. 

One may propose to use the same scheme for JI1TR project ( as 

was done recently for the Spain fao+ory project j[ 6"] )• Here we 

consider two possible ways of such an approach. First way nearly 

duplicates the scheme described above. It is as follows: trans

versely polarized e beams are prepared in the JIKR booster at 

its maximum energyE= 2.5 GeV where the polarization time 

is minimum and equal to 25 min ( f> = 7.4 m is the bending radi
us and К = 26 m is the mean radius ). Positrons are used unpola-
rized so in particular, in studies of interaction processes which 
occur in a single photon channel it's enough to have one of col
liding beams as polarized. The JINR main ring (0 = 12 m, R = 60 m) 

is characterized by 

T0[k] - 234/ E^CGeVJ, 
so in the presence of "5Г- solenoid" the depolarization time tT^ 
varying as-п. may amount about 2 min at E = 2.5 GeV and becomes 
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about 1 hour nearby the $/tyresonance energy ( ~ 1.5 Ge'I). follo
wing the Injection of polarized electrons' bunch its energy must 
be lowered to the level of 1.5 GeV where the depolarization time 
is comparable to the life time and ..because of .this, experiments 
with the longitudinal polarization are most feasible. In a multi-
bunch regime it is preferred to substitute the depolarized 
beam for the polarized one just at the energy of an experiment. 
To do this would require to reduce the polarization time in the 
booster if only to some minutes,through the use of asymmetric 
( unequal-field) wigglere [5,7"] with the mean cube of a vertical 
field 

Let us consider the example with a wiggler element of total 
length of 60 cm consisting of one oentral superconducting magnet 
with a field of +60 kG at a path length of 10 cm and two side 
magnets of -15 kG at a path, length of 2x20 cm. The sequence of 
N like elements magnifies the quantum diffusion rate in the boo
ster by the factor 

F = 1 + КЦо 
where a, =: alHzlwdO/<§>|H |«$shows the contribution of one of ele
ments '( 0 is a generalized azimuth, <§> is an integral over the 
ring without wigglers).For JINR booster parameters0= 0;64 
and thus assuming 11=10 we have F =7.4. The polarization time in 
view of wigglers equals (at 2.5 GeV) 

"C s^o/ ^ = 3nln. 
In evaluting the technical possibilities one must keep in mind 
that this wiggler system enhanoes the energy loss and energy 
spread by factor cs. 2, the beam omittance by factor «4X if the 
Courant-Snyder invariant at the wigglers• placement is identical 
to one averaging over isomagnetic arcs). Power irradiated from 
wigglers is determined as 

P Lwl = 3.340 V 1 R$ (HJwde, 
where у is a relativistic factor, R is in cm, H ie in G, I is 
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a current strength in Л. It gives a radiation capacity about 
1.2 kW for I = 4 mA at energy of 2.5 GeV. 

Now we consider the second way in which the ^use of asymmetric 
wigglers is also the governing factor. In Pig.1 the conceptual 
Bcheme ie shown wherein the radiative polarization build-up occ-
curs in the main ring with the " ЦГ" - solenoid" on. The equilib
rium spin direction for electrons lies in the orbital plane and 
is parallel to velocity at the interaction point at any energy 
( spin makes an angle Of V with velocity at the opposite straight 
section). Polarization build-up may take place in such a system 
only due to a specially tuned spin-orbital coupling Г8"] . Accor
ding to this paper with the arrangement of wigglers at the straight 
section where spin is parallel to velocity,the equilibrium 
polarization degree is expressible as [ 4 *] 

% = 0 . 9 2 r ^ S ^ /<V0 
with the relaxation time 

Here d(9) = d(6t23V)is a function of spin-orbital coupling. The 
expression for Л - function in a storage ring with strong sole
noid's inserts where the betatron coupling is compensated by 
means of special optics was obtained in Ref. [~ 4,9 "|. This way 
of compensation means that radial oscillations excited by quantum 
fluctuations everywhere outside such an insert transform to 
vertical displacements of trajectories only on its site. In Ref. 
[ 4 3 it is provided due to four skew quadrupole lenses disposed 

bilaterally in respect to solenoid edges. In subsequently consi
dered variants of a compensation scheme [ ю ~\ " 0Г- solenoid"may 
be divided into two equal parts between and around of whioh there 
are some skew or normal quads. In this case the c\ - function is 
given by the expression, most simple in the "smooth" approxima
tion [ 4 ] : 
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I.P. AW 

Pig.1. The conceptual scheme based on using 

the spin-orbital mechanism of polarization 

AH v 

^ SOL. INSERT ( s p e c i a l o p t j ^ s ) 

I I 
I . I 

I i L i _ _ C = [ i- >-
1 2 3 4 & 

Fig.2. The longitudinal field distribution 

( H.j. ( © )) over the site with the 3olenoid 
and special optics 
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The coefficient C<: , o: , O; , d: ( j=2,3) determine the trans
formation ( x = d x / d 0 ) for x- and z-motion 

I u<i 
d: 

from the point "1" at the input of solenoid insert ( where G =0) 
to the points "2" and "3" which are behind the focusing edge 
of each .solenoid from where the uniform longitudinal field 
region begins ( ace i''ig. 2). In ttof. [j 1 J the variant of the so
lenoid insert in total leiu;i;li ••'bout 5 uo teres with four skew 
and ono normal quads isj used ( the field of solenoid is 80 kG 
at a total path length of 2x125 cm). In this case the parame
ters C\\ and C: are much leso than 1 and parameters Ъ; and c\• 

О 6 d-f» a 
are of order of 1. It's clear from expressions for the c\ -func
tion and for the degree £" that in the region of half inte
ger values of V ( V =3.5 at £~1.5 GeV for example) and far 
away from spin resonances pointed above the dominant term is the 
last one ('It'̂ iYvlW ) in the formulae f or d ( 8 ) with the arran -
gement of asymmetric wigglers close to tho azimuth 0 = 0Г("1-К/\£). 

Lot us estimate the polarizing influence of Njnigglerelements 
discussed above by substitution of the value Id' l-[cl }-*/2-
into the last expressions for £" and T" . Thus for 11=20 (the to
tal length of the wiggler system is 12 meters) we obtain the 
helicity of electrons about £* =30/5 attainable, with the buildup 
time 7^, ~.6 min at E z2 GeV. At the CJ / Y resonance energy the 
longitudinal polarization degree is about 43$ with T" « 20 min 
providing the wiggler field is fixed. We point out that the pa
rasitic spin-orbital coupling due_tp magnetic structure imperfec
tions away from spin resonances par] ~ 1 is negligible as the 
spin-orbital coupling due to the solenoid is much more : 
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The local value of cL~ function at places occupied by AV/ elements 
(asymmetric higglers) may be tuned by various means used for pro
viding the transverse polarization [5 J . All this makes the op
timal tune to be indeed feasible. The increase of a diffusion 
rate induced by the AW-system (F=23 at E=1.5 GeV) is in agree
ment with requirements of the JIIIR design | 3 ] where the uaual 
symmetric wigglers Berve to control a luminosity. 
The combination of two discussed ways may allow minimizing the 
time of preparing polarized Ьеатз and concurrently to increase 
the time-averaged longitudinal polarization degree. The neces
sary lowering of the booster energy from the level of 2.5 GeV 
to the level of 1.5 GeV may be provided using the well-known tech
niques of the fast and slow spin resonance •crossings [5 1 on.con
servation of the beam polarization. Changing the sign of the 
fields in the solenoid and in the AW elements one can prepare any 
helicity sign of particles. 

In summary it may be said that within the scopes of the JI1TR 
tau-charm factory design it is possible to obtain the suitable 
degree of longitudinal polarization (over 50#) by known 
means based on the "Siberian snake" scheme.The variant is demons
trated to prepare polarized beams in a radiative manner basing 
exclusively on the spin-orbital coupling mechanism. 

V/e'd like to thank A.M. Kondratenko for some comments and V. Ц. 
Zhilich and P. F.Beloshitsky for discussions. 
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TEST MEASURING DEVICES for c-r FACTORY MAGNETIC 
SYSTEMS 
I .A .Za i t scv , V.M.Lacl i inov , V.K.Mnkovcr-v 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research.Head Post. Oflice,P.O. Hox 70, Moscow, 101000, 
Russia, l>mail:Mnkoveev!<Alshe 15.jiiir.dubna.su 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The devices under consideration in the paper present a pnrl of magnetic measure
ment equipment constructed at the—bPP; .lh\TR. The goal of this equipment is to 
do calibration measurement of magnetic fields exactly and quickly using the mag
netometer based on Hall and NMKmethods and a suitable sensor positioner. These 
devices allow us to measure the map of magnetic field, its gradient and magnetic 
length with high precision. -Hoth:—constant -and impulse— magnetic, fields,-can_be 
moasui:c(LJJesKles,- these devices are able to check up and stabilize magnetic fields 
during experiments. TVrperform-calibratioii-we must-know the-current-of-magncts 
exactly. Current .measurers using Hall and NMR methods are aimed to obtaiiL.tliis.. 

0 .1 H a l l T h r e e - c h a n n e l Magnetometer ( I I 3 M ) 

The magnetometer lias been fabricated to measure the induction distributions of 
direct and pulsing magnetic fields in lime and space in wide range and at high 
precision. Illock diagram is shown in fig. 1. The device has been done in ('AMAC 
standard and works in automatic, regime with PC in three independent channels. 

High stability Hall Plates (IIP) of СП ЕМКИ IS type (they have. Hall voltage 
temperature - dependence ~ 0.01 %/K and offset voltage temperature - depen
dence ~ 0.1;iv/K) are used in the device. IIP are Ted with impulse current [1] 
amplitude 1Л during a time interval of ().5ius. The current source оГ IIP is based 
on high stable integrated voltage stabilizer of МЛЛ7'2'А type, which works in im
pulse regime. Hall voltage is increased by measuring amplifier with automatic ze
roing. It is based on precision operational amplifier of KRM(HJI)17A type, with 
inner frequency correction and low noise-voltage. The amplifiers and IIP are thor-
mostabilized. Analog-digital converters (ADC 12/Hi [2]) with external start arc 
used as the final measurers. Time of measurement is synchronized with alternative 
current (AC). 

The magnetometer can work in several independent regimes: 

1. The regime of work in three independent channels with registration of results 
by three ADC on line PC, is basic. 

2. The regime, on line PC in three independent channels with registration of 
resulli; by one ADC. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of magnetometer 

3. Also, the regime with external start, where the magnetometer was included in
to a complex of devices; and one more regime - with start by internal generator 
in autonomous regime. 

The magnetometer has been calibrated against NMR- magnetometer to absolute pre
cision of 0.001%, and in smaller fields (less than 300 G) - with NMR-magnctomctci", 
based on the nutation method. The device has sensitivity ~ 0.04 G and relative 
precision ~ +/- 0.02% of range maximum. 
Measuring field ranges: 

• I range - 0 - 2 T, 

• II range - 0 - 0.2 T, 

• 111 range - 0 - 0.02 T. 

0.2 Hall Cur ren t M e a s u r e r (HCM) 

The contactless current measurer based on H3M is developed to measure .and test 
permanent currents up to 6kA in accelerator magnets. 

Two IIP are measuring the magnetic field in the converter "CURRENT-FIELD" 
(fig.2a), which transforms the measured current into magnetic field (6kA - 320G) [3]. 
The converter is a cylindrical copper busbar (Ф = GOmm) with eccentric, parallel 
to its axis, cylindrical channels (ф = 10mm). The useful signals (proportional to 
the current in busbar) are summed from HP, but parasitic signals from the external 
magnetic field (e.g., magnet field of the Earth) are compensated (fig.2b). Magnetic 
shields are foreseen for the same aim. Contacts of busbar are covered with silver to 
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Figure 2: Construction (a) and cross-section (b) "CURRENT-FIELD" converter 

improve the thermal regime and moreover, to foresee cooling with water. 
The self-correcting microproccse analog-digital converter ADC MK3 [4] with high 
precision (17 bytes and sign) is used as the final measurer, It has the following 
major characteristics: Input voltage - +/• lOv, resolution • 100/xv, integrated and 
differential nonlinearlty arc less than 0.003%, the absolute error is less than GOO/iv in 
temperature range from 203 till 323 K. Time of measurement is synchronized with 
AC. The device has been done in CAMAC standard and can work In automatic 
regime with PC and in autonomous regime. 
Tuning and preliminary calibration of device have been done in homogeneous magnet 
field of Helmholtz coll (till 320 G, it is corresponding to the measured current of 
6kA). The final calibration has been done by a reference current measurer. The 
device has sensitivity ~ 0.5A and relative precision ~ +/• 0.01% of range = OkA. 

0.3 Reference Current Measurer (RCM) 

Reference current measurer is based on NMR-magnetometer with the so-called "nu
tation" effect [5]. The primary converter "I to B" for RC'M, the construction men
tioned above, is based on the known design (3], which consists of the cylindrical 
current conductor {ф = 60inm,fig.2), where one eccentric cylindrical (ф = 10mm) 
hole is disposed parallel to the axis of the conductor. 

The magnetic field В inside the hole of the converter can be characterized as espe
cially homogenous magnetic field, which directly depends on the measured current I. 
It may be calculated taking into account the geometry of the converter [3], which is 
disposed in special magnetic shields. At the given above geometrical parameters of 
the hole converter and I = 6kA there is B~320G in the hole. A comparatively low 
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value of li in the hole, requires higher sensitivity and stability of the magnetome
ter bfiing applied. The nutation NMR«magnctomctcr and the mentioned converter 
"1 to B" are successfully suitable for each other while using in RCM, characterized 
by the possibility to measure the absolute value of direct current I. 

The RCM probe (fig.3, thin = 3mm tube with the nutation winding on it) is 
placed inside the hole of the converter and characterized by the tube where ordinary 
water is running through. The water has been polarized preliminarily in magnetic 
field (3kG) strong enough. In the measured magnetic field the vector of the initial 
proton magnetization of water, corresponding to NMR-signal, is turning ("nutation" 
effect) under the Influence of radio-frequency (r.-f.) field in the winding, which is 
provided with the nutation generator. The nutation effect in the running water is 
analyzed with an ordinary NMR-magnctomctcr. After the nutation winding the tube 
with the running water is passing through the analyzing probe, which is placed in 
the homogeneous field (3kG) of the permanent magnet. The output signal polarity 
in the analyzing NMII-magnetometer is changed, when r.-f. of the nutation gener
ator corresponds to the measured magnetic field according to NMR-signal. Using 
the NMR-resonance frequency, the measured magnetic field is calculated with the 
absolute error ~ 0.01%. The measured direct current can be calculated, taking into 
account the gepmetry of converter "I to B". The RCM may be used as the reference 
measurer with high sensitivity, stability and absolute precision ~ +/- 0.03% for an
other type of amperemeters up to 6kA. 

0.4 Mechanic;]] Equ ipmen t for M a g n e t Measu remen t 

There are 3 types of sensor positioner inside the measured volume of the magnetic 
field. All the devices have been done in CAMAC standard and work in automatic 
regime with PC. 

1. The sensor positioner in cylindrical channels (fig.4) has the following charac
teristics [6] : 

Length system (m)- 6.5, 
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~' Figure 4: Sensor positioner in cylindrical channels 

Linear scan range (in) .4.5. 

Rotation around axis (degree) 3G0. 

• Distance from axis to probe (mm) 40, 

• Movement precision along axis ( n u n ) — 0.1. 

The plastic tube is a basis for the probe. It is stret '\ed out between the biisis 
planes. 

2. The sensor positioner in high radius magnets (fig.5) lias the following charac
teristics [7] : 

(a) Scan ranges'. 

• Radius (mm) 

• Azimuth (degree)— 

• Axis (mm) 

(b) Speed movement: 

• Kadi us (nim/s)—— 

• Azimuth (degrce/s) 

(r.) Resolution: 

• Radius (mm) 

35-/1:10. 

• 0-300. 

•40] 

- 2.5, 

— 12; 

Azimuth (degrce)-
- 0 . 1 , 

- 0.5. 

The ceramic tube is a basis for the probe. 
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II. Three-axis sensor positioner (lig.O) : 

• ЛхЬ '/, (nun) 1000. 
• A x i s X ( n u n ) - • -• IKK). 

• Axis Y (mm) - MOO. 
• Wol.al.ion around axis Z (degree)•-•- 'Mil), 
• Uosoliition (nun) - ~ 0.1. 

The iiinvoiiiPtif. along /-direction (horizontal) and X-direetiou (orthogonal) lias 
hi'oii realized by step-motors. The titan tube is used ns a basis for the probe. 
All the mechanism is placed on a massive plate.which can be regulated along 
Y-direelion (vertically). 

Reference's: 

I. V.M.Zhabilskij el al..lIiNU.lt I.i-S.S-(iSl.llitl»rt;i.U»SS. 

•I. .Ч.Л. l'opov.,11N К ,H10-S(i-:t!)S,l)ubiia, l!)S(i. 

It. S.A.,Spector,Measurenient of big constant cuncnl .publ. "Knorgy", I... li)7S. 

•I. LV.Kriipelnitskij «4 al., SIAl'-SO, Itiga, l!)S0. 

5. A.I//li(,rii()Voj,Meii.siireiiient of magnet field by nutation method. piibl/'lOnergy". 
I,., 1!)70. 

(i. V.M.bachinov el aUlNHJl!)-121 -Г2,Пи1п1Я, 1!)7!K 

7. LV.Koiuogoiova <-t al..lhN'|{,i)-!).r)S(i,l)ulma,l!)7(i. 
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MESO-OPTICS AND SR 

L.M. Soroko 
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Duhna, Russia 

By definition, the term MESO-OPTICS encompasses'systems, in which the infor
mation about the object is transferred in space by conical wavefronts. The main feature of 
the meso-optical imaging devices is that the dimension of the image be greater than the 
dimension of the object. For example, the point-like object is going into the straight-line 
image. Here the "image" is considered as zero order diffraction central lobe spot or line 
surrounded by the axial side lobes of higher order.The depth of focus of the ineso-optical 
imaging system is many order greater than that of the conventional objective. 

The term MESO-OPTICS has been introduced in 1982 [1] and was legitimated 
in 198'l [2]. Since that time there have been proposed and tested various ineso-optical 
microscopes and metrological devices. The meso-optical Fourier transform microscope 
[3] - [7] was made for selective observation of the straight-line tracks of charge particles 
in nuclear photo-emulsion. The diameter of the silver grains which form the particle 
track are of the order of the light wavelength. If the width of the line object is greater 
than wavelength of the light, the meso-optical Fourier transform microscope performs the 
operation of spatial differentiation in the lateral direction [8]. The transformation kernel 
of the meso-optical Fourier transform microscope can be described by the first spatial 
derivative of the Dirac delta-plus function [7]. 

Two monochromatic coaxial conical wavefronts produce longitudinal interference 
pattern along the common optical axis. The range of this interference can be made as 
long as you need [9], [10]. This phenomenon can be used in the fast profilometer and 
keratometer [11]. Conical wave-fronts represent only one class of waves which meets • the 
wave equation. There are also helical wave-fronts which generate specifical singularities 
[12], [13] over the intensity pattern and which can be used to produce extended lines of 
darkness in space. 

As was shown [1*1] - [16], conical wavefronts of monochromatic radiation are com
ponents of so-called "localized waves" which do not diffract as fast as do monochromatic 
waves of the same effective wavelength. Thus we may conclude that conical and helical 
wavefronts do carry information or energy over large distances and manifest themselves 
as new means of information transferring. The performance of these new devices is inac
cessible to the conventional imaging, scanning imaging or range finder systems [17]. 

It has been shown that besides meso-optical devices, in which the dimension of 
the image be greater than the dimension of the object, there exists as well INVERSE 
MESO-OPTICS, in which the dimension of the image be smaller than the dimension of 
the object [18]. For the inverse meso-optical devices to exist, the light sources must 
have spatial coherence properties. 

Figure 1 shows one example of such inverse meso-optical system, in which the source 
1 has the form of the narrow line segment, and the monochromatic waves are radiated 
coherently at fixed axial angle 0 . The meso-optical objective 2 converts the conical 
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Fig. 1. Typical example of t lie inverse tneso-optical system: 1 —linear 
source. 2 - meso-optical objective, 3 -- conventional objective. 
•I — focal spot 

© 

© 

a 
Fig. 2. Virtual grating model of (lie undulator radiation: a) electron 

trajectory in the undulator, b) grooves of the optical diffraction 
grating 
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wavefroiit into the plane wave, and the conventional objective II perforins flu* focusing of 
the plane wave into the focal spot I. As was shown in [IS], there exist at least two such 
radiating sources: a) C'lieicnkov radiator and b) uudiilator or wiggler radiator. 

The aim of this report is to show that inverse u IPSO optical elements can be effectively 
used for transportation and focusing of the synchrotron radiation (SHb generated by the 
undiilalors or wigglers. It will be shown that head locked technological problem typical 
for high intensity SR sources in photon factories can be solved by inverse mcso optics. It 
will be explained how we can observe interference of SR from two coaxial undulatois by 
means of ideas from meso optics. The properties of the self-focusing undiilntor/wiggler 
will be explained [18]. 

The wave-optical properties of the undulntor radial ion can be explained by means 
of the virtual grating model of the SR undulator [19]. According to this model the spacing 
between grooves of the diffraction grating •'«" corresponds to the period of the classical 
iindulator (I. arid the imaginary incident angle n of the virtual radiation is defined by the 
equation (Fig. 2) 

— = cos о ~ 1 + | o | 2 / 2 , (1) 
" ' / / 

with vt.j/ being the average velocity of the accelerated electrons, moving along undulator 
axis, 

vt/f = с 1 - - i j ( l +Л' 2 /2) 
2 7 i 

(2) 

where 7 is the relativistic factor of electrons and К is the magnetic deflection parameter. 
By taking into account the equation of the real diffraction grating for the first 

diffraction order, 

Л = a (cos о — c o s 0 ) , (3) 

where 0 is the observation angle, we get 

A(0) = -A<1 + ^ ' 0 2 + Л"/2). (4) 
The finite length L of the undulator gives rise to some problems of focusing and 

transportation of the SR. Only for central angular component of the light rays with 0 = 0 
can be considered as coming from infinity. For other angular components the radiated 
waves have indeed conical fronts for which the application of the conventional optics will 
be noneffective. The structure of the side going SR from long undulator is shown in Fig. 3 
for third harmonic of the SR [25]. We see from Fig. 3 that for side going radiation we 
cannot neglect the longitudinal dimension of the undulator source. 

As was shown in [18], for transportation of side going radiation we must use meso-
optical elements designed for conical wavefronts. The typical meso-optical unit for fo
cusing of the side going SR is shown in Fig. 4. The undulator 1 is provided with first 
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Fig. 3. The angular structure of the third harmonic of the SR, gener
ated by long undulator (above) and wavefronts of one of these 
components (bottom) 

Fig. 4. Meso-optical unit for focusing of the side going SR: 1 — un
dulator, 2 — first meso-optical element, 3 — first diaphragm 
with ring-shaped slit, 4 — second meso-optical element, 5 — 
pinhole 
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meso-optical element 2, first diaphragm 3 with ring-shaped slit, second meso-optical 
element 4 and the end diaphragm with pinhole opening 5. The focusing of the SR is 
performed in two stages. At the first stage the SR conical wavefront is converted by the 
meso-optical element 2 into the ring-shaped image which is restricted by ring-shaped slit 
3. At the second stage radiation from ring-shaped source is focused into the point on 
the optical axis by the second meso-optical element 4. The function of the water cooled 
"pinhole" [20] performs the first diaphragm 3 with ring-shaped slit. The length of the 
water cooling contact in our device is many times greater than that in the traditional 
pinhole cooler and thus the heat transfer by conduction will be greater as well. Generally 
the aperture of the first meso-optical element 2 is greater than the aperture of the tra
ditional objective, the diameter of the focusing spot near the pinhole opening 5 will be 
smaller than the diameter of the focusing spot in the traditional system. This is the first 
advantage of the meso-optical SR focusing «nit. The second one is that this new system 
performs the pre-monochromalization of the SR entering into the next elements of the 
whole experimental set-up. Meso-optical elements 2 and 4 can be fabricated as diffractivc 
elements even for wavelength of 2-5 nm [18], [21], [22]. 

The main feature of the undulator SR is the dependence of the wavelength A on 
the observation angle Э, expressed by Eq. (4). By changing the period of the undulator 
d0 we may control the wavelength at angle 0 . To keep constant the wavelength A we 
must change simultaneously both d0 and 0 . 

Fig. 5 shows a schematic design of the self-focusing undulator [18], in which the 
period length d0 of the transversal magnetic field is a decreasing function of Z-coordinate 
in a such a way that the period of the undulator blocks at the input of the undulator, 
din, and that at the output, dout are chosen according to the equations 

dm = 2 7
2 

dam = 2 7
2 

where 

A / ( l + 7 2 0 ? + A ' 2 / 2 ) , \ . . . 
! A / ( 1 + 7 2 © ^ + Л ' 2 / 2 ) , J (°> 

0 l 7 = l-LJ2f,\ 
0 2 7 = l + L / 2 / J ' w 

the period d0{Z) being the linear decreasing function of Z between maximum rf,„ and 
minimum dout values. The SR in this self-focusing undulator is focusing into a narrow 
ring for each given wavelength A. To convert this ring-shaped source of SR into a point 
a meso-optical element of the type 4 shown in Fig. 4 must be used. 

As was demonstrated in [20], the base of the first harmonic peak for К = 0.515 ex
hibits small interference ripples near the main peak, which can be explained by the sharp 
truncation of the periodic structure of the undulator magnet. Sometimes this spectral 
response of the undulator can hinder the running of the precision spectral investigations, 
because the whole device will provide small dynamical range. To overcome this disad
vantage of the conventional undulator it is sufficient to suppress side lobes of the spectral 
response of the undulator. This can be done if we withdraw the sharp truncation of the 
periodic structure of the undulator magnet. To ihis end We make variable the thickness 
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Fig. 5. Schematic design of the self-focusing undulatoj (see text) 
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Fig. 6. Undulator with Gaussian spectral response 
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/, of undulator element of soft magnetic material over the unduhitor length L, for example, 
according to the equation 

t(Z) = t0exp[-A(Z- Z.)2/L*], (7) 

where Z 0 — the coordinate of the undulator center, and A — a constant chosen equal to 
« 2.2 •— 2.4. This undulator is shown in Fig. 6 in the form of a model with five periods. 
The amplitude of the electron trajectory xm and the local SR intensity arc changing 
nonmonotonically : iaIong ; undulator axis, being minimal at the input, and output points 
and maximal at the undulator center. As the amplitude of the electron trajectory is 
varying as truncated Gaussian function, Eq. (7), the structure of the spectral line will he 
close to Gaussian function without pronounced side lobes. The suggested undulator offers 
high dynamical spectral range and permits to perforin the measurements in the spectral 
region very close to the central absorption line. 

Now some words about the interference of SR. The first experiment on interference 
of SR was made in [23]. The coherent sources were two extreme segments of the straight 
line gap in the synchrotron "Syrius" at electron energy 1.5 GeV. The geometry of this 
experiment is shown in Fig. 7. Two fans of SR produced by electrons along the circular 
arcs of the electron trajectories in the vicinity of the points Л and В are overlapping in the 
observation plane. The transverse interference picture was detected at various orientation 
angles 0 and azimuthal angle <p. The phenomenon is defined by the retardation time 
Л / л в between electrons and SR wavefront of the wavelength A 

MAB = te - tx. (8) 

The moving time ie of the electrons between points A and D is equal to 

t< = -i-i., (9) 
[1c 

with trajectory length equal to 
/ e = L -f 2R((p' - simp') (10) 

and R is the curvature radius of the electron trajectory. The radiation propagating time 

t л = — = — cos 0 cos f. (11) 
с с 

In the overlapping zone 2 y ' ^ 7~2- The angular distribution and the spectrum of 
the interference pattern were detected with a pinhole diaphragm at energy spread of the 
accelerated electrons 0.049 MeV and at effective wavelength Xejj = (500 ± 10) nm, 

Another type of the interference pattern is generated in the system of several coaxial 
standard undulators with free straight line gaps of different lengths (Fig. 8). By choosing 
the lengths of free spaces between undulators it is possible to change the intensity and 
the shape of the individual SR harmonics [24]. 
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Fig. 7. Experiment for observal ion of the interference of the synchrotron 
radiation 

A„ »23 *JA 

Fig. 8. Irregular undulator structure, where Д j,J+i is the spare gap be
tween conventional regular undulators 
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Fig. 9. System of two short coaxial undulators with different periods: 

>,=A2 

U, d, U2d2 
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Fig. 10. System of two short undulators provided with axiconic lens for 
observation of the longitudinal interference of SR 
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To provide effective coherent overlapping of two conical waves from two short coaxial 
iiiulnliiloi's. I lie period of the second uiululator in Fig. 0 must be chosen smaller than that 
of the first one. The analogous demands were accepted in the self-focusing meso -optical 
inidulalor. shown in Fig. 5,which was turned at fixed wavelength A. The period of the 
circular interference fringes generated by this system is equal to 

Л = (£!-=в,)- .д . (,*) 

As 

(Oi - е , ь = -cis. (13) 
we have 

Л = A - 7 • j , (14) 

where С is the length between the centers of two short undulators and / is the distance 
from this center to the observation plane. To produce the longitudinal interference of 
these two coaxial conical wavefronts, a system with axiconic lens must be used (Fig. 10). 

So far we anticipated that SR is coherent. In the real experiment we have a partially 
coherent SR. The spectral purity of radiation, А/Д A, defines the longitudinal (temporal) 
coherence length 

Л / „ = ^ . (15) 

The transverse coherence length Д / j . is defined (but not equal) by the diameter of the 
electron beam D and the angular divergence of the photon beam Д 0 [Щ. The phase-
space volume of the electronic beam must be small with respect to the phase-space volume 
of the light beam, | D- A 0 . In general case the number of the contrast interference fringes 
will be equal to N « А/ДА. In the X-ray microscope driven hv undulator SR -N Rs 100 
[22]. 
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Aerogels arc materials of extreme porosity and very low density. In 
most cases they consist of inorganic oxides like 5гОг, or AI2O2, ZrOi, 
ТЮ2, WO3, or their mixtures, Aerogels have large specific surface 
(more than 103 m2/g in some cases), very low thermal conductivity 
(loss than 0.02 W/m° K, as a rule), can be transparent, and reveal 
interesting acoustic, electric and other properties. 

Porosity of aerogels amounts to 80-99.8%. It means that in their 
volume there is more air than solids, and they smoothly fill the density 
gap between the "heaviest" gases and the "lightest" liquids. In other 
words, there is no substances of aerogel density in the nature. 

With this density, which in some cases is only several times as high 
as that of the air, aerogels are a bridge between solid (non-crystalline) 
substances and gases. They are a kind of "fourth state" of a substance 
with unusual physical and chemical properties. 

1. Introduction 

Despite the fact that Kistler [1-4] prepared the first aerogels at 
Stanford University, California, as far back as the 1930s, they were 
not practically used up to the 1970s [5]. Progress in the preparation 
technique and detailed study of these materials, was stimulated in the 
mid —1970s by a possibility of using them as liquid propellant carriers, 
special highly effective catalysts, radiators in Cherenkov detectors for 
high-energy particles [6-13]. Later aerogels were used as a reliable heat 
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insulator in the so-called supra-windows [14-17], and the first reviews 
on this topic appeared [18-22]. 

The 1-st International Symposium on Aerogels was held on the initia
tive of Prof. Joachen Pricke at Wiirzburg in September 1985. Later the 
proceedings of the symposium were published covering all preparation 
techniques, properties and applications of aerogels [23]. 

In September 1988, the 2-nd International Symposium on Aerogels 
was held at Montpellier, France [24]. Its participants, mainly form 
Western research centres, concentrated on synthesis of new types of 
aerogels, their high-temperature transformation, fractual structure, me
chanical properties, problems of preparation of their modifications. 

The 3-rd International Symposium took place again at Wurzburg 
three years later. Besides different aerogel varieties, SiOi aerogel as 
the most widely used in practice was in the focus of discussion. One 
third of the papers reported had SiOi aerogel in their titles. In our 
paper we also place emphasis on this type of aerogel. 

Interest in aerogels has been increasing in the last years. As an 
illustration to this, we can point out that 50 papers dealt with this topic 
in 1981, more than 100 in 1986, and more than 150 in 1989 [25]. 

The growing interest in the problem is seen from table 1, which shows the 
number of papers published in well-known journals between 1980 and 
1992 as reported in the Science Citation Index (SCI) [26]. 

Table 1 

Number of papers on aerogels published in 1980-1992 
and cited in the SCI 

Year 
Number of papers 

Year 
Number of papers 

1980 
7 

1988 
38 

1981 
12 

1989 
53 

1982 
5 

1990 
41 

1983 
3 

1991 
20 

1984 
5 

1992 
83 

1985 
6 

1986 
14 

1987 
8 

In 1990 the editorial board of the Science, one of the most often cited 
journals, listed aerogels among ten most promising avenues of investiga
tion in science and technology in the USA [27]. 
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2. Preparation of aerogel 

Aerogels are mainly prepared by the salt-gel process followed by 
supercritical drying in an autoclave. Essentially, the method consists in 
the following. First, liquid is removed from the aquagel. Evaporation is 
avoided as it would result in "shrinkage" of the gel and in destruction of 
its reticular structure by capillary forces (with production of xerogel). 
So, gel is kept submerged in the same liquid in the autoclave under 
higher pressure than that of the liquid's saturated vapour. As soon 
as the critical temperature is exceeded (and the liquid-vapour interface 
disappears) the gas is released from the autoclave and the temperature 
is reduced to the environment temperature. The reticular structure of 
the aerogel is preserved, and air is allowed to bleed into micropores 
(which make up 95% of all volume for SiOi aerogel). 

When the size of micropores does not exceed the wave length of visible 
electromagnetic radiation, one can make blocks (bricks) of a transparent 
material with density one-two orders of magnitude lower than that of 
water. The refractive index of this material is but slightly larger than 
one. 

Another way to avoid the liquid-gas interface in gel drying is to freeze 
the liquid and then remove it by sublimation (see Fig. 1). 

No other ways to get rid of destructive forces in gel drying are found. 
For reference Ave note that in the case of ethyl alcohol and glass (surface 
tension of ethyl alcohol is 0.02275 N m~l at the zero angle of contact 
between the liquid and the capillary wall and at the capillary radius of 
10 nm) the capillary forces are equal to the pressure 45 times as high as 
the normal atmospheric pressure. If ethyl alcohol is replaced by water, 
there will be a 150-fold excess over the atmospheric pressure. 

2.1. Kistler's technique 
In Kistler's technique [2,3] the initial material for preparing S1O4. 

aerogel is sodium silicate (liquid glass). Its reaction with hydrochloric 
acid yields a gel of suitable density in about a day. Kistler washed off 
the rest of the acid and NaCl produced in the reaction with water and 
thus obtained SiO<i aquagel. 
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Fig . l . Two aerogel drying methods: 1 — supercritical drying; 2 — cryogenic 
drying (S — solid phase, L — liquid phase, G — gas phase, Г — 
temperature, p — pressure, A' — critical point) 

A problem was to' remove water from the aquagel because already 
at a temperature below the critical one (374°C) Si02 gel is dissolved 
(at the appropriate pressure of saturated vapour). Kistler overcame 
the problem by substituting methyl or ethyl alcohol for water in the 
aquagel. The critical temperatures of these alcohols are considerably 
lower (239.4°C and 243°C), and the Si02 alcogel can undergo super
critical drying without any problems. 

The density of Si02 aerogel samples ranged from 0.03 to 0.3 • g cm - 3 , 
which allowed Kistler to conclude that air-filled pores of the aerogel 
make up 86-98% of its volume. 

It takes several weeks to prepare aerogel by Kistler's technique. Thirty 
five years later Prof. Stanislas Jean Teichner together with his student 
Gilbert Nicoloun [6,8] eliminated this inconvenience. 
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2.2. Teichner 's technique 
The initial material for preparing Si02 aerogel is tetramcthoxysilane 

dissolved in methyl alcohol. Alcogel is produced by hydrolysis with the 
given amount of water (without washing and filtration): 

Si(OCH3)< + 11СЩОН + AH20 = Si(OH)A + {71 + A)CH3OH. 

The time to prepare gel was reduced from several weeks to one [28]. 
Aerogel is produced in two reactions. They are hydrolysis followed 

by polycondensation. The conditions governing these processes and 
substantially affecting the properties of the end product are pH of the 
Si(OCH%)\ solution in methyl alcohol and real amount of water used 
[29]. 

If the solution shows an acid reaction, there appear linear chains, 
which interweave and couple with one another in the course of gel 
production and finally form alcogel. If the initial solution shows a basic: 
reaction, there appear short chains, "which are grouped into spherical 
particles, and gel production takes place only after their mutual coupling. 

The ratio of water to tetramethoxysilane Si(OR)^ being small (sub-
stoichiometric), the hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions occur in 
accordance with the schemes [31]: 

Si(OR)A + H20 = Si(OR)3OH + ROH, 
Si{OR)4+Si{ORhOH = {RO)3Si-0-Si(ORh + ROH. 

(RO)zSi-0-Si{ORh + H20 = (RO^Si -O- Si\OR)2OH + ROH. 

It results in formation of linear chains followed by production of alcogel 
with fibre structure (probability for production of dihydroderivatives is 
very small owing to a low concentration of water). 

The ratio of water to tetrainethoxysilanc Si{OR)A being higher (stoi
chiometric and superstoichiometric), the first to occur is the hydrolysis 
of tetramethoxysilanc and then 3 -dimensional structures are formed via 
condensation. The probability of the reaction 

(HO)3Si{OR) + H20 = Si(OHh + ROH 
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is high enough, and polycondonsation can involve the ".spatial" mecha
nism: 

III 
Si 
I on о 

! I 
HO-Si-OH +Ю11 -Si=-= Si-O-Si-OSi =+4//50. 

I I 
ОН О 

I 
Si 
III 

The real amount ratio of ЩО to Si{OR).\ turned out to affect the 
the time development of concentrations of separate hydrolysis products 
[32]. ш 

It is of interest that the mass ratio of an alcoxide to the corresponding 
alcohol (e.g., that of tributylxylan to butyl alcohol) also determines the 
density and specific surface of the final (AI2O3) aerogel [28]. 

2 .3 . O the r techniques 
Other techniques have only slight difference from Teichner's one, 

being nothing but its modifications. For example, tetramethoxysilane 
is replaced with tetraethoxysilane to avoid poisonous methyl alcohol 
and its vapour. Another possibility is to wash alcogel (under pressure) 
with liquid carbon dioxide [33,34]. In this case the temperature in 
the autoclave must be a little more than 31°C (critical temperature 
of CO<i). It also eliminates the danger of explosion of the alcohol-air 
vapour mixture. 

The technique of drying alcogel by freezing and sublimation at a 
reduced pressure was already mentioned. The products thus obtained 
are usually called cryogels [24] (see Fig. 1). 

But none of the Teichner's technique modifications allows such a 
quality of transparent SiO% aerogel blocks, as the original technique 
with tetramethoxysilane does [23,24,35]. 

The last step in synthesis of SiO-z aerogel is its annealing at a tempe
rature of about 500°C. It turns the initial hydrophobic aerogel into 
hydrophilic one. At a temperature of about 300°С oxidation of non-hyd-
rolyzed surface ah ogroups begins. As a result, the hydrophobic character 
of the surface disappears and the optical properties improve [36]. 
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2.4. Aerogel t r ansparency problem 
Despite a relatively simple description of the SiOi aerogel preparation 

technique, it should be mentioned that in practice synthesis is still 
a kind of "art", which requires considerable experimental experience 
and skill if one wants to have a coherent and transparent product. An 
important condition for preparation of aerogels is close control over the 
temperature during alcogel production and to prevent the formation of 
cracks inside its volume during its production and ageing". In view of 
low thermal conductivity of this material, all changes in temperature 
should go on slowly enough. 

Transparency of a well-prepared SiOi aerogel decreases down to 40% 
beyond th*» wave length range 400 - 2400 nm. It approaches zero 
at the wave length 240 nm in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum 
and at the wave length over 2400 nm in the near infrared part of it. 
Naturally, these limits are not strict because they depend on the aerogel 
preparation technique. To illustrate it, we note that the hydrolysis 
reaction was studied in detail by Schmitt [38] in his thesis; he investiga
ted the effect of 25 different catalysts. 

In his thesis Moutel [39] described results of hundreds of experiments 
on preparation of sufficiently transparent Si02 aerogel suitable for being 
used as a radiator of the Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation. The refractive 
index values of his samples ranged from 1.04 to 1.15 (see [39]). 

3 . Some applications of aerogels 

At present the transparent SiO-i aerogel is the most widely used. In 
high energy physics, for example, it is employed in aerogel Cherenkov 
counters which, being simple in design and having the refractive index 
from 1.007 to 1.24, fully satisfy the requirements of high-energy hadron 
detection at accelerators [20]. 

The fact that aerogel is a "superinsulating" material was described 
already by Kistler in his pioneer papers. He found that thermal conducti
vity of the aerogel is as large as about 0.02 W 7П-1Л'-1 at the normal 
atmospheric pressure and approaches 0.01 W m~lK~l in vacuum. In 
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1986 the thermal conductivity of the aerogel 0.007 W m~lK~l was 
reported (see [19,40]). Heat losses of an aerogel layer 15 mm thick (in 
the temperature range from 10°C to 20°C) are only 0.5 W m~lK~l 

while those of ordinary glass are 6 W m - 1 A' _ 1 and 1.5 W m~lK~x for 
the best industrial types of glass (with an interlayer of argon) [22,41]. 
Aerogels are nonexplosive, incombustible, ecologically safe, highly effici
ent insulating materials suitable for various applications in transportation 
or storage at low temperatures [5,21,42]. To use them in solar batteries 
also seems promising. 

As a liquid propeilant carrier, aerogel absorbs 45 g of liquid nonsym
metrical dimethylhydrazine per gramme of its mass [23,43]. We do not 
know, however, the extent of its use in military technology. 

Electric and sound-proof properties of aerogel are also of interest. 
The dielectric constant of SiO? aerogel in the frequency range from 
50 to 100 000 Hz is practically the same between 20°C and -170°C. 
It sharply decreases only at 35 К (see [44]). The speed of sound in 
ordinary glass is up to 5000 m/s while in aerogel it is only 100-300 ra/s, 
i.e., smaller than in the air [19,21,45]. 

It is also promising to use aerogels, especially those with pores from 
20 nm to 100 nm in size, as special gas filters (see [5,46]). The size of 
pores can be changed by heating. 

Wide opportunities are offered by aerogels used as precursors for 
special (highly pure) types of glass and as traps for micrometeorites 
aboard NASA rockets [48,49], where S1O2 aerogel of extremely low 
density (below 0.005 gm~3) is planned to be used for nondestructive 
investigation of micrometeorites in a transparent material. 

Owing to its high hydrophily, SiO? aerogel finds extensive application 
as ecologically safe physical insecticide. Its efficiency proves to be 
higher than that of the classical insecticide DDT [21,51]. Naturally, 
this application is limited to very sensitive rare plant in greenhouses, 
etc. 

Mentioning also such nonstandard applications of aerogel as a physical 
model of the globe lightning [18] or a scintillation detector for radioactive 
radiation [50], we proceed to the most widespread application of aerogel 
in chemical reactions as a catalyst. 
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3 .1 . Aerogels as catalysts 
It was Kistler who pointed out the promising use of aerogels as 

catalysts as far back as 1934 [53]. However, only in the mid-1970s this 
matter was really studied by Teichner, Gardes, Pajonk [8,54,58]. The 
largest number of papers were published after 1985. At present time 
there are over 50 papers describing aerogels as highly active selective 
catalysts [28]. Aerogels can be used as a carrier or as an active element. 
In both cases there can be one type of aerogel or a mixture of its different 
versions. The most widely used are SiOi and Al^Qz aerogels. 

Si02 aerogel 
Properties of the end-product aerogel are formed mainly at the first 

stage of its preparation. The basic conditions were choice of alcoxylan 
and its solvent, their mass ratio, solution pH and amount of water 
necessary for hydrolysis. This type of aerogel has a structure of high 
thermal stability and preserves it at least up to 500°C (see [36]). 

A12O3 aerogel 
The choice of the initial material for AI4O3 aerogel is limited because 

of insolubility of aluminium alcoholates in their respective alcohols. 
The salt-gel process occurs in a heterogeneous medium of an alcoholate 
suspended in alcohol or in a solution of the alcoholate in an organic 
liquid (usually benzene) immiscible with water [8]. 

These aerogels have specific surface of smaller value than SiO^ aerogels 
but their thermal stability is equally good. They may contain a variable 
part of crystalline phase depending on the amount of water used for 
hydrolysis [8]. 

Other versions of aerogels 
The classical technique was successfully used to prepare ТЮ4 aerogel 

containing partially crystallized anatase; Pajonk prepared amorphous 
product by washing water out of alcogel with butyl alcohol [59]. 

ZrO<i aerogel can be prepared in an amorphous or crystalline form. 
In both cases the initial material is zirconium isopropylate dissolved in 
benzene. The specific surface of the aerogel is only 200 m2/g. At a 
temperature above 350°C it exists only in a crystalline form [59]. 
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To prepare CrO$ aerogel chromium acetate was used [61]; the initial 
materials for M0 and Fe20% aerogels are acetylacetanates of the corres
ponding metals dissolved in methyl alcohol [8,6]. 

In preparation of some aerogels (СгЮ, V20^, NiO) there arises a 
specific problem of metal reduction during the so-called supercritical 
drying. 

Binary and ternary aerogels 
A mixture of aerogels in the salt-gel process phase may be produced 

in a homogeneous or nonhomogeneous medium. In most cases Si.02 

aerogel or AUO$ aerogel is one of the components, often a dominating 
one: CV2O3—Al2Oz, Fe 20 3—Al 20 3 , Fe202—Si02 [62,55]. Homogenei
ty of the end product depends on similarity of properties or difference 
in velocities of the hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions. 

3.2. Aerogel as active phase carrier 
Aerogels with easily reduced oxides (e.g., NiO or CuO) are always 

partially reduced in the autoclave atmosphere. A sufficiently active 
catalytic phase is formed by means of binary or ternary aerogels or 
by impregnating the basic aerogel with a suitable organic compound 
[58,57]. 

Quantitatively, metal can be reduced in the hydrogen atmosphere. 

3.3. Examples of catalyzed reactions 
Aerogels are used in reactors either as a fluid filler or in the fixed state. 

In both cases the gas blow-through rate can be greatly different because 
of great difference in the volume of pores, specific surface and aerogel 
density. As shown by Pajonk [59], minimum fluidization rates of gases 
in reactors with aerogel filling are higher than their theoretical values for 
the corresponding size of particles. It is assumed that at low gas rates . 
particles below Ю - 5 т in size are grouped into formations of several 
millimetres under the effect of electrostatic forces. At higher rates the 
formations disintegrate. The blow-through rate can be increased by 
mixing aerogels with particles of higher density [63]. 
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The fixed-state use of aerogels consists in fixing them in Rashigov 
rings, metallic or glass pipes, metallic chips, zeolite, or vermiculites 
[59,60]. The porosity and passage capacity of aerogels can be increased 
by temperature treating at about 40O°C in both reactor versions [59]. 

Hydrogenation reactions. Astier [64,65] used Pt—MoOi aerogel to 
catalyze hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane at 50 - 100°C. It is 
possible to have highly selective hydrogenation of toluene to methylcyc-
lohexane with Ni—S1O4 aerogel [66], nitrobenzene to aniline with Pd 
— АЦОг aerogel suspended in ethanol [68,69], and cyclopentadiene 
to cyclopentene in the presence of Си—AI2O3 aerogel. Activation of 
SiO?, AliOz and ZrO-i aerogels in the hydrogen atmosphere yields 
catalysis for hydrogenation of ethylene, acetylene, benzene, cyclohexene 
and cyclohexadiene at 100-200°C. It is different with hydrogenation of 
Si, Al and Zr, which are not active in hydrogenation reactions [59,60]. 

The Fe203—SiOi aerogel shows high efficiency in Fischer-Tropsch 
reactions. It is also very stable against deactivation of the catalyst by 
means of carbonization [70]. 

To synthesize methanol at 300°C, CuO—ZrO?., ZnO—Al203, CuO 
— AI2O2 aerogels were successfully used [71]. To reduce nitrogen oxide 
to ammonia, catalysts based on Cr-iPz—Al<iO$ or Fe^Oi—А^Оз aerogels 
were successfully used [72]. The ZrO-i aerogel was employed in hydrogena
tion of ethylene, butene and methylcyclopropane [59]. 

Oxidation reactions. The reactions carried out experimentally are conver
sion of isobutylene to methylacrolein with NiO—SiO%—Al^Oz aerogel 
and NiO—Al<iO$ aerogel [73], and oxidation of propane and isobutylene 
to acetone at 260° C. The CuO—AI2O3 aerogel was used for partial 
oxidation of n-butylene to crotonaldehyde and furan at 310°C [75]. 

Much attention was paid to nitration of aliphatic and aromatic hydro
carbons [76]. The selectivity of these reactions was below 80% only in 
very few cases. 

Other reactions. Among other applications noteworthy is polymerization 
of ethyl alcohol with the TiCl$—A^Oz aerogel at low pressure. The 
efficiency of the aerogel is comparable with that of Ziegler's classical 
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catalyst [77]. The Fe^O^—CV2O3—Л/2О3 aerogels were used for selective 
reduction of nitrogen oxide to nitrogen and water [72j. Other possibilities 
of using aerogels are described in reviews [20,59]. 

3.4. Aerogel as radiator of Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation 
The use of silicon dioxide aerogels as radiators in Cherenkov counters 

is described in detail in the second part of this paper. Here we give for 
example only general information. 

This application of the aerogel was first proposed in 1974 in [78]. 
Low (variable) density of the aerogel and thus a low refractive index 
n = 1.01 -r 1.15, which is a function of density 

n = l + 0 , 2 1 p , р(д/ст3), 

allowed this new material to be used in threshold Cherenkov counters 
replacing high-pressure gas ones. At the same time it allowed advance 
toward the VChR threshold regions completely inaccessible for any 
other method. A simple design of aerogel counters favoured construction 
of large-size detectors (with radiators hundreds of litres in volume) 
[79]. As pointed out by the authors of [29], SiOi aerogel is an ideal 
Cherenkov radiator for suppression of the 7r-meson background in the 
particle momentum region about 1 GeV/c because it is sensitive only 
to pions and insensitive to kaons. 

Fig.2 . VChR resulting from 
passage of a 350 MeV electron 
beam through silicon aerogel. 
Top: aerogel prepared at 
Komenski University, Bratislava 
(n = 1.055); bottom: aerogel 
prepared at the Institute of 
Catalysis SD RAN, Novosibirsk 
(n = 1.034). 

For illustration Fig. 2 shows rings of VChR emitted by 350 MeV 
electrons in silicon aerogels. We took these pictures with a special 
Cherenkov camera [80] at the electron accelerator VEPP-3, Institute 
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of Nuclear Physics (Novosibirsk), Siberian Division, Russian Academy 
of Sciences. These images indicate good directionality of VChR in the 
aerogel and allow a hope that in the future these radiators will be used 
not only in threshold Cherenkov counters but also in differential ones. 
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